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Create It 
Develop your custom real-time control application 
with easy-to-use National Instruments LabVIEW" RT 
running on a Windows-based PC. 
Embed It 
Download and run your application on a dedicated 
processor running a real-time operating system on the 
RT Series DAQ board for PCI or PXI~/CompactPCl. 
Control It ---h... 
Control your embedded system deterministically, without 
interruption, even if you must reboot. 
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New Mothcode 2000 provides the 
total technical solution. 
Advanced calculating power is iust the beginning_ 
New Mathcad 2000 Is much more than just a calculation package. It's the most useful tool available for taking all your technical projects 
from start to finish, quickly and easily. It starts with unmatched calculating power and speed, coupled with superior visualization tools. But 
Mathcad 2000 lets you go further, with professional documentation and collaboration tools. Plus Integration tools to bring together all your 
calculations, text, graphs, sketches, and drawings into your Mathcad worksheets. Most important, every last one of Mathcad 2000's 
powerful new features is deSigned to help you do your best work, with the least amount of effort. 
• Unmakhed Math Functionality 
Mathcad 2000' s advanced math functionality provides 
greater support for your work in engineering, science, 
statistics, business and finance, and more. And improved 
IntelliMathN automation and ease-of-use features boo t 
your productivity, while optimizing your results. 
• Professional Documentation 
The latest document formatting options alJow you to 
prepare your documents to the exact specifications you 
need, with just the look you want. 
• Web Integration and Collaboration 
Built-in Web tools make it easy to collaborate and hare 
your work with colleagues. 
Over a million engineers and scientists worldwide rely on 
Mathcad for performing their technical work quickly and 
accurately. Whether you choose Mathcad- 2000 Premium, 
ProfeSSional , or Standard edition, you ' ll add a whole new 
dimension to your calculating power. 
Get Mathcad 2000 at one of these reseUers: 
• Complete Interoperability 
Mathcad works seamlessly with all your favorite Microsoft-
Office, OLE and ActiveX applications, so you can bring 
together your data and graphical elements in just the right 
way. And with built-in SmartS ketch- LE, you have advanced 
20 parametric CAD capabilities right at your fingertips. 
• Superior Visualization 
Improved 20 and 30 graphing, now enhanced by Axum-
LE, gives you better insight into your work. You get precise 
control over your graphs, for spectacular results and 
presentation-quality documents. 
~ SCiTech' COIPDIATE fri 0 ~ ~:;~=:L.O[I~ r.,·s SOFTCH E 'P!!teJ§!\. _ ~ ~~~9 .. ~n~ !5!:!!5 ===-
Or by visiting www.mathsoft.com/webstore. For volume licensing call1-S00-62S-4223 (1 -800-MATHCAD) today I 
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Introducing the NEW 
Dash 8 Series 
Recorders ... 
You provide 
the signals, 
we'll handle the rest 
• Signal conditioning for any application 
• 10.4 inch color monitor for real-time 
viewing and playback 
• Internal 2 Gbyte hard drive for data 
capture 
. 100 Mbyte Zip drive for storage 
• 8 Channels with isolated inputs 
• Real-time math option 
• Rugged , compact and portable-
less than 20 Ibs 
The all-new Dash 8 series features two models, each engineered for specific input types. 
The Dash 8n is designed with high voltage, isolated inputs, while the Dash 8u features 
universal inputs for voltage, temperature, DC bridge and optional F to V, RTD and high 
voltage inputs. The Dash 8 series - truly remarkable recorders and data acquisition 
instruments ideal for all your recording needs. 
Call, E-mail, Fax, or write to us today for all the details. 
Sales and Service Centers throughout the 
U.S., Canada and Europe. m ]®AstID-IfecI;lnc. 
Dealers located throughout the world 
Astro-Med is System Certified to ISO 9001 
Other recorder and data acquisition products from Astro-Med 
DASH II DASH IV DASH 10 
TEST & MEASUREMENT DIVISION 
Astro-Med Industrial Park, West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893 
Telephone: (401) 828-4000 · Toll Free: 1-877-TMSYSTEM · Fax: (401 ) 822-2430 
In Canada Telephone: 1-800-565-2216 
E-mail: astro-med@astro-med.com • Web Site : www.astro-med.com 
MT95K2 
Portable 2-Channel Recorder Portable 4-Channel Recorder Portable to-Channel Recorder 
Flagship 32-Channel Rackmount 
Recorder 
AslroOAQ 
3D-Channel Data Acquisilion System 
AstroOAQ 2 
Portable Data Acquisition Syste 
For More Information Clrde No. 563 
OASIS 2000 
Sensor Interface System 
'Ibis computer controlled, multi-<:hannel 
laboratory measurement instrumentation ystem 
provides u ers with a convenient front-end to a 
data acquisition sy tern. It provides a universal 
ignal conditioning interface for a wide variety 
of sensors including strain gages, piezoelectric 
and piezoresistive pressure sensors and 
accelerometers. Intelligent application software 
provides an ea y operator interface and mini-
mizes set-up time. It can be used for dynamic 
measurements for a wide variety of applications, 
including aerospace, transportation, and civil 
structures. 
Call Endevco toll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
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MODEL 7290A 
Variable Capacitance Accelerometer 
Designed for measurement of low level and 
low frequency vibrations and linear acceleration 
in aero pace, automotive, and other critical 
applications. These accelerometers utilize 
unique variable capacitance microsensors and 
operate over a 2 to 150 g full scale range. Gas 
damping and internal overrange stops enable 
sensors to withstand extremely high hock and 
acceleration loads. The unit can operate from 
9.5 V to 18.0 V, provide a ±2 V low impedance 
output and has outstanding thermal stability over 
a wide temperature range. 
Call Endevco toll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
For More Information Circle No. 551 
MODEL25AIB 
ISOTRO • Accelerometer 
The world's smallest (0.2 gm) adhesive-mounted 
accelerometer, with integral electronics, meas-
ures vibration on very small objects such as 
scaled models, mall electronic components and 
in biomedical re earch. It produce 5 mV/g over 
a wide dynamic range (+ 1000 g's) and has 
resolution of 10 mg. Field-replaceable coaxial 
cable extends service life in heavy-use situa-
tion . Unit requires 4 rnA constant current and 
returns low impedance voltage output through 
the arne cable. 
Call Endevco toll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
For More Information Clrde No. 552 
ADVERTISEMENT 
MODEL 7270A 
200,000 g 
Accelerometer 
Series of rugged 
undamped units 
de igned for bock 
measurements. Thi 
silicon chip-based 
sensing ystem 
incl udes inertial 
mass and strain gages arranged in an active 
four-arm Wheatstone bridge circuit. Their 
exceptionally high re onance frequencies 
(I MHz) and zero damping deliver accurate 
re ponse to fasi rise times and short duration 
shock. Ideal for measurement of long duration 
tranSients due to its dc frequency re ponse. 
Call Endevco toll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
For More Information Clrde No. 553 
MODEL 8515C 
Low Profile 
Piezoresistive 
Pressure 
Sensor 
This rugged, minia-
ture, high sensitivity 
piezore i tive 
pressure sensor is 
available in 0-15 
and 0-50 psia pressure ranges and has a 200 mV 
full-scale output. Its extremely low 0.030 inch 
profile and small 0.25 inch diameter package 
makes it ideally suited for use in small· cale 
model tests, wind tests as well as in f1jght te ts 
on aerodynamic urface . 
Call Endevco toll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
For More Information Circle No. 554 
Endeveo's Quality Dynamic Measurement Products: 
Performance You Can Depend on 
Under the Most Extreme Conditions. 
When you need to perform the rno t 
critical vibration shock and pressure 
measurements in the toughest operating 
environment, look to Endevco for the 
be t olutions. If your application requires 
temperature ranges from -4500 F to 
l500° F, hocks as severe as 200,000 g and 
extremely ho tile EM! RFI. and EMP 
conditions, we've got the mo t dependable 
olution for you. Endevco delivers out-
standing perfonnance over bandwidths 
from dc up to 200 KHz and over the wide 
dynamic range from ~g to 200,000 g. And 
these solutions come in the smallest, toughest 
and smarte tensors available today. 
You've eeD Endevco quality and depend-
ability climb to the lOp over the past 50 years. 
So when your application calls for a high-
performance product., you can alway depend 
on receiving traditional Endevco excellence. 
Contact u by fax, phone, email or visit 
our web ite today. 
The Measurement Solutions Company. 
ENDEVCO 
.. 30700 Rancho Viejo Road. San Juan Capistrano. CA 92675-1748 
""- Tel: (877)-ENDEVCO (Toll Free) Fax: (949) 661-7231 
, Web Site: hup:/Iwww.endevco.comlexueme Email: applications@endevco.com 
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Now new and experienced Algor 
customers can get step-by-step 
instruction on how to take advan-
tage of software features and 
capabilities without leaving their 
desk. Each Web Course registra-
tion includes: 
Access to the Live Web Course on 
the Internet using a password. 
Viewing the Live Web Course 
gives engineers the opportunity to 
phone in or email their questions 
and partiCipate in the training. 
Access to the replay of the Web 
Course for unlimited personal 
screenings using streaming video 
format. The streaming video format 
is a fast response format that 
·streams" the video over the 
Internet to the engineer with no 
download times. 
A VHS videotape or CD-ROM con-
taining the Web Course enables 
engineers who do not have 
Internet access to benefit from 
Algor's use of Internet audio/video 
technology. This enables viewers 
to build a resource library of Web 
Courses. 
Past topics of Algor Live Web 
Courses are also available for sale 
in both Internet Streaming Video, 
VHS videotape or CD-ROM for-
mat. See our web site for course 
listings and details. 
Algor's Cutting Edge Technology Enables 
High Audio and Video Quality 
All Algor Live Web Courses are broad casted in three band-
widths with top quality audio to reach viewers on all types of 
Internet connections from 56k modems to cable modems 
and T1lines. 
Algor has made a significant investment in webcasting 
technology to produce Web Courses of the highest possible 
quality at any bandwidth. High-technology production tech-
niques show the details of Algor software in use at any 
bandwidth. 
FREE SAMPLE: To sample Algor's Web Course technique 
at no charge, tune into one of our free public Webcasts 
available at www.algor.com/webcast that showcase live 
demonstrations of Algor software capabilities. By calling in, 
engineers can participate in the live demonstration by having 
Algor engineers respond to their questions. The Webcasts 
are then made available for replay after the live broadcast for 
a personal screening at any time. Visit our web site for a list-
ing of upcoming Webcasts and Webcast Replays. 
Algor's Web Courses have qualified for Professional 
Development Hours (PDH) within those states that 
have Continuing Professional Competency (CPC) 
requirements as a condition of license renewal 
for Professional Engineers. 
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
computer Dynamics' 
Century-ClM'" Series is a new family of 
flat-panel computers and monitors with 
SOQ-MHz computing power. 
20 
ON THE COVER 
~ 
, '. /P 
Imaging, scanning, and electromechanical 
display innovations from NASA are fea-
tured in this month's Special Coverage on 
ImagingNideo/Display Technology, begin-
ning on page 28. Also featured are video 
cards and scalers, imaging systems, and 
other new products, including the Cen-
tury-ClMTM Series flat-panel computers 
and monitors from Computer Dynamics, 
Greenville, SC, our Product of the Month 
(page 20). 
(Photo courtesy of Computer Dynamics) 
Pennillioru: Authorization to photocopy item for internal or persona1 we, or the internal or 
penonal use of specific clients, is granted by Associated Business Publications, pro\<;dcd that 
the flat fee of 3.00 per copy be paid directly to the Copyright Clearance Center (222 Rose 
Wood Dr .• Danvers. MA 01923) . For those organiutions that have been granted a photocopy 
license by CCC, a separate system of payment has been arranged. The fee code for users of the 
Transactional Reponing Senice is: ISSN 0145-319X194 $3.00+ .00 
Nobody Puts it Toeether Like Ocean Optics 
One-stop Shopping for Fully Integrated Optical-sensing Solutions 
A decade ago, Ocean Optics was little more than two guys in a boat with an idea for an oceanographic 
sensor. Ten thousand spectrometers, 3,000 applications and nearly 500 products later, Ocean Optics has 
expanded its OEM and R&D business to include high-precision optical components, filters and 
coatings. It's all part of our mission to become your one-stop shopping source for innovative optical-
sensing systems. 
cean 
inRlms 
~ 
~ Dichroic Filter Arrays1> and wheels 
micro lithographic thin films 
~ high-reflection and AR coatings 
www.oceanOptlcs.com 
ontinental 
... ~-l 
G A.l20 high-precision optics 
~ spherical, aspherical and flat lenses and mirrors 
G collimation testers and profilometers 
Phone: (727) 733-2447 
Fax: (727) 733-3962 
Info@OceanOptics.com 
www.OceanOptics.com 
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SIMPLY BRILLIANT. 
INTRODUCING THE 
KINGSTON i nfo S tation:M 
WHEN IT COMES TO INTELLIGENT STORAGE ENCLOSURES, the spotlight shines on 
Kingston's new InfoStation':' Perfect for RAID applications, the InfoStation is a scalable backplane 
expansion chassis featuring: 
• Support for up to (9) 3.5" Ultra2 (LVD) drives 
• A user display and control interface for drive bay configuration and system set-up 
• Upgradable support for up to 4 host channels (60 devices) 
• (2) redundant, hot swappable, load sharing 400W power supplies 
• (4) high-pressure, variable-speed blowers in (2) hot swappable modules 
• A generous 7 -year warranty 
With many field-upgradable options to come, such as a SCSI RAID controller board, a Fibre to 
SCSI bridge, and remote monitoring capabilities, the InfoStalion is flexible and will grow with 
your future storage needs. 
Call Kingston~ Storage today at (888) 435-4963 to request more information about this brilliant 
new addition to Kingstons family of rugged and reliable Rhmo vi nmS"'o.ue 
products. Mention this ad and Kingston will include a small I .\.. fft~ 6~ 0 G Y 
token of appreciation in your hterature packet. $ TO ItA G E p" 0 0 U C T 5 0 I V I S I ON 
C€ A 
... -
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There are 
a ton of reasons 
to use Vespel-just 
about anywhere. 
The reasons to use Vespe polyimide parts and shapes 
keep piling up. And not just because they stand up to heat, 
friction, pressure and aggressive environments - with 
minimal or no lubrication. Manufacturers are finding that 
Vesper' parts in a wide range of applications can really 
trim the bottom line. That's because the reliability and 
long life of Vespel" parts can make them the most cost-
effective choice for general applications in the long term. 
If your applications require parts that can withstan( 
extreme temperatures (cryogenic to 550 F), Vesper shoul( 
be your first choice. Vesper should also be considered fo 
parts that rub together, if metal parts are too noisy, or i 
fluid flow needs to be controlled. 
Superior performance and reliability aren't the onl~ 
ways Vespel'" can save you money. Often, you can con 
solidate two or more existing parts in one Vesper piece 
Seal Rings. ~ 
In the assembly of automobile 
traosmissions, and fann and 
consauction equipment, 
Vespel' seal rings reduce 
costs by replacing expensive 
metal rings, which can fracture Bushings. 
or deform during assembly. 
1bey also reduce WlllTllllty 
costs by producing 
In aircraft englOe vanes. Vespel· bushings withstand high-frequency 
vibration dithering and offer excellent stability and lubricity at extreme 
temperatures. They also reduce assembly time. 
a better seal. 
Thrust Washers. 
In construction equipment transmissions, VespelO 
thrust washers reduce costs and manufacturing time 
by eliminating the need for secondmy machining. 
Vespel· washers also withstand high pressure and 
exhibit minimal wear with limited or no lubrication. 
Compressor 
Discus Valves. 
Supennarkets are cooling 
foods more efficiently with 
discus compressors, featuring 
components made of Vespel~ 
Vespelo Dot only reduces 
energy and noise levels. but 
it also offers exceUent 
wear resistance. 
The Vespel· part 
is expected 
to operate 
for 15 years 
without failure. 
And Ve per parts can be direct-formed, 
which eliminates machining co ts. 
When you consider how cost-effective 
Vesper' parts can be in the long term, 
it's clear that we don 't just make better 
bushings, bearings, washers and eals. 
We make better en e. 
Tlnst 
Devices. 
The automotive industry counts 
on Vespel· thrust devices because 
they reduce friction, extend 
component life and can be easily 
molded. What's more. the variety of 
Vespel· grudes allows 
manufacturers 
to specify the 
properties they 
need most. 
IF YOU WANT 
TO GET TECHNICAL 
For iDfonatioR, 
call ,.....112·7252. 
Orvisil .... 
weaiteat 
www.dapoat.CGl.tvespeL 
Insulators. 
In plasma-arc cutting torches. 
Vespel· insulators provide superior 
strength and durability at high 
temperatures up to 550 F, lasting 
up to silt times longer than 
fragile ceramic insulators. 
Stripper Fingen. 
Thanks to illl high temperature 
resistance, Vespel' parts are 
ideal for copier stripper 
fingers. The Ve pel fingers 
resi t heat as well as toner 
buildup. allowing a greater 
number of copies 
without part changes. 
Vespel 
Only by DuPont 
For More InformatJon Circle No. 522 
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SIMULATE ANYWHER~ 
Will your mechanical designs 
work? Will they break? Until now, 
getting good answers to these 
questions required powerful 
computers, lots of training, and 
expensive software. 
e.visualNastran changes every-
thing. With just a standard PC and 
an internet connection, you can 
perform advanced simulation of 
stress and motion. Anywhere. 
Go to www.engineering-e.com/e 
to begin simulating anywhere-
today. 
e.visualNastran 
rewrites, all the 
simulation rules: 
It's fast. MSC's servers 
do the real number-
crunching-which 
makes short work 
of even complex 
simulation. 
It's easy. The simple 
user interface and 
compatibility with all 
major 3D file formats 
make it easy to get 
real results. 
It's inexpensive. Use 
e.visualNastran free 
for 60 days. After 
that, a low monthly 
subscription covers 
your use. 
It's secure. Industry-
leading security 
measures allow you to 
use e.visuaINastran-
while protecting your 
valuable data. 
NASA 
Commercial 
Technology 
Team 
NASA's R&D efforts produce a robust supply of promising technologies with applications in many 
industries. A key mechanism in identifying commercial applications for this technology is NASA's 
national network of commercial technology organizations. The network includes ten NASA field cen-
ters, six Regional Technology Transfer Centers (RITCs), the National Technology Transfer Center 
(NTTC), business support organizations, and a full tie-in with the Federal Laboratory Consortium 
(FLC) for Technology Transfer. Call (609) 667-7737 for the FLC coordinator in your area. 
NASA's Technology Sources 
If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, 
request the Technical Support Package (TSP) indicated at the end of the brief. If a TSP is 
not available, the Commercial Technology Office at the NASA field center that sponsored 
the research can provide you with additional information and, if applicable, refer you to the 
innovator(s). These centers are the source of all NASA-developed technology. 
Ames Research Goddard Space Johnson Space Langley Research Marshall Space 
Center Flight Center Center Center Flight Cenler 
Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno-
logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: 
Fluid Dynamics; Earth and Artificiallntelli- Aerodynamics; Materials; 
Ufe Sciences; Planetary gence and Flight Systems; Manufacturing; 
Earth and Science Human Computer Materials; Nondestructive 
Atmospheric Missions; LlDAR; Interface; Structures; Evaluation; 
Sciences; Cryogenic Ufe Sciences; Sensors; Biotechnology; 
Information, Systems; Human Space Measurements; Space 
Communications, Tracking; Flight Operations; Information Propulsion; 
and Intelligent Telemetry; Avionics; Sensors; Sciences. Controls and 
Systems; Remote Sensing; Communications. Sam Moreflo Dynamics; 
Human Factors. Command. Hank Davis (757) 864-6005 Structures; 
Carolina Blake George Alcom (281) 483-G474 s.a.morello@ Microgravity 
(650) 604-1754 (301) 286-5810 henry.1.davis1@jsc. larc.nasa.gov Processing. 
cblake@mail. galcom@gsfc. nasa.gov Sally Uttle 
arc.nasa.gov nasa.gov John H. Glenn (256) 544-4266 Kennedy Space Research Center sally.little@msfc. 
Dryden Flight Jet Propulsion Center at Lewis Field nasa.gov 
Research Center Laboratory Selected techno- Selected techno-
Selected techno- Selected techno-
logical strengths: logical strengths: Stennis Space 
Command, 
logical strengths: logical strengths: Aeropropulsion; Center Control, and 
Aerodynamics; NearlDeep- Communications; Selected techno-Monitoring 
Aeronautics Space Mission Energy logical strengths: 
Flight Testing; Engineering; 
Systems; Range Technology; Propulsion 
Aeropropulsion; Microspacecraft; 
Systems, Fluids High Systems; 
and Fluid Temperature TesVMonitoring; Flight Systems; Space Systems; Materials 
Thermal Testing; Communications; Materials Remote Sensing; Evaluation and Research. Nonintrusive Integrated Information Process 
Systems Test Systems; Larry Vitema Instrumentation. Engineering. 
and Validation. Remote Sensing; Gale AlJen (216) 433-3484 Kirk Sharp 
Lee Duke Robotics. (407) 867-6226 cto@grc. (228) 688-1929 (805) 258-3802 Merle McKenzie gale.allen-1@ nasa.gov technology@ 
Iee.duke@dfrc. (818) 354-2577 ksc.nasa.gov ssc.nasa.gov 
nasagov merle.mckenzie@ 
ccmail.jpl.nasagov 
NASA-Sponsored Commercial Technology Organizations 
These organizations were established to provide rapid access to NASA and other federal R&D and 
foster collaboration between public and private sector organizations. They also can direct you to the 
appropriate point of contact within the Federal Laboratory Consortium. To reach the Regional 
Technology Transfer Center nearest you, call (800) 472-6785. 
Joseph Allen Dr. William Gasko Gary Sera 
National Technology Center for Technology Mid-Continent 
Transfer Center Commercialization Technology Transfer 
(800) 678-6882 Massachusetts Center 
Ken Dozier 
Far-West Technology 
Transfer Center 
University of Southern 
California 
(213) 743-2353 
Technology Park Texas A&M University 
(508) 870-0042 (409) 845-8762 
J. Ronald Thomton 
Southern Technology 
Applications Center 
University of Florida 
(352) 294-7822 
Lani S. Hummel 
Mid-Allantic Technology 
Applications Center 
University of Pittsburgh 
(412) 383·2500 
Chris Cobum 
Great Lakes Industrial 
Technology Transfer 
Center 
Battelle Memorial 
Institute 
(440) 734-0094 
NASA ON-LINE: Go to NASA's Commercial Technology Network (CTN) on the Wortd Wide Web at 
http://ncln.hq.nasa.gov to search NASA technology resources, find commercialization opportunities. 
and learn about NASA's national network of programs, organizations, and services dedicated to tech-
nology transfer and commercialization. 
NASA Program Offices 
At NASA Headquarters there are 
seven major program offices that 
develop and oversee technology pro-
jects of potential interest to industry. 
The street address for these strategic 
business units is: NASA Headquarters, 
300 E St. SW, Washington, DC 20546. 
Cart Ray 
Small Business 
Innovation Research 
Program (SBIR) & 
Small Business 
Technology Transfer 
Program (STIR) 
(202) 358-4652 
cray@maH.hq. 
nasa.gov 
Dr. Robert Norwood 
OIIice of Commercial 
Technology (Code RW) 
(202) 358-2320 
morwood@mafl.hq. 
nasa.gov 
John Mankins 
Dlfice 01 Space Flight 
(Code MP) 
(202) 358-4659 
jmankins@maH. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Terry Hertz 
Olfice of Aero-Space 
Technology (Code RS) 
(202) 358-4636 
thertz@mail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Glen Mucklow 
Office 01 Space Sciences 
(CodeSM) 
(202) 358-2235 
gmuck/ow@mail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Roger Crouch 
Olfice 01 Microgravity 
Science Applications 
(Code U) 
(202) 358-0689 
rcrouch@hq.nasa.gov 
Granville Paules 
Dlfice of Mission to 
Planet Earth 
(Code Y) 
(202) 358-0706 
gpaules@mtpe.hq. 
nasa.gov 
NASA's Business Facilitators 
NASA has established several organi-
zations whose objectives are to estab-
lish joint sponsored research agree-
ments and incubate small start-up 
companies with significant business 
promise. 
Wayne P. Zeman 
Lewis Incubator lor 
Technology 
Cleveland, OH 
(216) 586-3888 
B. Greg Hinkebein 
Mississippi Enterprise 
for Technology 
Stennis Space 
Center, MS 
(BOO) 746-4699 
Joe Boeddeker 
Ames Technology 
CommerCialization 
Center 
San Jose, CA 
(408) 557-6700 
Marty Kaszubowski 
Hampton Roads 
Technology Incubator 
(Langley Research 
Center) 
Hampton, VA 
(757) 865-2140 
If you are interested in information, applications, and services relating to satellite and aerial data for Earth resources, contact: Dr. Stan Morain, Earth Analysis 
Center, (505) 277-3622. 
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Reader Forum 
Reader Forum is devoted to the thoughts, concerns, questions, and comments oj our readers. If you have a comment, a 
question regarding a specific technical problem, or an answer to a question that appeared in a recent issue, send your leller 
to the address below. 
I'm looking for in formation on the 
Hybrid Electric Vehicle Analysis (HEVA) 
computer software from NASA's Lewis 
Research Center. The software was 
described in the January 1999 issue of 
NASA Tech Briefs t Program Simulates 
Performance of a Hybrid Automobile, " p. 
46), and the on-line briefs information 
only goes back as far as March 1999. 
How can I get more information on this 
software? 
John Bilash 
jilash@mapcorp.com 
(Editor's Note: John, the software was 
written by O.K. Stalnaker and Larry 
Viterna at NASA's John H. Glenn Research 
Center (formerly Lewis Research Center) 
in Cleveland. You can contact Mr. Viterna 
at NASA Glenn's Commercial Technology 
Office at 216-433-3484 for more infor-
mation) 
I work for a company that keeps large 
stocks of mild steel (up to 500 tons). We 
cannot use common methods of rust pre-
vention since the material has to undergo 
further processing. We are now looking 
at cathodic protection as a rust-preven-
tion measure. Can anyone provide me 
with the technical details required to 
make this work? Any help is appreciated. 
Mbonisi Tshabangu 
mbo@angelfire.com 
I'm looking for information on the 
effects of temperature and radiation on 
Kapton. Does anyone know of any web 
sites or reference books that may provide 
this information? 
Soni 
syl_apsp@hotmail.com 
(Editor's Note: Soni, Kapton is a regis-
tered trademark of DuPont. The polyimide 
film is an electrical insulation material with 
thermal, mechanical, chemical, and elec-
trical properties. Information on all prop-
erties of Kapton® is available on the DuPont 
web site at www.dupont.com. under the 
Products & Services heading.) 
Post your letters to Reader Forum on-line at: www.nasatech.com or send to: Editor, 'ASA Tech BrieJs, 317 Madi on 
Ave., ewYork, NY 10017; Fax: 212-986-7864. Plea e include your name, company (if applicable), address, and 
phone number or e-mail address. 
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ELECTRONICS TECH BRIEFS 
Fiber Cabling Makes a 
Material Difference 
At Wright-Patterson, networks in five Air Force Research Lab 
buildings migrate to 3M's Volition optical fiber cabling. 
h Materials and Manufacturing 
Directorate of the U . . Air Force 
Re earch Laboratory i a major 
re earch and development arm of 
Air orce operation. From nuts and 
bolts to tealth paint, Air Force manufac-
turing program and material produc-
tion are researched and directed by this 
directorate, headquartered at Wright-
Patter on Air Force Base in Ohio. The 
directorate's data network consi ts of 
roughly 1300 nodes distributed among 
five buildings at the Wright-Patterson 
complex. U ers conduct materials 
re earch with an array of graphics-in ten-
ive applications that generate very large 
files acro the network. For example, 
computational chemistry, CAD/CAM, 
and finite-element analysi oftware pro-
grams routinely chum out files of more 
than 100 Megabyte in size. These are 
stored on Silicon Graphics Inc. servers 
and are frequently called up acro the 
network for collaborative contributions 
from other members of the lab. 
More than 200 miles of 3M' Volition 
optical fiber cabling are being 
deployed among the five buildings as 
part of the directorate 's network 
upgrade and desktop fiber migration. 
The lab's existing Fiber Distributed 
Data Interface (FDDI) backbone and 
hared 100Mb/ ec Ethernet local area 
networks (LANs) , which u ed copper 
Thin-net (Category 3) de ktop wiring, 
are being upgraded to a gigabit 
Ethernet backbone with switched 
10/100-Mb/ ec Ethernet to the desk. 
uWe decided to skip twisted-pair 
Category Five wire and go directly to 
fiber," says Bryon Foster, enior network 
manager for the directorate. The main 
reason were fiber' unlimited band-
width, the absence of radio frequency 
and/or electromagnetic interference, 
and the much more practical distance 
limitations using fiber. 
"Fiber cablingjust made more en e as 
we looked ahead," Foster says. "Then 
there' co t. By the time you factor in the 
IIa 
The 3M networking solution allowed the Air Force Research Laboratory to install fiber directly to 
the desktop. 
money that you have to add to copper in 
order to deal with its di tance limitation 
and shielding requirements, the Volition 
fiber co ts the ame." 
Sold on the Desktop 
Fo ter's group originally planned on a 
more limited fiber installation, ju t 
acro the backbone, until 3M arrived 
with the Volition networking olution. 
Then it cho e to go ahead and com-
pletely recable to the de ktop. 
In tallation started in July with a back-
bone upgrade to one building, e entially 
a trial run. The other four building quick-
ly followed, totalling nearly 13,000 feet of 
24-strand Volition multimode fiber cable. 
The new Volition backbone upports 
existing FDDI device, such as SGI 
ervers, using Volition-brand media con-
verters. The directorate is currently eval-
uating Gigabit Ethernet backbone vitch-
e from everal vendors, and will connect 
tho e devices to the Volition system using 
3M' Gigabit network interface card 
( I ) that feature a VF-45 jack. 
www.nasatech.com 
ow under way are 19 floors that are 
divided among the five buildings. Each 
floor requires about 13,000 feet of four-
strand desktop fiber, with installation 
proceeding floor by floor over several 
months as funding arrive . ~here's no 
immediate timetable," Fo ter ay. ''We 
tarted thi year with the fiber installa-
tion becau e it' the mo t fundamental 
change. As funding become available 
and the new equipment arrive, we'll 
tart activating the desktop fiber and 
completing the in tallation on any floor 
that remain." 
The existing shared 100Mb/ ec 
Ethernet LANs are being replaced by 
switched Ethernet. Mo t users will have a 
10-Mb/ ec link to the network. but some 
u ers and devices required 100-Mb/sec 
connection. Centralized ervers, such as 
the GI servers on the backbone, will use 
switched Gigabit links. The improved 
longer-distance run of fiber cabling com-
pared to copper allows the network to be 
built without multiple hub on every 
floor. This aves real e tate and equip-
E1eClfonics 'fech Briefs, April 2000 
Packed with the powerful features you expect from a 
new family of Sorensen programmable DC power 
supplies - the DLM is ready for your most demanding 
applications. Designed into a 19 inch rack chassis 
only 2U (3.5 inches) high, they provide high rack 
mount packing density. Units can be stacked without 
spacing because cooling air is only required from the 
front panel. Five output voltages are available: 0-8V to 
450A, 0-16V to 250A, 0-40V to 100A, 0-60V to 66A 
and 0-80V to 50A. Manual analog control knobs for 
voltage and current help you quickly adjust output 
settings. Remote analog control (standard) is conve-
niently selected from the front panel. An 
Enable/Standby switch gives you easy control of the 
output state. 
Other features include: 
• Active Power Factor Correction 
• Low Output Noise 
• Optional Remote Control: IEEE-488.2 and RS 232 
• Large Voltage and Current Displays (3 1/2 Digit 
LED's) 
• Field Configurable Series and Parallel Operation 
This new 4 kW DLM supply is also packed with more 
than 50 years of Sorensen power experience and costs 
only $2995 (US list). Contact us today we promise to 
raise your price/performance expectations. 
1-800-525-2024 
www.sorensen.com 
The povver you needsm 
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A technician works on a Volition patch panel 
inside the telecommunications closet. 
ment costs, and allows more flexibJe 
deployment options. 
Foster intends to compare two differ-
ent topologie for feeding desktop traffic 
to the backbone. The first option is to 
configure each floor with a 10-Mb 
Ethernet switch, with every floor switch 
connected by a 100-Mb uplink to a Fast 
Ethernet switch in the building. The 100-
Mb building switches then feed the 
Gigabit backbone. 
The other option is to connect each 
floor directly to the Gigabit backbone, 
u ing a Fast Ethernet uplink. ''We 'll mon-
itor the network to see what works best," 
Foster says. "Right now, if we lose one 
switch then we lose that floor, but if we 
10 t a 100-Mb building switch, then we'd 
10 e that whole building." With multiple 
uplinks and load balancing between 
switches, however, it should be possible 
to deploy a fault-tolerant switched hier-
archy from 10-Mb to 100-Mb to Gigabit 
nodes. The Volition fiber cabling itself 
can easily accommodate any network 
design. 
CUSTOM EMI fILTERS 
2a 
FOR MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS 
• Look to an industry leader with 40 years 
of proven experience 
• Solutions for unique filter requirements 
• Complete design engineering and test 
capabilities 
• In-house manufacturing induding Inductor 
and capaCitor winding 
• Serving the military. Industrial. electronic 
and aerospace markets 
• Excellent technological support and service 
• Competitive prices 
"The CubeH delivers! 
~. electrocube 
1307 S. Myrtle Avenue . Monrovia, california 91016 
TEL: (626) 301-0122 • FAX: (626) 357·8099 • www.eleetroeube.eom 
For More Information Circle No. 450 
Field Experience 
"The learning curve was very short, as 
quick as could be," ays Sylvester S. "Bud" 
Lucas, manager of the Wlight-Patterson 
Field Service Enhancement (FSET) 88th 
Communications Group that handled 
the installation. The FSET has installed 
thousands of feet of fiber with tradition-
al ferruled connector for other Air 
Force projects over the years, and so 
approached the ferrule-less Voli tion sys-
tem with skepticism. 
"We have people on the team with 20 
or 30 years of field experience," Lucas 
says, " 0 the technician that 3M sent out 
to the Volition training was up against 
some serious expertise." 
For example, etting up a system to 
test the installation using the FSET's 
existing test equipment was a major 
requirement. Whereas traditional fiber 
optics are tested one fiber at a time, the 
Volition system is a full-duplex technolo-
gy that requires testing of two fibers at 
once. The FSET was concerned that its 
Microtest Inc. CertiFiber system could 
not reference two fibers simultaneously. 
The olution turned out to be straight-
forward and simple: 3M's field techni-
cian showed the team how to configure 
its CertiFiber sy tern to connect test 
jumpers to pairs of fibers at a time. 
In the end the Volition cabling and 
termination po ed no difficulties at all . 
"The terminations are fast and easy, and 
the cabling itself is about half as bulky as 
other stuff we've used," Lucas said. "The 
fact that it takes up half the space is a 
major feature-making the installation 
that much easier to work with." 
For more information contact 3M 
Telecom Systems Division, 3M Austin 
Center, Building A130-2N-Ol, 6801 River 
Place Blvd., Austin, TX 78726-9000; 
(800) 426-8688; fax: (800) 626-0329; 
www.3m.com/ telecom. 
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Wideband Digital Data Recorder 
I ICr '" - videolanalogldigital data 
Sony digital data 
recorders give you incredible 
performance and superior 
reliability in lightweight, 
compact configurations that 
fit almost anywhere. 
OUI SIR-1000 series captures 
critical ana log and digital data (or 
ana log and synchronized video 
data with our optional video card) 
at speeds up to 160kHz and 24 
Mb/sec for as long as 2 fu ll hours 
(32 hours max. at lower band-
widths). Utilizing the Advanced 
Intelligent Tape standard, they can 
store up to 25 Gbytes (non-com-
pressed) on a single AlT cartridge. 
For situations demanding 
lower bandwidth, but equally 
rugged performance and reliability, 
Sony provides the PC200AX series. 
These portable, DAT-based 
digital data recorders have band-
width from DC to 20kHz, can 
be configured up to 128 channels, 
and allow recording time up 
to 6 hOUIS. 
For More Information Circle No. 527 
Compact Size: 
13.4" wide, 
10.2 " deep, 4.5" high 
And with 
their easy-to-use 
WindowsNJ'®-based 
software, Sony digital 
data recorders make your data as 
easy to analyze as it is to record. 
So, if you only have one chance 
to get it right, get the digital data 
recorder that won't let you down. 
Call us at 1-949-770-8400, or visit 
us at www.sonypt.com. 
T CP is a registered trademark of 
PCB Piezotronics, Tnc. 
See us at Sensors Anaheim 
Booth 413 
ELECTRONICS 
COMPONENTS 
DISTRIBUTORS 
Mouser Eleclronics offers sam~ay 
shipping, helpful lechnical assis-
Lance, and broad invenlory selec-
tion . 0 minimum order required. Mouser's cata-
log features 90,000+ components from 200+ lead-
ing suppliers, including 3M, Alpha Wire, AMP, 
Amphenol , General Semiconduclor, EC, 
SfMicroelectronics, Spectral, Vishay Dale, Vtshay 
Sprague, and more. Visil our web sile: www. 
mouser.com. Mouser Eleclronics, 958 N. Main 
Street, Mansfield, TX 7606S; catalog (BOO) 992-
9943 or (817) 48S-6828; fax: (817) 48S-6899; E-
mail: catalog@mouser.com. 
Mouser Electronics 
For More Information Circle No. 490 
NONDESTRUCTIVE, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
MATERIALS TESTING 
TC Probe-, winner of a 1999 R&D 100 award, and 
HOl DisIt- are thermal property testing insuuments 
for R&D and QA/QC environments. Key features: 
rapid results in SO seconds, direcl thermal conductiv-
iry 0.001-500 W / m-K & wide temperature capabilities 
-250 ' C 10 900 'c. Key measurements include thermal 
conductiviry, diffusiviry, effusiviry, penetration rime, 
thermal inertia and heat capaciry. Also evalUates 
homogeneiry, orientation, and curing of materials. 
For mOTe information contacl Mathis Insuuments, 8 
Garland Court, Fredericton, ew Brunswick, Canada 
ESB 6C2. Te~ (506) 457-1515; fax: (506) 462-7210; E-
mail: info@Mathisinsu-umena.com; or visil our web 
site: www.Mathisinstrumena.com. 
Mathis Instruments ltd. 
For Mont InforrtUltion Circle No. 491 
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Electronics Tech Briefs 
1999 
Readers' Choice Product of the Year 
Readers' votes for Electronics Tech Briefs' 1999 Product 
of the Year have been tallied, and the winners are: 
and 
Product of the Year: 
Rohm Corp. (Antioch, TN) RPM800 Series IrDA 
Wireless Communication Devices for use in portable 
electronics equipment 
Fluent Inc. (Lebanon, NH) Icepak'· Computational 
Fluid Dynamics Software, for thermal analysis 
and electronics design 
Sharp Microelectronics (Camas, WA) Single-Chip 
Surface-Mount White LED 
Other finalists include: National Semiconductor Corp. 
(Santa Clara, CA) Analog-to-Dig ital Converter, Microcal 
Software (Northampton, MA) Origin- 6.0 Data Analysis 
and Technical Graphics Software, and LPKF Laser and 
Electronics (Beaverton, OR) ProtoMat- Printed Circuit 
Board P~ototyp i ng System. 
Winners were chosen by reader vote on 
Electronics Tech Briefs ' web site from among 
the six Products of the Month nominated 
by the editors during 1999. 
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As clock speeds approach 1 GHz even the simplest passive elements cause 
propagation delay, cross talk, and ground bounce. Eliminate glitches, resets, 
and logic errors by simulating entire signal paths. 
Rely on Ansoft's high performance 
EDA solutions for your signal 
integrity and EMI needs. 
Contact us for a free evaluation at 
412-261-3200 or info@ansoft.com. 
Unmatched speed and accuracy in parasitic 
For More Information Circle No. 460 extraction and signal integrity simulation. 
Dual-Tuning Microwave Phase Shifter 
co 
This device can be tuned electrically, magnetically, or both. 
John H. Glenn Research Center; Cleveland, Ohio 
A microwave phase hifter that can be tuned by varying both 
electric and magnetic fields has been developed. This device 
combines all the advantage of prior electrically and magneti-
cally tunable microwave device, but in com pari on with them, 
it is smaller and cheaper and it performs better. Devices like 
this one are suitable for use in monolithic microwave integrat-
ed circuits. 
This microwave phase hifter is a thill-film ferroelectric/fer-
rite device. One can alter the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves in such a device by (1) varying an applied electric field 
and thereby varying the permittivity of the ferroelectric layer 
and/or (2) varying an applied magnetic field and thereby vary-
ing the permeability of the ferrite layer. 
Figure 1 depicts the device as a layered structure and as the 
main component of a phase-shifting circuit. The substrate is a 
polycrystalline yttrium iron garnet (YIG) ferrite material. In 
the fabrication of the device, buffer layers of Sis 4 and MgO 
were deposited on the substrate, then the ferroelectric layer 
was formed by ion-bearn-assisted deposition ofBa~u;Sro.4Ti03 on 
the MgO. Then a transmission line comprising a central strip 
and two lateral ground-plane strips was patterned on an elec-
tron-beam-evaporated gold film. 
In tests of this device, significant phase shift was observed at 
frequencies up to 18 GHz when an electric bias or a magnetic 
field was applied. For example (see Figure 2), at a bias of 250 V, 
phase shifts of 20° and 34° were observed at 7 and 9 GHz, respec-
tively. When an externally generated magnetic field of 800 gauss 
was applied in tests at 5 and 6 GHz, phase shifts of about 230° 
6a 
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CROSS SECT10N (NoIlo scale) 
PoIycrystaIine YIG 
(Ferrite SubstraI8) 
DEVICE AS PART OF A PHASE..sHIFTlNG CIRCUIT 
Figure 1. The Ferroelectric Film and Ferrite Substrate of this device have 
electrically variable permittivity and magnetically variable permeability, 
respectively. These characteristics can be exploited to control the phase 
shift between the input and output terminals. 
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Figure 2. Phase Shifts were measured as functions of applied bias voltage 
(and thus applied electric field). applied magnetic field. and frequency. 
were ob erved. As the magnetic field was increased beyond 800 
gauss, the phase shift gradually saturated at about 300°. 
This worlt was done by Hua Jiang of NZ Applied Technologies fur 
Glenn Research Center. Fur further infurmation, access the 
Technical Suppurt Package (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.cmn 
under the Electronic Components and Systems category. 
Inquiries cvncerning rights fur the cvmmercial use of this invention 
should be addressed to I4SA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: St.eue Fedor, Mail Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-16762. 
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Exploiting Ion/ Atom Cold Collisions in Atomic Clocks 
Laser-cooled neutral atoms would be used to cool ions 
and perform other functions. COMPO NTS 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Recent advances in laser cooling and 
trapping of neutral atoms in magneto-
optic traps (MOTs) would be exploited 
in ion-trap-based atomic clocks, 
according to a proposal. Beams of 
laser-cooled neutral atoms would be 
used to: (1) put the ions in the 
required quantum states (e.g., spin-
polarize the ions) in preparation for 
quantum state transitions that define 
the clock frequencies, (2) cool the 
trapped ions to reduce clock instabili-
ties from second-order Doppler shifts 
of clock frequencies, and (3) monitor 
the clock quantum state transitions. 
The cooling, state preparation, and 
monitoring would occur via ion/atom 
collisions. 
The proposal is based on a complex 
of interdependent physical phenome-
na that include elastic and inelastic col-
lisions among ions and neutral atoms, 
electric polarization of neutral atoms 
by nearby ions, spin-exchange and 
charge-exchange reactions among neu-
tral atoms and ions, and radiative state 
transitions. For the sake of brevity, the 
proposal is described below by way of 
an example: how it would be applied to 
an atomic clock based on '99Hg+ ions in 
a linear ion trap. 
Atomic clocks of this type were 
described in several previous articles in 
NASA Tech Briefs. To recapitulate: a clock 
of this type includes a microwave local 
oscillator, the frequency of which is sta-
bilized by comparison with the frequen-
cy (about 40.5 GHz) of a ground-state 
hyperfine transition of '99Hg+ ions. The 
ions are held in a linear ion trap to 
obtain a long interrogation time and 
thus a high resonance quality factor. 
Heretofore, the cooling of ions and the 
comparison of frequencies has involved 
a combination of ultraviolet (wavelength 
= 194 nm) and microwave excitation and 
interrogation of the ions. The genera-
tion of the excitatory ultraviolet light is 
difficult and expensive because one 
must use multiple visible lasers that gen-
erate watts of power, together with deli-
cate frequency-doubling crystals. 
The proposal would eliminate the 
need for the ultraviolet light. The pro-
posal is based partly on the observation 
that it would be easier and less expen-
sive to use small diode lasers to gener-
ate visible light and use this light to 
cool neutral Li atoms in an MOT. The 
light from the laser diodes would be 
carried by optical fibers and split into 
three intersecting, retroreflected, cir-
cularly polarized beams that would 
effect the cooling in the MOT; this 
would all be accomplished by use of 
off-the-shelf components. 
The figure schematically depicts an 
apparatus that would be used to test 
Source \5~ 
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the proposal. The MOT would be the 
heart of a low-velocity intense source 
(LVIS) of a cold beam of neutral Li 
atoms. The beam would be directed 
into the linear ion trap of an atomic 
clock. In the trap, the "'''Hg+ ions 
would be cooled and state-prepared via 
collisions with the neutral Li atoms. 
Li+ ions would be generated as byprod-
ucts of a spin-dependent charge-trans-
fer interaction that would occur as a 
result of the microwave-induced clock 
transition in the 199Hg+ ions. In the 
radio-frequency electric field that traps 
the 199Hg+ ions, the motion of the Li+ 
ions would be so great that the Li+ ions 
would be immediately ejected from the 
trap. The ejected Li+ ions could thus 
be used to indicate the clock transi-
tion; for this purpose, the ejected Li+ 
ions could be detected by channeltron 
electron multipliers surrounding the 
trap. Assuming detection of all ejected 
Li+ ions, the short-term clock stabil-
ity has been estimated to be 
",10-1< .. '", where 't is the averaging time 
in seconds. 
This work was done by John Prestage of 
Caltech for NASA's J et Propulsion 
Lab oratory. For further infoT'rnation, 
access the Technical SUPPMt Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com under 
the Physical Sciences category. 
NP0-20365 
Trapped Hg+ Ions 
n 
Spin-State 
Analyzer 
) 
Lith ium Atoms Would Be Cooled by laser beams in the LVIS. The resulting beam of lithium atoms would be spin-polarized by optical pumping on its way 
to the linear ion trap, where it would cool and spin-polarize the "'Hg+ ions. Li+ ions generated as a byproduct of the microwave-induced transition in the 
"'Hg+ ions would be ejected and detected. Depolarization of the beam of lithium atoms could be detected in a spin-state analyzer by optical fluorescence 
following excitation by a diode laser. 
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High-Rate Modems for Wireless Data Communications 
Innovative design affords high performance at relatively low cost. COMMUNICATIONS 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland Ohio 
ASA Small Busine s Innovation Re earch (SBIR) pro-
ject has led to the development of high-rate (155.52-Mb/ s) 
modem for u e in high-quality wireless data communica-
tions. The research was directed toward conceiving innova-
tive signal-proce sing techniques to reduce costs below tho e 
of conventional modems, implementing these techniques in 
a low-power complementary metal oxide semiconductor 
(CMOS) application-specific integrated-circuit (ASIC) mod-
ulator and a corresponding demodulator, and developing 
the nece sary circuit boards ( ee figure) and control oft-
ware. An additional goal of the research was to determine 
the maximum rate at which data can be transmitted through 
a standard 72-MHz-wide satellite-transponder channel. 
The research revealed that the primary barriers to reduc-
ing the costs of high-rate modems lay in (1) expensive high-
power amplifiers (HPAs) needed to support high rates and 
higher-order, more bandwidth-efficient modulations; (2) 
expensive frequency converters that satisfY stringent phase-
noise requirements; and (3) expensive high-resolution , high-
rate analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). The research then 
focused on the development of modulation/ demodulation 
and coding/ decoding techniques to overcome each of these 
cost barriers . 
One of the innovative features of the modem design is the 
use of pragmatic trellis coded modulation (PTCM) to 
reduce (I) the required power and other required perfor-
mance parameters and thus (2) the cost of the power ampli-
NO or NC . 
Output 
Sa Send Literature Circle 452 Have Salesman Call Circle 453 
fier. The modem i capable of a fully rotationally invariant 
octonar -phase- hift-keying (8P K) PTCM; thi mean that it 
is pos ible to flywheel through a cycle lip with no loss of 
data - a crucial benefit for Earth/ atellite wireless data 
communication . 
The de ign incorporates analog-matched-filtering aJ1d sin-
gle-sample-per-baud concepts that, in combination, greatly 
reduce co t and complexity, relative to modems developed 
previously for the same purpose. The design supports low-
complexity modulators by providing for square-root- yquist 
pulse shaping with programmable predistortion and pro-
grammable values of IX. This programmability enables a com-
munication-link designer to trade IX and HPA backoff for a 
fixed baud rate to achieve the maximum possible data rate 
through a transponder channel. 
Another innovative feature of this modem stands in con-
trast to the conventional means of converting a stream of 4 
complex samples per baud into quadrature analog baseband 
waveforms. In the conventional approach, the streams are 
MODULATOR 
BOARD 
This LOW-Cost Modem enables wireless digital communication at a rate up 
to 155.52 Mb/s. An even higher data rate can be achieved by operating 
multiple such modems in parallel. 
ElecU'onics Tech Briefs, April 2000 
multiplexed and passed through a very 
fast digital-to-analog converter (DAC); 
not only is a fast DAC expensive, but 
the board and assembly costs are high 
becau e of the need to use emitrer-cou-
pled-logic components (latches, cIock 
drivers, and so forth). In this modem, 
the conventional high-speed DAC is 
replaced with four baud-rate DACs, 
thereby effecting a ignificant reduc-
tion in cost. Moreover, unique data 
encoding and pulse shaping reduce (in 
comparison with that of a typical previ-
ously developed modulator) the maxi-
mum stop-band energy level by nearly 
12 dB, further enhancing modulation 
quality. 
In a comparative test against a state-
of-the-an high-rate European modem, 
this modem demonstrated superior 
performance in the transfer of data 
through a satellite transponder, the 
ability to function properly with fre-
quency translators that cost only 1/ 40 
as much as do the frequency translators 
in the European modem, and an over-
all cost of one-fourth of that of the 
European modem. In other tests, 
• Transfer of data at the design rate of 
155.52 Mb/s was demonstrated in a 
laboratory environment; and 
• Transfer of data at a rate of 75 Mb/ s 
was demonstrated through a 36-MHz-
wide transponder channel, using a 
rate-5/ 6 PTCM and 8PSK. 
The modem is also expected to sup-
port a 16-state quadrature amplitude 
modulation (16QAM). 155.52-Mb/s 
link, using a Reed-Solomon (187, 204) 
outer code and a rate-3/4 pragmatic 
trellis code. The link occupies a nomi-
nal frequency band 73.5 MHz wide, 
and it should be possible to accommo-
date the link in a standard 72-MHz-
wide transponder channel; however, at 
the time of reporting the information 
for thi article, a field test of the 
modem with such a link had not yet 
been performed. 
This work was done 11)' Ron McCallister, 
Bruce Cochran, and Jim Crawford of 
SiCOM, Inc. for Glenn Research Center. 
For further information, access 1M Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on·line at 
WUIW. llasatech.com under the Electronic 
Components and ystems category. 
Inquiries concl.'r7ling rights for the com-
mercial use of this invention should be 
addressed to NA :A Glenn Research Center, 
Commercial Technowgy Offue, Attn: Steve 
Fedor, A1ail Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44135. Refer to 
LEW-J6668. 
Electronics Tech Briefs, April 2000 
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PRODUCTS 
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
Point-to-Point Communications link 
[nova miconductors, Hyanni , MA, releases 
GigaSTAR, a uni\'ersal high peed poim-to-poim 
communications link. The name, deri\'ed from 
gigabit/ s serial tran milter and reeeh'er, is based 
on what the company call a protocol-free and 
operating-s tem-independem data transmission 
architecture. Ioo\'a sa} the chip t prO\ides the 
world' faste t transfer of serial data: up to 2.64 
Gbits/ s, o\'er distances of up to 30 m, o\'er Stan-
dard cwisted pair cable. For greater distance fiber 
optic cables can be ttsed up to 200 m. [nova says 
that GigaSTAR uses just 10 percem of its bandwidth for link control and synchronization, and has a low 
<W-ns latency. 
For MGnI Information CIrcle No. 751 
Signal Multiplexer 
Board 
The MB ignal multi-
plexing board from 
H3 Technologies, 
Lowell, MI, i a gener-
al-purpose board 
designed for HVAC, 
process control, and 
remote data acquisilion and monitoring. The 5MB 
upports ±I2-V ignal inputs and buffered output. 
Each channel can have a gain of I, 10, or 50, and 
there is a 3-digit 7-segrnem display for indicating 
elected channel and board statu . The MB sup-
ports standard ASCII character sequences for direct 
computer or embedded S) tem control, even from a 
tandard terminal program on a laptop. 
For Mar. InformatIon CIrcle No. 753 
Toroidal Inductors! 
Transformers 
Vishay Intertechnology, 
Mal\'ern , PA, announces three 
new serie of inductors/ traru-
formers in surface-mount 
toroidal packages. The new 
Dale LPT-3535 series offers 
designers a choice of Kool-
Mu·, powdered iron. or MPP cores. With diameters 
of 8.93 mm (0.35 in.) and a height profile of 6.35 
mm (0.235 in .), the devices come in 14 differem 
inductance values from I pH to 330 pH. DC re is-
tance is as low as 4 mn for a I-jlH component with a 
powdered iron core, with maximum currem values 
as high as 6.45 A. Inductance tolerance is pecified at 
± 15 for all devices. 
For Mc>n! Information CIrcle No. 756 
Power Moisture 
Resistors 
State of the An Inc., 
State College, PA, 
has introduced p0-
wer moi ture chip 
res' tors that it says 
are designed for engine controls, navigation sy tems, 
and other application where circuits are exposed to 
exce ive moisture or humidity. They are avaHable in 
standard termination tyles. Metallization options 
include solderable, epoxy-bondable, and wire-bond-
able. The company say the devices are con tructed 
with an alumina body and a proprietary film resistor 
elemem that enhance performance and reliability 
while minimizing susceptibility to moisture and 
humidi ty. 
For Mc>n! Information Circle No. 759 
lOa 
High-Voltage 
Power 
Amplifiers 
Apex Microtechno-
logy, Tucson , AZ, 
offers the PA94 and 
PA95 high-voltage 
power amplifiers that operate on supplies of up to 
900 V. Both are housed in a Power SIP design to 
reduce board-space requirements and feature a tag-
gered pin configuration. In addition to a ±50-V to 
±450-V supply, both models provide 100 rnA of con-
tinuous output currem and up to 200 rnA pulse. The 
PA94 offers speed with a 500-V I ps slew rate, but 
external compensation allows flexibility in choosing 
bandwidth and slew rate. The PA95 idles quietly by 
offering a maximum standby current of 1.6 rnA. 
For More Information CIrcle No. 754 
.. ~ 
.,: 
, .. 
Off-the-Shelf 
Crystal Oscillator 
Fox Electronics, Fort 
Myers, FL, offers what 
it calls the first tan-
dard off-the-shelf c~ 
tal oscillator designed 
pecifically for use 
with the Intersil Corp. PRISM [, ll, and 1lI chipsets. 
Designated the F4106-440, the new CMO osciUator 
come in the industry-standard 5-x-7-mm ceramic 
SMD package. Fox says the device offers a very stable 
±25 ppm. The oscillator features 3.3-V operation, a 
profile of 1.5 mm, a frequency of 44.000 MHz, and 
standard operating temperature range from -10 to 
+70 ·C. Available on special order is a 22.000 MHz 
version for the PRISM 1. 
For Mc>n! Information CIrcle No. 757 
Microwave 
Capacitors 
American Tech-
nical Ceramics , 
Huntington Sta-
tion, N, says that 
its new 600 senes of 
capacitors offers 
the lowest ESR in 
their class, typically 
80 mn at 1 GHz. Designed for RF and microwave 
applications, the NRO capacitor suits requirements 
in which low 10 and high performance are para-
mount, according to the company. With up to 100 pF 
in an 0603 case ize, the 600 series has a rated voltage 
of 250 V. They are available laser-marked and in tape 
and reel. 
For More Information Circle No. 760 
www.nasatech.com 
Handheld 
Oscilloscope! 
Meter 
Cole-Parmer In trument, 
Vernon Hills, lL, sa its 
new Fluke ope/ Meter 
osciUoscope is three me-
ter -Q cilloscope. multi-
meter, and recorder--<om-
bined in one unit. The com-
pany sa} the compacme 
and light weight of the unit 
enable the user to carl) it 
anywhere. Feature include rull video triggering with 
built-in line, frame electOr, exten ive triggering 
capabilities, TrendPlot logging, 3O-k memory, glilch 
capture, RS-232 interface, and waveform math. 
For Mc>n! Infonnatlon CIrcle No. 752 
PCI Bus A!D and 
Scope Card 
Gage Applied iences, 
S. Burlington, VT, says 
that its CompuScope 
2G is the world 's 
fastest PCI bus A/ D 
and scope card, with 
sampling rates of 2 billion sample per second 
(2GS/ s) , up to 16 Mbyte of on-board acquisition 
memory, and wide analog bandwidth. Features include 
dual<hannel simultaneous sampling of I G / , 500 
MHz of bandwidth, and multicard systems allowing up 
to l6 imultaneous channels at I GS/ s and 8 channels 
at 2 GS/ s. ignal-to-noise ratio is 40 dB, and data trans-
fer rate from on-board memory LO PC memory is 100 
MB/ . 
For More Information CIrcle No. 755 
Tru-Connector 
orp., Peabody, 
MA, says that its 
QDM series posi-
tive-locking quick-
clisconnect connects are equivalem to B C/TNC 
interface dimen ions. Constructed with lirass bodies 
with a Tru-Lustre or ih'er finish, i1ver- or gold-finish 
contacts, and Teflon insulators, the connectors are 
rated for 1000 V RMS, operate from DC to II GHz, 
and have 50-0hm impedance. They fit O.I00-in .-
through 0.425-in.-diameter cables, and cannot be 
cross-threaded or vibrated loose. 
For More Information CIrcle No. 758 
Rail-to-Rail 
Amplifiers 
KOTA Microcir-
cuits, Loveland, 
CO, announce a 
family of ampli-
fiers that include 
the K.\14I00 ( ingle), KM4101 ( ingle with disable), 
and K.\f4200 (dual) ingle supply "oltage feedback 
amplifiers. The family's supply voltage range i 2.5-
5.5 V, and is fuJly specified at +2.7 V and +5 V. It is 
offered in small packages: S0T23-5 (KM4100), 
SOT23-6 (KM4101 ), and an OIC (all three mod-
els). Band"idth of the K.\f4100 is 260 MHz and lew 
rate 150 Vi ps. KOTAsays the series' combination of 
characteristics makes it well suited for battef)'-po", 
ered communications and computing systems. 
For More Information CIrcle No. 761 
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II~ 2 Billion Samples per 
Second oigitization on 
one Channel 
Simultaneous 1 GS/s 
Sampling on 2 Channels 
Up to 16 Meg On-Board 
Acquisition Memory 
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III" SDKs for ~OS, 
Win 95/98, Win NT, 
MATLAB, LabVIEW 
GageScope for Windows 
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Method of Manufacturing a 
Micromechanical Oscillating 
Mass Balance 
(U.s. Patent No. 5,946,795) 
Inventor: David A. Altemir, 
Johnson Space Center 
Previously available microbalance uf-
fer from one or more di advantage , 
including high cost, poor sen itivity, us-
ceptibiliy to thermal error , and lack of 
durability. The pre ent micromechanical 
oscillating mas balance and its method 
of production are particularly adapted to 
be used for measuring minute quantities 
of material depo ited at a selected loca-
tion, such as on a workpiece in an evacu-
ated chamber during vapor depo ition. 
This balance consi ts of a vibratory com-
po ite beam that includes a dielectric 
layer sandwiched between two conduc-
tive layers. The beam is positioned in a 
magnetic field. An alternating current i 
passed through one of the conductive lay-
ers, and interacts with the magnetic field, 
creating a force that deflects and vibrates 
the beam. As material i deposited on the 
beam, the mass of the beam increases 
and its resonant frequen cy shifts. An out-
put current ignal i induced in the ec-
ond conductive layer as the beam vibrates 
in the magnetic field. The resonant fre-
quency hift re ults in a shift in the fre-
quency of the output ignal, which i then 
analyzed to determine the mas of the 
deposited material. 
Waterproof Silicone Coatings 
of Thermal Insulation and 
Vaporization Method 
(u.s. Patent No. 5,939, 141) 
Inventor: Domenick E. Cagliostro, 
Ames Research Center 
The succe ful operation of the space 
shuttle require the development of light-
weight and thermally efficient exterior 
thermal protection tems that can with-
tand a wide variety of environments. The 
present invention protects porous ceram-
ic insulation from moisture by coating it 
with a flexible ilicone film ofSi, 0, and C 
atoms that seals the insulation's surface. 
This coating waterproof: the in ulation 
and prevents moi ture from entering into 
its interior porou tructure. The ilicone 
coatings cure quick! at ambient or room 
temperature , are relativel nontoxic, and 
are easily derived from commerciall 
available organoprecursors of ilicone. 
The silicone coatings are al 0 easily reap-
plied. The term "silicone" mean poly-
meric ilicone which is a polymer com-
pri ing ilicon, oxygen, carbon, and 
hydrogen having i-O bonds, i-C bond , 
and GSi-O bonds. 
Solid State Carbon 
Monoxide Sensor 
(u.s. Patent No. 5,948,965) 
Inventors: Billy T. Upchurch, George 
M. Wood, David R. Schryer, Bradley D. 
Leighty, Donald M. Oglesby, Erik J. 
Kielin, Kenneth G. Brown, and 
Christine M. D'Ambrosia, 
Langley Research Center 
Since carbon monoxide is such a toxic 
gas, the ability to detect its pre ence in 
homes, automobiles, and other such 
paces is very important. Sen or cur-
rently on the market, however, exhibit 
extremely long response times and lack 
sensitivity to low concen trations of car-
bon monoxide. In addition, all of the 
low-priced ensors exhibit inordinately 
long recovery times after exposure to 
carbon monoxide. The inventors have 
developed a simple, low-cost carbon 
monoxide ensor that rapidly detects its 
presence at ambient temperatures. It 
comprises a catalytic material that 
achieves oxidation of carbon monoxide 
to carbon dioxide at relatively low tem-
perature . The material is from a clas of 
catalytic material comprising one or 
more noble metals in combination with a 
suitable reducible oxide. Since this 
chemical reaction is exothermic, heat 
generated upon the oxidation of carbon 
monoxide at the cataly t urface can be 
detected by a en ing element in contact 
with the catalytic material. An increase in 
temperature, and thus conductance, of 
the sensing element in relation to a ref-
erence element then serves as an indica-
tor of the presence of carbon monoxide. 
For more information on the inventions described here, contact the appropriate NASA Field 
Center's Commercial Technology Office. See page 14 for a list of office contacts. 
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
Computer Dynamics, Greenville, SC, has introduced the Century-C/ M'" Series of encJo ed flat-panel computers and monitors available in four display sizes: 10.4" VGA, 12.1" SVGA, 15" XGA, and 1B.1" SXGA. The units include an analog resistive touchscreen for operator input, and 
are available with or without a membrane keypad. The front display unit can 
be detached from the rear electronics unit. The flat-panel computers feature 
Celeron CPUs to 500 MHz, and the C&T 69030 video controller, which han-
dles display resolutions to 12BO x 1024 with 24-bit color. The systems' standard 
PC functionality includes two RS-232 ports, two RS-232/ 422 ports, parallel port, 
mouse and keyboard/ speaker connectors, 10/ 100BaseT Ethernet, 6.4-Gb hard 
drive, 12BM DRAM, and a 1.44M front-accessible floppy drive. 
20 
For More Information Circle No. 765 
Human Factors of Flying 
NASA and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) are 
studying ways to reduce the con-
cerns of the flying public by reduc-
ing airline delays, improving effi-
ciency, and making flying afer. 
Researchers from both agencies 
are studying human-factor issues 
involving air o'affic controllers, 
flight crews, and dispatcher that 
could occur as the FAA's Free 
Flight Program evolves in the next 
10 to 20 year. 
Free Flight i an FAA and avia-
tion industI)' concept designed to 
increase operational flexibility and 
reduce re triction in the ational 
Airspace Sy tern. In the current 
environment, air traffic controllers 
separate aircraft. With the Free 
Flight system, pilots will be allowed 
more authority to choose and 
modify their own route , in coop-
eration with the controller. Thi 
should result in more efficient 
routing and reduced delays. 
"The idea is to let the flight crews 
have more flexibility in resolving 
their own traffic conflicts and manag-
ing their own airspace," said Sandy 
Lozito, research psychologist and 
ASA project leader at Ames 
Research Center in California. 
Participants in the air-ground 
experiment include qualified Boeing 
747 pilots and air traffic controllers 
from the FAA' Memphis Air Route 
Traffic Control Center, in addition to 
NASA researchers and imulation and 
human-factors engineers. "vVe have 
five sets of participants, comprised of 
four controllers and two pilots," 
according to Mark Rogers, FAA chief 
scientist for human facto! . "We are 
evaluating their workload and their 
ituational awarene during everaI 
traffic-conflict cenarios they may face 
w1der Free Flight condition -" 
For more information, contact 
Michael Mewhinnt)' of Ames Research 
Center at 650-604-3937, aT visit 
www.arc.nasa.gov. 
www.nasalech.com 
1999 Product of the Year 
e s 
Your vote for the i\:A Tech Briefs 
1999 Readers' Choice Product of the 
Year Awards have been tabulated , 
and the winners are: 
Gold Winner 
and Product of the Year 
lPiPiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiij Co B ra i n kn owl-
edge processing 
software from 
Invention 
Machine Corp. 
(Boston, MA) 
Silver Winner 
3Dmodelserver.com 
web-based 3D 
model repair appli -
cation from Spatial 
(Boulder, CO) 
Bronze Winner 
Crysta I Eyes 
Wired stereo-
scopic eyewear 
system from 
StereoGraphics 
(San Rafael, CAl 
The award were pre ented at a 
special reception held during the 
ational De ign Engineering Show in 
Chicago. In next month's i ue, we'll 
feature highlights of the Award 
Reception. We'll also announce which 
reader are the winners of the random 
drawing for valuable prize . If you 
voted in the Product of the Year 
conte t, you're eligible to win! 
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Don't just predict 
your real-time system's 
performance. Prove it. 
Wth the new PC-in-the-Loop"" products, you can accurately test the 
New PC-in-the-Loop products enable real-time 
rapid proto typing of embedded designs on 
standard x86 PC hardware in any form factor. 
performance of real-time embedded system 
designs on a low-cost PC long before your final 
target hardware is available. Simulink code 
generation products convert block diagrams to 
real-time C code for rapid prototyping. You can 
then go directly to your embedded target with our production-quality code. 
Learn how PC -in-the-Loop products enable rapid prototyping right on your own desktop. 
To get your Embedded Systems Technical Kit, for pricing information, or to buy 
online now, visit www.mathworks.com/ntcg. 
Visit www.mathworks.com/ntcg 
or (aD 508-647-7000 
Design and develop 
complex embedded 
systems faster and 
more efficiently with 
Simulink products. 
w. haw • worldwide n"""'rIc of intm).abooal represenratives. 
Vu:it our Wtb sitt al www.mathworks.comlftlr for more information. 
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SIMULINK~ 
andra Telescope Assembly 
and Testing Meet 
Stringent 
Requirements 
Mirror and optics 
Eastman Kodak 
Rochester, NY 
716-253-5790 
www.kodak.com 
Last July, the Space Shuttle 
Columbia carded Chandra, an ad-
vanced x-ray telescope, into space. 
Built by ASA contractor TRW, 
Chandra has begun to capture x-ray 
images of supernovae, black holes, 
and galaxy clusters. Kodak de igned, 
assembled, aligned, and tested the 
Optical Bench Assembly (OBA), the 
backbone of Chandra, and the High 
Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA), 
the heart of the telescope. 
The OBA supports the two-ton 
HRMA at the fore end, and the half-
ton integrated science instrument mod- Photo courtesy of NASA 
ule at its aft end, which contains the 
high-resolution x-ray camera and CCD imaging spectrometer. 
Constructed with honeycomb core panels, the OBA is the 
largest composite metedng stmcture ever built for space use. 
ace Station Couplings Protected 
by Commercial Coating 
NEDOX· surface enhancement coating 
General Magnaplate 
Linden, NJ 
90~62-6200 
www.magnaplate.com 
In the harh vacuum and low temperatures of space, the 
valve on quick-disconnect couplings (QDCs) on the 
International Space Station (ISS) must operate with total reli-
ability. The couplings must be smooth, hard, and durable to 
alleviate the possibility of damage to the ealing surface during 
transportation or when opening and closing valves at temper-
atures as low as -107°C. 
During long periods of exposure to the harsh conditions of 
space, any damage to the couplings' valves - even minute sur-
face 'cratche - can re uJt in system fluid leakage. Such grad-
ual leakage would contaminate the ISS external facilities 
and/or its internal habitat. Extreme system cleanliness i vital. 
and contamination represents a constant danger. 
De ign engineers at the Parker Stratoflex Unit of Parker 
Hannifin Corp. achieved the hardness, durability, and smooth-
ness required for the QDCs by treating them with ~DOX, a 
The HR..\L-\ contains eight mirror - the largest of their 
kind and the 'moothest ever created - which add up to 
almost (\\0 LOns of glass optics . It measures 6 feet in diame-
ter b\ 10 feet long. The HR..\1A wa assem-
bled and aligned to meet a stdngent x-ray 
imaging requirement: it must focu x-ray 
energy from a distant celestial ource 
onto a point that measures les than 
one-thou andth of an inch. This i equiv-
alent to reading newsprint text from half 
a mile away. 
In order to meet this requirement. 
Kodak addressed problems such as how to 
measure and control the mirror align-
ment, how to support the mirrors (at 450 
pounds each) strain-free in a simulated 
zero-gravity em1ronment, how to continu-
ously maintain air temperature at 69.8° F, 
and how to achieve Cia s 100 cleanroom 
levels from assembly through placement 
in orbit. 
According to Carl Marchetto, presi-
dent of Commercial & Government 
SYstems, the division responsible for the 
development of Chandra's HRMA and 
OBA, "the mirrors are assembled such 
that the resulting Chandra images will 
show 50 times more detail than any previ-
ous x-ray telescope. The results attained 
through the study of these images will change science text-
books for years to come,~ he added. 
For More Information Circle No. 740 
proprietary surface enhancement coating technology from 
General Magnaplate. NEDOX provided a thin film coating 
that permanently dry-lubricated the urface to a coefficient of 
friction as low as 0,06, while prm1ding hardness of up to Rc68. 
The coating create non-stick surfaces that are corrosion-resis-
tant and prevent static build-up. 
tratoflex' valve components for the ISS coupling were 
manufactured from high-strength lnconel or stainles steel. 
The components were polished, cleaned, packed, and ent 
to General Magnaplate's Ventura, CA facility, where :-JEDOX 
was applied. 
For More Information Circle No. 741 
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ThatS right we've take portable data acquisition to a 
whole nw level. The OEWE-3010 and OEWE-2010 
completely redefine what a data acquisition system 
should be. Not just portable a rugged, but also open-
architecture, so you can upgrade the hardware and 
software long into the future. With modular signal 
conditioners you can mix and match to create your 0M1 
system with dozens of fast channels and up to 2048 
slO\N/temperature channelsl 
DEWE-3D I D Ultra-portable 
complete system 
- TD-810 ShocklVib* 
Includes DEWEScope+ Software 
• Plug-in OEWE-MODULES 
• Front-ends for any NO card 
• Complete stand-alone systems 
Our OEWEScope+® software makes setup and 
recording easier than ever. Want to use OASYLab® or 
LabVIEW®7 No problem - our open-architecture 
platform runs them all (and more) without a hitch. 
Trigger and capture effortlessly to disk at rates up to 
1.25 MHz. With plug-in modules for direct connection 
of every sensor - DC and AC strain gages, charge and 
ICP® accelerometers, microvolts to kilovolts, RTDS and 
therm9couples (9 types), LVOTS, string pots, RPM and 
TACH signals from engines and turbines, and more. 
With J OOOV isolation, exceptionally low noise, and 
multiple range/filter selections in each plug-in modulel 
Oewetron builds rack-mounted and portable systems 
for a wide variety of applications in the automotive, 
aerospace, industrial. process control. research, 
chemical. medical research, and other industries. 
Find out what so many others have already 
discovered-for a no-obligation demo, please contact 
us today at 1-401-782-3866, visit our website, or send 
an email to: justdewit3dewamerica.com 
AMERICA • AUSTRIA · BELGIUM • GERMANY ' NETHERLANDS • SLOVENIA · THE CZECH REPUBLIC ' THE U.K. 
All trademarks acknowledged as the properties of their owners. • Certain COROM drives do nol meet MIL-STD specifications 
For More Information CJrde No. 533 
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Who's Who at NASA 
Adrian Stoica, Senior Researcher 
in Advanced Computing Technologies, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
A drian Stoica is leading the re-
search in Evolvable 
Hardware at ASA' 
Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory (JPL), Pa a-
dena, CA. His cur-
ren t ASA / JPL 
projects al 0 include 
en or Fu ion Hardware, Rover Intelli-
gence, and Robot Fo tering. 
NASA Tech Briefs: What is "evolvable 
hardware"? 
Dr. Stoica: In the narrow ense, evolv-
able hardware (EHW) refers to reconfig-
uration of field progammable devices 
under the control of evolutionary/ ge-
netic algorithms. I prefer the more gen-
eral meaning, in which I think of various 
forms of hardware - not only electronic 
hardware, but al 0 mechanical, bio-elec-
tronic hybrids, MEMS, everything that 
has a reconfiguration/ morphing capa-
bility - that can change itself and im-
prove performance during its lifetime. 
In this sense, learning and adaptation 
techniques are included 
NTB: How is NASA using EHW? 
Stoica: We are considering using 
EHW to increase the flexibility/ versatil-
ity and survivability of spacecraft. The 
focus is on using EHW to automatically 
ynthesize new circuits that can per-
form functions for which the need 
arises during the mission, or reconfig-
ure to elf-heal and recover functional-
ity when damaged by radiation, ex-
treme temperature conditions, aging, 
etc. The longer the mi ion and the 
harsher the environment, the more 
benefit EHW ideas can bring. Long-life 
survivable pace craft (100+ years) 
would bring us closer to interstellar 
mi ions. Other areas of application in-
clude the evolution of artificial bacteria 
for harvesting local resources on an-
other planet. 
NTB: How does EHW "know" how or 
when to reconfigure/heal itself without 
human intervention? 
Stoica: To give a simple summary, the 
re ponse/ behavior of a circuit is moni-
www.nasat.ech.com 
tored through orne measure even dur-
ing its normal functioning and com-
pared \vith a de ired target re ponse. 
Once part of the electronics i damaged, 
its behavior i altered - which tran lates 
into an increased di tance from the de-
ired behavioral response. Then, the ge-
netic algorithm pop in and trie to find 
other configurations that would de-
crease the di tance to the desired behav-
ior. Configurations that include dam-
aged areas have Ie s fitne s and are 
eliminated by evolution. In certain cases, 
a re ource previou ly pulled out of one 
design may be brought back into an-
other design, which exploits another as-
pect of its functionality. 
NTB: What are some potential com-
mercial applications for EHW? 
Stoica: I believe EHW has the poten-
tial to revolutionize technology in sev-
eral domains. These range from com-
munications, household appliances, and 
Internet, to micro/ nano-scale systems 
and biological/ artificial hybrids. There 
is great potential for commercial com-
munications applications, such as data 
compression, reconfigurable antennas, 
and adaptive signal processing. For ex-
ample, evolutionary techniques were 
shown to outperform current best tech-
niques in image compression. 
Reconfigurable hardware will play an 
increasing role in the Internet infra-
structure, allowing the possibility of 
hardware adaptation. EHW could also 
be related to "smart households" - ap-
pliances that learn the behavior of the 
user and adapt to it. Some small part of 
the electronics within a refrigerator 
might interface with the Internet and 
connect with reconfigurable sensors that 
adapt them elves to the input ignals of 
the environment. 
Potential micro/ nano-scale applica-
tions for EHW include miniature com-
plex sen ing, diagnosis, and monitoring 
systems. The future "lab on a chip" 
would perform adaptive detection of 
chemical and biological materials. 
These systems could be used in food 
preservation, virus and bacteria detec-
tion, and adaptive medication dosage. 
A fuU transcript of this interview is avail-
able at UJUJW. nasatech. com. Contact Dr. Stoi-
ca at adrian.stoica@jpl.nasa.gav. 
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How much time do you spend reading technical 
documents on average? Is it 20 percent or more? 
And how much of the Information is relevant to your 
pro/ects? A fraction? What if your computer could 
read everything and actually show you which 
documents are most relevant to your projects? 
Well, now it can-
with Knowledglst™ from Invention Machine! 
Based on breakthrough semantic processing tech-
nology, Knowledgist reads, extracts all key concepts, and 
automatically presents you with a problem-solution index 
- greatly accelerating knowledge retrieval for problem-
solving. Reduce weeks of reading to a few hours. 
Enhance technical reports with comprehensive refer-
ences. Find Innovative solutions to your tasks at 
hand. Knowledglst is like having a virtual 24x7 
research assistant on your desktop. 
.d~ 
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Knowledgist processes on-line text based documents at I MBlminute. It automatically generates Problem 
folders containing associated Solutions. It creates a comprehensive index, with descriptions and hyper-
links to the source document, so you can quickly pinpoint the relevant solutions for your problems. 
~., Commercialization Opportunities 
Interferometric System Images 
Small Vibrating Structures 
Microwave Battery Charger 
A imple microwave power-transmission 
sy tern is propo ed for maintaining 
charged batteries in spacecraft immedi-
ately prior to launch. This concept could 
be adopted by emergency systems that 
have to be kept in a high tate of readiness. 
( ee page 43.) 
The basic optical instrument is a low 
magnification micro cope combined 
with a Michelson interferometer. The in-
strument is used for imaging vibrating 
electromechanical structures. 
(See page 30.) 
26 
MODULAR DC-DC CONVERTERS 
WITH SINGLE, DUAL OR TRIPLE OUTPUTS 
These STANDARD DC-DC converters, the FE-280A Series, offer up 
to 20 W of power in a small aluminum case and can easily be 
modified to meet YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. 
Important features include: 
• Small Size: 3.5 x 1.56 x 0.6 in. 
• Light Weight: 3.5 oz. 
• Radiation Hardened 
• Tight Regulation: to 1 % 
• BUS Voltage: 20 to 46 VDC 
over a 35% range 
• Input to Output Isolation: 1 mil 
• On/Off from 
command line 
• Reverse Polarity 
Protection 
Send for our data 
sheet today. 
FEI Communications, Inc. 
A Subsidiary of Frequency Electronics, Inc. 
"'1iillll_r" 55 Charles Undbergh Blvd., Mitchel Reid . NY 11 553 
"II TEL: 5 16-79445OJ · FAX: 5 16-794-4340 
Visit us at: VIMIW.freqelec.com 
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Susceptor-Coating Materials for 
Growth of 4H-SiC 
Several material are showing promise. 
This development is important for future 
electronic device that will operate at 
power and temperature level beyond 
tho e of the present Si- and GaAs-based 
device . 
(See page 46.) 
Failure-Resistant Multiline Tethers 
These improved tethers, originally 
developed for protecting atellite from 
orbital debris, can be adapted to climb-
ing gear, su pension bridges, and tow-
ering cable . 
(See page 50.) 
Determining Glucose Levels 
From NIR Raman Spectra 
of Eyes 
This noninvasive method is faster and 
involves less laser power than the earlier 
efforts based on Raman scattering to 
measure glucose concentration in 
blood. 
(See page 52.) 
Improved Electrical-Impedance 
Body Fluids Monitor 
An instrument developed for measur-
ing hydration level in humans during 
space flight can be adapted by hospitals, 
clinical facilities, and medical research 
laboratories. 
(See page 54.) 
Control Methodology To 
Alter Automobile Rollover 
Tendencies 
Hardware and software are being de-
veloped for incorporation into a vari-
able-dynamic testbed vehicle to evalu-
ate the dynamic characteristics of 
crash avoidance of a four-wheel land 
vehicle. The results will be used to im-
prove afety with such active controls 
as increasing the stiffness of antiroll 
bars on tight turns. 
(See page 62.) 
Ultracapacitors Store Energy in 
a Hybrid Electric Vehicle 
A hybrid electric transit bu has been 
developed that uses capacitors instead 
of batteries to store energy. The capaci-
tor are viewed as uperior to batteries 
in several respects. 
(See page 63. ) 
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Microway De ivers Custom 
Workstations and Beowulf C usters 
for igh Performance Technical Co puting! 
Which Solution is Rightfor You? 
• 750 MHz Dual Alpha UP2000 or 21264DP 
• 800 MHz Pentium m or Quad Xeon 
• 850 MHz AMD Athlon 
• Beowulf Cluster 
Distributed Memory Parallel Processing 
• Myrinet Gigabit Ethernet 
Microway Screomer™ 
Dual Alpha UP2000 
750 MHz, 8MB Cache in RuggedRock™ 
Chassis with Redundant Power Supply 
High Speed, Low Latency Backplanes 
• RAID 
Microway 18 Node 
36 Pro(~r, Dual Pentium III 
8eowulf duster with Myrinel and MPI 
Satisfied customers have purchased Microway work-
stations since 1986. Our cost effective Linux solutions have 
been chosen by universities, government research labs and ISPs worldwide since 1996. 
Over the years Microway brand systems have become famous for their quality and 
price/performance. Simultaneously, our Technical Support staff earned a reputation as one 
of the best in the industry. This means you can count on our experience to configure a 
UNIX or NT workstation or Linux Beowulf cluster solution that is ideally suited to your 
specific problem. This is why Microway was chosen by Los Alamos National Laboratory to 
maintain the hardware on their 144-node Alpha Avalon cluster. It is also -
why the University of Wisconsin chose Microway to build their 100-node 
dual Pentium III cluster. In addition to being an Intel Product Developer 
and AMD Athlon OEM, Microway was named Alpha Processor, Inc.'s Top North American 
Channel Partner for 1999. 
liTo find a successful supplier of Linux solutions there are three things that you should 
know: One, the supplier must be proficient in Linux, a master of understanding 
Unux's superiorities; Two, the supplier must have a clear passion for hardware tech-
nology; Three, if you found a supplier that knows both Linux and understands hard-
ware solutions, congratulations you have found Microway! When it comes to Linux 
and high performance, there's only one wa,Yt and that's Microway!" 
- Bruce Faust, founder of DigitalScape and Carrera Computers 
Microway custom configures Linux, NT and UNIX workstations, clusters and servers plus state 
of the art RAID systems. If you need a quality product that is built to last, from a company that 
will be around to support you for years to come, Microway is The Number One Choice. 
Find out why over 75% of Microway's sales come from 
repeat customers. Please call 508-746-7341 for a technical 
salesperson who speaks your language! 
Visit us at microway.com 
® 
Technology You Can Count On Research Park Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 
508-746-7341 • info@microway.(om For More Information Circle No. 568 
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-$ Special Coverage: ImagingNideolDisplay Technology 
Video Wi ndowi ng Systems: Effective 
Display of Multiple Image Sources 
The u e of multiple window shown simultaneously on a single di play as a methodology for efficient con-
veyance of computer-based information 
i about as ubiquitous as the automobile. 
Since its origin in experimental comput-
ers at Xerox Park, the idea has been ex-
tended to allow windows to display im-
ages from multiple different source , 
input ignal ource 0 that their win-
dow can be individually and arbitrarily 
ealed and located on the di play. 
In an ideal world, all of the video in-
puts to a multiple window di play system 
would adhere to a ingle standard that 
unambiguously defines electrical, logi-
cal, and temporal attribute of the video 
signal. Moreover, the signals would be 
ranging from video cam- ~~~~~~!i!iiiiiiii;jiill 
eras to high-resolution 
computer workstations. 
Synchronizat ion and 
Sampling 
An important capability of a config-
urable Window Display Proces or is its 
ability to recognize the characteri tics 
of an incoming signal so that it can syn-
chronize it to a common timebase. 
This i important to en ure that a 
meaningful image is displayed in the 
Among the many appli-
cations for video window-
ing are real-time informa-
tion displays for command 
and control systems, and 
for simulation. In com-
mand and control, tactical 
operators frequently need 
to monitor several video 
and computer sources i-
multaneously. The opera-
tor's ability to effectively 
absorb and analyze the 
data is enhanced when it is 
combined onto a single dis-
play, rather than spread 
out across an array of 
screens. Often, the space-
saving aspect of a single, 
combined display versus a 
multitude where each is 
Figure 1. Integrated Control Center Environment (lCCE), developed by SM&A 
Corp., integrates audiovisual, mUltimedia, video, and mUltiple proprietary com-
puter systems, all of which can be viewed and controlled via one or two moni-
tors, one universal keyboard that re-maps to the various systems, and a 
associated window. Thi 
can be achieved by provid-
ing a user interface via 
which a sy tern developer 
can provide the informa-
tion for each connected 
signal. Unfortunately, too 
often the system developer 
does not have all of this in-
formation available, and it 
also can be a tedious 
process for a system with 
many inputs - a factor 
that is compounded if the 
ystem configuration is al-
tered frequently. Thus, 
there is a requirement for 
"auto-syncing" capability in 
which the system monitors 
the inputs to ense and rec-
ognize an incoming signal. 
This auto-syncing func-
tion is an iterative algo-mouse. 
dedicated to a single video source, is a 
great benefit in command and control 
environments. 
In imulation applications, video win-
dowing often is applied to recreate con-
trol panels in a virtual display. Image 
generator provide instrumentation 
screens and other computer-generated 
imagery. Video ources present pre-
recorded visual data. The multi-input 
display proces or brings all the elements 
of the simulator together, digitally mix-
ing the components to generate the 
final combined display. 
The wide variety of ignal sources that 
typically is pre ent in uch system can 
represent a significant challenge to the 
system developer. This challenge can be 
met by implementation of a Window 
Di play Proce or, a device that provides 
a means to combine and control the 
28 
phase-aligned to a single clock and all 
synchronization signals would occur at 
exactly the same time. Unfortunately, 
the real world isn' t even close to this 
ideal situation. 
The inputs to a multiple window sys-
tem will almost certainly be completely 
asynchronous to one another, and will 
most likely each have their own unique 
ver ion of a synchronization cherne, 
often with nothing more than a vague 
nod to one of everal standards that 
proliferate. The challenge, then, is for 
each input of the system to recognize 
the synchronization methodology of 
the system feeding it, extract the salient 
features of the horizontal and vertical 
synchronization signals in order to cor-
rectly re- ample the video signal, and 
ub equently store one or more frames 
of incoming video. 
www.nasatech.com 
rithm in which certain key 
characteristics of the incoming signal 
are measured (e.g. horizontal scan 
rate, sync, pulse width, etc.) and com-
pared to a table of known ources. 
There is potentially an infinite num-
ber of permutations of computer 
graphics signals because, in addition 
to the various different sets of scan 
rate and blanking periods, horizontal 
and vertical synchronization informa-
tion can be conveyed in a variety of 
ways (eparate, combined, superim-
po ed on the video signal) . 
Given the variety and large number of 
unique video ignals, the auto- ync 
proce s may not always ucceed in pro-
viding perfect alignment of a video sig-
nal within its window. In thi case, an in-
teractive user interface is provided for 
fine-tuning after an approximate match 
is made. 
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In order for multiple disparate signals 
to be displayed simultaneously, they 
must all be locked to a cOlIUllon time-
base. In some applications, the common 
timebase is extracted from one of the 
input signals; in others, it is an exter-
nally provided signal with no associated 
image. In yet other applications, there is 
no externally supplied reference, and 
the common timebase is generated by 
the processing system. 
laced system, a frame of video informa- tions where motion artifacts cannot be 
tion is transferred as two fields. Each tolerated but field, rather than frame, 
field comprises either the odd lines of vertical resolution is acceptable. In this 
the frame, or the even lines of the frame. case, each line in a field is replicated to 
The field frequency is twice that of the create a pseudo line-doubled, full-frame 
frame frequency. For example, in the sized image. This has the disadvantage 
NTSC system, fields are generated 60 of having only half the vertical resolu-
times per second, but as two fields com- tion, which results in a lack of clarity in 
bine to make a frame, the effective the displayed image. The best results are 
frame frequency is 30Hz. In order to dis- obtained from deinterlacing techniques 
play the interlaced signal on a progres- that employ sophisticated digital filter-
sive scan monitor, the two fields must be ing to interpolate missing lines within 
Sampling and Line-Doubling combined. On the surface, it would each field. 
A sampling technique is used to cap- seem that combining the two fields in a Different video systems utilize differ-
rure the analog input signals, synchronize frame store could be achieved simply by ent methods for encoding color infor-
them to the common timebase, and ex- providing field delays (Figure 3). mation. In the early days of television, it 
tract the image information. The image The problem is that the fields are tem- was important to conserve bandwidth, 
information, once captured, can be poraIly separated. The action captured so encoding techniques were developed 
scaled and organized into the correct des- in the even field occurred 17ms later that weighted the color information in 
tination window in the output frame than that captured by the odd field. An the signal to match the sensitivity of the 
store. The analog front end to the sam- object moving swiftly across lhe field of human eye. In these systems, chroma 
piing engine detects the r-----------------------------, (or color) information 
sync type and provide ~ in video signals is con-
DC restoration clamps to ~ veyed separately from 
ensure lhat each of the ~ luminance information 
signals has a precise com- ~ (Y/C). There are vari-
mon reference. Any dif- .ndo. ous different methods 
ference in DC level be- .. -------t~ DIIplly of encoding color, re-
tween red, green, and a PreceI8Dr ferred to as color space. 
blue inputs will result in Iiil 7 Computer graphics sys-
incorrect color sampling. g terns convey informa-
The analog front end . riil tion in terms of pri-
also filters the incoming ~ mary color intensity 
signals to satisfy the (Red, Green, and Blue 
yquist sampling criteria, values) - yet another 
and thus avoid aliasing ar- Figure 2. 711ft Window Display Proc.ssw color space. A window-
tifacts. If aliasing is al- ing system will need to 
lowed to occur, it results in multiple copies view will be located in different places in convert the color spaces of all incoming 
of the incoming signals overlapping in the the two fields, so the resulting combined signals to that of the output display -
frequency domain. Once sampled, these frame will contain a distorted image as usually RGB. 
cannot be removed The effect is highly shown in Figure 4. For most "command and control" and 
visible on the resulting display, and mani- This disturbing visual effect is re- "simulation and training" applications, 
fests itself as an unpleasant horizontal dis- ferred to as a "motion artifact" and is the critical features of a Window Display 
tortion of vertical components of the highly perceptible with live video Processor are flexibility in input signal 
image. In order to accommodate a large sources containing motiol!. Edges of ob- processing (the ability to manage a wide 
range of incoming signal frequencies, it is jects moving horizontally will become variety of video types and signal rates) 
necessary to provide several filters that can feathered. Its effect on individual view- and flexibility in window management-
be selected after the auto-sync function ing ranges from mildly annoying to dis- giving the system designer total control 
has determined the range of intere L If turbing. The motion artifacts become over window size, position, and priority 
the filter' cutoff frequency is too low, it exacerbated by the interpolative caling (stacking). 
will result in a soft image, and if it is too that i u ed to zoom the video signal up This article was written I;y Tim Elsmore, tP 
high, it will result in aliasing artifacts. or down to fit its destination window. Enginuring, at RGB spectrum, Alameda, CA. 
Dealing with interlaced video signals A simple and inexpensive compro- Fur more inJurmation, 0011510-814-7000, ur 
require special attention. In an inter- mi e can be implemented for applica- visit www.rgb.com . 
.-~--------------------------------------, ,-----------------------------------------, 
Odd Fold 
,c~ 
Figu,.. 3 F191/,.. .. 
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@ Interferometric System Images Small Vibrating Structures 
Stroboscopic interferograms depict surface profiles at selected phases of vibration. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A commercial scanning imaging 
white-light interferometer designed for 
measuring surface profile of tationary 
objects has been modified into an inter-
ferometric in trument for imaging vi-
brating microelectromechanical struc-
ture . The modified in trument operates 
in a strobo co pic mode, generating a set 
of interferograms at a selected in tant in 
the vibrational cycle. A number of sets of 
interferograms can be acquired at dif-
ferent instants of time corresponding to 
small increments of phase through the 
vibrational cycle so that dle re ulting col-
lection of interferograms shows how the 
hape of the vibrating urface changes 
during the cycle; thus, the interfero-
grams yield information on the shape 
and amplitude of the vibrational mode 
or modes . 
The figure schematically illustrates the 
unmodified and modified versions of the 
instrument. The magnified image of the 
specimen is brought to focus in a charge-
coupled-device (CCD) camera oriented 
along a main (vertical) optical axis. In the 
unmodified instrument, an incandescent 
lamp generate white light, which is re-
flected down along the main optical axis 
by a beam splitter. The microscope objec-
tive assembly contains another beam 
spli tter. which divides the illumination 
into two beams: a reference beam ide-
ways to the main optical axis and an ob-
ject beam. which continues down along 
the main optical axis, through the objec-
tive lenses. and onto the pecimen. 
The reference beam is reflected from a 
flat mirror. then reflected from the beam 
splitter in the objective assembly back up 
the main optical axis toward the camera. 
The object beam is reflected from the 
specin1en. passe up through the beam 
splitter and the lenses in the objective as-
sembly, and into the camera. Interfer-
ence between the object and reference 
beams forms the desired interference 
pattern on the focal plane of the camera. 
The specimen is moved along the main 
optical axis. passing through the position 
of zero optical-path-Iength difference. 
CCD outputs repre enting interfero-
grams are acquired and digitized at vari-
ous increments of optical-path-length dif-
30 
ference. Then by use of pecial-purpo e 
software. the digital interferogram are 
used to compute the surface profile of the 
specimen. The unmodified instrument 
cannot be used to obtain the urface pro-
file of a vibrating specimen because the vi-
bration blurs the interference pattern . 
In the modified in trument., the in-
cande cent lamp i replaced by an ultra-
bright light-emitting diode (LED) . 
which can be driven by pul es at a repe-
tition rate up to 2 MHz. The pulse gen-
erator that drives the LED is synchro-
nized to the function generator that 
drive the vibrations of the specimen. 
The phase-offset capability of the func-
tion generator is used to elect dle in-
crements of phase for acquiring sets of 
interferograms. 
Because of the viscous drag. many mi-
croelectromechanical structures do not vi-
brate in air at atmo pheric pre ure. There-
fore. in the modified instrument. the 
specimen is mounted in a mall vacuum 
chamber and observed through a window. 
To compensate for the optical path length 
through the window. the modified instru-
ment includes a plate of the same optical 
Incandescenl 
Lamp 
CCO 
Camera 
I Microscope Objective Assembly 
~------_/ I \ 
I C:::::=:=::>~Lenses 
! ~ c::::=:>1 
I 17l' : I ~
Lt-------: :~:r 
Reference 
Beam 
- Object Beam 
UNMODIFIED INSTRUMENT 
thickn as that of the window inserted in 
path of the reference beam. 
With the modified in trurnent. vibra-
tional di placements along the main op-
tical axi can be measured with re olu-
tions of the order of nanometers. The 
only fundamental limitation of the mod-
ified instrument lies in the competing 
requirements for strobo copic illumina-
tion: One must generate enough lumi-
nous energy during each pul e to obtain 
an image. while keeping the pulse short 
enough. to prevent motion blur of the 
image. « hort enough" as lIsed here is 
defined widl respect to the amplitude 
and frequency of the vibration and 
mean. specifically. that the displace-
ment during the pulse must be no more 
than about 1/ 20 of the wavelength of 
the light from the LED. 
This work was done by Roman Gutierrez, 
Ki1ill Shcheglov. and Tony K. Tang of Cal-
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech. com under the Physical 
Sciences category. 
NPO-20177 
LED 
Mirror 
CCO 
Camera 
~--~I 
I 
c::::=:> : 
: +0 i 
'--/ _______ 1 
Compensating Window 
Plale / 
MODIFIED INSTRUMENT 
The Basic Optical Instrument - in both the unmodified and modified versions - is a low-magnifica-
tion microscope combined with a Michelson interferometer. 
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• 100, 200 and 300 amu systems 
• Better than 1 amu resolution 
• 6 ordere of magnitude dynamic 
range in a single scan 
• Real-time Windows~ software 
• Mass spectra, leak detection, 
pressure vs. t ime and more 
Residual Gas Analyzers 
• Low C06t In6trument6 for vacuum 
6y6tem gaB analYBIB 
• Mea6ure6 partial pre6BureB from 
5 x 10-4 to 5 X 10-14 Torr 
• Sample rateB aB faBt aB 15 mB/amu 
• Multi-head operation 
• PriceB 6tarting at $3750 
Closed Ion Source G 
Analyze s 
• SuI? ppm detection limit 
• 10 mT orr to 10-12 Torr operation 
• PrlceB 6tarting at $5750 
QMS Serle~ Gas Analyzers 
• SampleB gaB fro vacuum to al?ove 
atmo6pheric preBBure 
• Self contained. compact and 
tranBportal?le deBlgn 
• ReBponBe time of leB6 than 1 Becond 
• Large dynamic range allowB detection 
to ppm levelB 
PPR Se ies Vacuum Process 
Monitoring Syeteme 
• Inlet preBBure 6electable in decade6 
from 10 mTorr to 10 Torr 
• Flow rate6 of 3 x 10-5 Torr liter/Bee. 
with preBBure reduction inlet active 
• 2 Becond reBpon6e time at 0.1 Torr 
inlet preB6ure 
• ACSII command Bet for eaBY 
cUBtom programming 
The unmatched power, performance and value found in Stanford Research Systems scientific and 
engineering instruments is now available in a new line of vacuum products. These systems are tailored 
for gas analysis. process monitoring, leak detection and research. Call us for complete details on these 
products and our full line of Scientific & Engineering instruments. 
Stanford Research Systems 
1290-D Reamwood Avenue Sunnyvale. CA 94089 
TEL: (408)744-9040 . FAX: (408)744-9049 email: infa@thinkSRS.cam WWW: www.thinkSRS.com 
Visit our web site for a listing of our international representatives. 
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o Four-Message Electromechanical Display System 
The conventional limit of three messages could be overcome. 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
A proposed electromechanical di play 
system would be capable of presenting 
as many as four different messages. Con-
ventional electromechanical display sys-
tems are limited to three messages. 
The three-message limit arises as fol-
lows: A typical electromechanical dis-
play system contains display elements 
with multiple flat faces that are rotated 
in to view to pre ent a message. Each di -
play element could show, for example, a 
letter or number or part of an image. If 
the display elements have flat faces, 
then the number of messages is limited 
to three because three is the maximum 
number of sides of a polygon that can 
be placed contiguously with other, iden-
tical polygons along a common base 
line and that can be rotated without in-
terfering with an adjacent polygon. 
In the proposed system, each display el~ 
ment would have four concave cylindrical 
faces shaped so that the elements could be 
positioned contiguously on a display plane, 
yet could be rotated without mechanical in-
terference with a<ljacent elements (see fig-
ure). Because of the curvature of the faces, 
messages could be partially visible at greater 
(in comparison with flat faces) angles off 
the perpendicular to the display plane. 
There is one "catch": To prevent me-
chanical interference while a di play ele-
ment is being rotated, an adjacent dis-
play element must either remain 
stationary or else be rotated in the op-
posite direction with a 45 0 lag. This 
"catch" can be turned to an advantage in 
that one can select from a variety of al-
lowable equence to draw attention to 
the display. For example, di play ele-
ments could be rotated one at a time in 
any sequence, or the odd-numbered ele-
ments could be rotated while the even-
numbered ones were held stationary, 
and vice versa. 
OVERHEAD VIEW OF DISPLAY ELEMENTS DURING 
A STILL PRESENTATION 
OVERHEAD VIEW OF DISPLAY ELEMENTS DURING 
ROTATION OF EVEN-NUMBERED ELEMENTS 
Each Display Element Would Have Four Faces, each showing part of a different message. The concavity of the faces is what makes it possible to use four 
faces (i nst ead of the conventional three) in an unbroken display field: If the faces were flat, then it would be necessary to mount the display elements with 
gaps between t hem to prevent interference during rotation. 
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Porta ble 6-Bit, 
Measurements 
Attach the new WaveBook/516"' to your 
notebook PC for portable, 1 6-bit measurements 
up to 1 Msamplesls. Start with eight built-in 
channels, and easily expand up to 72, including 
.. VhueVtcw Scope 
direct-connect signal conditioning for strain 
gages, ICP*-style accelerometers, and more. 
Wave Bookl 516111 
• Extemal clock input 
• Multichannel analog triggering 
• Digital-pattem triggering 
• Pulse-amplitude & pulse-width triggering 
• Pre- & post-trigger modes 
• In-vehicle bus option 
Included Out-of-the-Box'" WaveView'" software 
converts your PC and the WaveBook/516 into 
a compact, multichannel waveform analyzer, 
streaming data to your PC's hard drive in real 
time. WindowS- 95/98/2000/NT drivers, as well as 
labVIEVIf' and DASYLab· support, are also included. 
IOtech has been the undisputed leader in portable, 
notebook PC-based data acquisition for nearly a decade. 
Visit our Web site at 
www.wavebook.com 
and see why the 
WaveBook/516 is first in 
its class. For a demo or 
30-day evaluation, contact 
our sales department at 
1.888.805.3020 or 
sales@iotech.com. 
~:~~~:'~i'th~;~:;;::~JJ.6t!f~~0'Jo:2X's"'View are trademarks oIlOtech, Inc. All others .,., trademarts or registered 
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field applications 
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You've Got Sensors, 
We've Got Solutions 
Attach your sensors directly to 
IOtech's Out-of-the-Box~ data 
acquisition solutions for 
portable, lab, & stand-alone 
applications. Get signal 
conditioning, NO, & software -
all from one supplier. 
Browse a wide selection of 
solutions online, or call for your 
free Y2000 catalog & demo CD. 
www.iotech.com 
1.888.890.3011 
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Data Acquisition 
16-Bit Performance 
12-Bit Price! 
On·board supply for powering 
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Synchronous scanning 
of analog, digital, 
& counter inputs 
up to 200 kHz 
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output data 
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OaqView'" software for 
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Drivers for WindOM" 
95/98/2000/NT, LabV/fWO, 
TestPoint", & DASYLatf" $4 
These astonishing features and value are the outcome of over 
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signal conditioning and software. 
Visit our Web site at www.daqboard.com to learn more 
about the DaqBoard/2000"', and to place your order 
directly. Contact us today for your FREE Y2000 Catalog. 
www.daqboard.com 
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ilre property of their repc!!CtiW hokiers. 
This work was dane by Richard T. Howard 
of Marshall Space Flight Center. 
This invention is uumed by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. For further 
information, contact Sammy Nabors, MSFC 
Commercialization Assistance Lead, at (256) 
544-5226 or sammy.nabors@mfs.nasa.gov. 
Refer to MFS-31368. 
tj Rapid-Prototyping Virtual-Reality 
Software Tool Kit 
The user need not engage in a tedious learning process. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
The VrTool computer program enables 
its user to rapidly develop a prototype vir-
tual-reality (VR) application program. 
Users of VR application programs need 
software that can help them keep pace 
with the rapidly evolving VR field. one 
of the previously commercially available 
VR software tool kits affords rapid-proto-
typing capabilities because all require 
users to generate their own code. This 
makes it necessary for users to engage in 
a tedious learning process to gain under-
standing of the application-program-gen-
eration process, which is also tedious. 
VrTool offers a high-level user interface 
that makes it unnecessary for its user to 
engage in a tedious learning process; only 
minimal amowlt of learning time is nec-
essary, and so the user can begin creating 
a VR environment almost immediately. At; 
far as is known, no previously commer-
cially available VR program offers a user 
interface that gives the user such a capa-
bility. The VrTool software would benefit 
any industry in which VR applications are 
used for simulations; examples of such in-
dustries include the aerospace. education, 
and medical industries. 
VrTool includes four componen ts: (1) a 
controller, which controls all other VR 
processes; (2) a renderer, which displays 
graphical information; (3) a collision-de-
tection processor, which determines 
whether there are collisions among ob-
jects; and (4) a user-interface subprogram, 
which builds the VR scene. VrTool was de-
veloped for Silicon Graphics workstations 
and includes drivers for VR peripherals. 
This work was done by J. Mark Voss of 
the Lincom Corporation for J ohnson 
Space Center. 
MSC-22693 
• Imaging With a Focal-Plane Array of 
Ultrasonic Transducers 
Phenomena that can be imaged include gas leaks, moving 
objects, and thermally induced air currents. 
John R Kennedy Space Ce-nter, Florida 
A prototype system for acoustic imag-
ing of gas leaks that emit ultrasound 
was developed at Kennedy Space Cen-
ter. Potential government and cOlIDner-
cial users concerned with leak imaging 
and safety expressed interest in this 
technology. 
The prototype system includes an 8 x 8 
array of air<oupled acoustic transducers 
with a peak-response frequency of 40 kHz. 
As indicated in the figure, the array i 
placed at the focal plane of a paraboloidal 
reflector (see figure) with a focal length 
of about 1 ft (30 em) . Thus, the array 
functions analogously to focal-plane ar-
rays of photodetectors for imaging optical 
sources or focal-plane arrays of antenna 
elements for imaging radio sources, the 
unique feature of this array being that it 
ASA Tech Briefs, April 2000 
provides a low-resolution image of 
acoustic sources in its field of "view. " 
The output signals from the transduc-
ers are buffered out serially through a 64-
to-I multiplexer, then sent to a micro-
processor that includes an analog-
to-digital converter. The microproces-
or controls the operation of the multi-
plexer and send the digitized, pro-
cessed transducer outputs to a computer, 
which generates a real-time video display 
in which the intensities of the acoustic sig-
nal are represented by brightnesses in 
the cells (in effect, acoustic pixels) of a 
square 8 x 8 grid corresponding to the 
transducers. By use of a pixel-to-pixel-a~ 
eraging algorithm, the pattern can be 
converted to one of 15 x 15 acoustic pix-
els with blocky appearance of the grid 
www.nasatecb.com 
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• Easy.to-use interactive 
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- Automatically generate 
application recipes for 
and Measurement Studio" 
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- Acquire images from file and 
analog and digital cameras 
- Fast processing for Intel" 
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Zero to 
c/c++ 
• In no 
time. 
U se industry-standard MATUB to design, 
develop, and refine your applications. Then 
use the C/C++ Compiler Suite to convert 
them into standalone C or C++ code. 
MAnAB C/C++ Compiler Suite includes: 
• MATLAB Compiler - automatically generates 
C/C++ code from programs written in MATLAB 
• C/C++ Math Library - contains 350 MATLAB 
math functions accessible from C/C++ 
• C/C++ Graphics Library - embeds MATLAB 
graphics and GUIs in your C/C++ code. 
Compile 
complete 
MATUS 
applicatiDns, 
like this 
signal 
processing 
example, into 
Information and demos on the Web. 
For product information, or to buy online 
now, visit www.mathworks.com/ntbc. 
MATLAB· 
508·647·7000 • www.mathworks.com/ntbc 
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Ultrasonic Waves 
Headed Toward 
Receiver 
Computer and Monitor for 
Display of Ultrasonic Image 
S x SArray of 
Acoustic 
Transducers 
Paroboloidal 
Reflector 
A Square Array of Acoustic Transducers at the focal plane of a paraboloidal reflector puts out signals 
that can be processed to form a crude image of a distant source of ultrasound. 
softened somewhat to give an appearance 
of finer resolution. 
As described thus far, the system oper-
ates in a passive mode, in which it pro-
duces intensity images of leaks or other 
soW"ces of high-pitch sound. However, the 
system also offers the more-powerful capa-
bility of operation in an active phase-imag-
ing mode, in which the scene is "illumi-
nated" by an ultrasonic signal of specified 
frequency and phase. Because the micro-
processor has access to d1e phase as well as 
the magnitude or intensity information 
for each ultrasonic pixel, it is a relatively 
simple matter to process the transducer 
outputs to obtain an image in which the 
brightness of each ultrasonic pixel repre· 
sents the difference between the phase of 
the "illw-ninating" signal and the signal re-
tw-ned to the corresponding transducer. 
Phenomena that alter the speed of 
sound and thus the phase of the return sig-
nal can be imaged in this mode. Tests of the 
prototype system in the active phase-imag-
ing showed it to be capable of imaging gas 
leaks, a cold airflow, and moving objects. It 
should also be po ible to image fires and 
temperatw-e gradients in still or moving air. 
Recent improvement included the fol-
lowing: 
• Preventing the receiver from being 
overwhelmed by near-field reflections 
of the transmitted ignal; 
• Increasing the resolution by increasing 
the number of transducers, along with 
the size of the reflector and/ or the fre-
quency; and 
• Designing alternative systems with 
wider fields of view. 
This w(}rk was done!Jy WilliamD. Haskell, 
James P. Strobel, Robert C. Youngquist, John 
S. Moerk, and Robert B. Cox formerly ofI-NET 
for Kennedy Space Center. 
For further informatian, contact UE Sys-
tems, owner of the exclusive license: 
UE Systems 
14 Hayes Street 
Elmsford, NY 10523-2536 
Telephone No.: (914) 592-1220 
KSCr11909 
@Two-Photon Microscope Imaging 
Spectrometer 
Overlapping spectra from fluorescent-dye probes 
could be separated. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A two-photon microscope imaging 
spectrometer has been proposed for 
use in scanning confocal two-photon 
micro copy. The proposed instru-
ment would solve a pectrum-over-
www.nasatech.com 
lap that sometimes arises, as explained 
below. 
Scanning confocal two-photon 
microscopy is a variant of fluorescence 
microscopy, in which fluorescent dye 
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Solid Edge Users Are First: First To Complete Their Models. First To Market 
And First To Earn A Positive ROI. Independent Benchmarks Prove It. 
NEED A POWERFUL WINDOWS SOLID MODELER? NEED IT TO BE AFFORDABLE AND 
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automates design 
processes and decision 
management tools 
speed problem solving. 
Process-
specific 
features for 
machinery, plastics, 
sheet metal and tubing design give 
you an unbeatable Edge. 
rendering . 
FREE Software: Solid 
Edge Origin is fully parametric 
2D drafting and sketching software 
w ith basic 3D tools. It's more powerful 
than AutoCAD and absolutely FREE. Order 
over the web or by phone. 
Be First. Insist on Solid Edge. 
www.solid-edge.com1-800-807-2200 
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are u ed as probe for elective moni-
toring of biological compound and 
cell . In canning two-photon confocal 
microscopy, a specimen i ra ter-
cros ection in the focal plane. Fur-
ther repetition of the proce on a uc-
ce ion of do ely paced focal plane 
yield three-dimen ional image data. 
canned by a laser beam that i focu ed 
into the pecimen through the objec-
tive len of a microscope. Fluore cent 
light excited by two-photon ab orption 
i collected by a photodetector. Light i 
collected from each pixel , then the 
output of the photodetector i digi-
tized and tored. This proce s i re-
peated for all the pixel in the raster 
scan, thereby building up a digitized 
image that repre ents an "optical sec-
tion" that i , in effect, a fluore cence 
If multiple d e with overlapping flu-
orescence spectra are u ed, then one is 
faced with the problem of how to sepa-
rate the individual fluore cence im-
age , each of which reveal a different 
aspect of the tructure and function of 
the pecimen. The problem could be 
solved by proce sing image data ac-
quired by the propo ed two-photon 
micro cope imaging pectrometer. 
The fluore cence-image data gener-
ated by thi in trument would be re-
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IF YOU THINK YOU CAN'T SEAL IT, 
YOU HAVEN'T TRIED 
Pneuma-seafID is an 
inflatable gasket that is 
pressurized with air. It 
fills the gaps between 
surfaces, even hard-to-seal 
uneven surfaces. When deflat-
ed, Pneuma-Seal quick-
ly retracts preventing 
interference when open-
ing and closing a door or 
cover. 
Use Pneuma-Seal as an 
effective barrier against pressure 
differentials and to seal out water, 
dust, gas, chemicals, noise and other 
contaminants. 
Typical applications include: 
Processing equipment: chemical, food, textile, pharma-
ceuticals, dryers, ovens and where rapid sealing and 
unsealing are required. 
Pollution control: sound attenuation, hopper seals. 
Laboratory facilities: test equipment, clean rooms. 
Transportation: military vehicles, aircraft, shipboard, mass transit doors and 
hatches. 
Construction: special purpose doors, flood protection. 
Pneuma-Seal is particularly suitable for: 
Large enclosures where it is uneconomical to machine the entire sealing surface. 
Uneven fabrications where traditional compression gaskets or latches are 
ineffective. 
Horizontal or vertical sliding doors or covers that would tend to drag on and 
abrade conventional seals. 
Hinged doors where flush thresholds are required. 
To obtain our complimentary designer's handbook, engineering 
assistance or to have a Pres ray representative contact you, please 
call, fax, E-mail or reach us on the Worldwide Web: 
(914) 855-1220 • Fax : (914) 855-1139 
West Coast: (71 4 ) 751-2993 
E-mail: info @presray.com 
http://www.presray.com 
Presray Corporation 
159 Charles Colman Boulevard 
Pawling, NY 12564-1193 
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olved not onl patialJy but al 0 pec-
trally; that i , a pectrum would be ac-
quired for each pixel. If the pectrum 
of each pixel were a urn of overlap-
ping, known fluore cence pectra, 
then by u e of previou ly developed 
pectral-data-proce ing technique, 
the inten ity of each fluore cence 
spectrum (and tlm the abundance of 
the corre ponding d e in the pixel) 
could be computed. 
In one version of the propo ed in-
trument, a tunable filter (e.g., a liq-
uid-cry tal tunable filter) would be 
placed in front of the photodetector 
and would be tuned acro the wave-
length range of interest to acquire a 
spectrum for each pixel. One potential 
di advantage of this version i that the 
spectrum-acquisition time could be 
long enough that one or more fluores-
cent dye( ) in the pecimen could be-
come photo bleached during the con-
comitant long exposure to the laser 
beam u ed to excite the fluore cence. 
A second major problem i that the 
data acquisition time is too long for 
many biological problem. 
A second version of the in trument 
would operate with a horter exposure 
time per pixel, and thus Ie s photo-
bleaching. In this version, the fluores-
cent light from each pixel would be fo-
cused onto the entrance slit of a 
spectrometer. Inside the spectrometer, 
the ligh t would be di per ed by wave-
length along a linear array of pho-
todetectors. To obtain sufficient sensi-
tivity to acquire the spectrum for each 
pixel in a sufficiently short time, the 
array of photodetectors would likely 
have to consist of multiple photomul-
tiplier tubes, a mul tielement photo-
multiplier tube, or an intensified 
charge-coupled-device (CCD) array. 
This work was done by Gregory Bear-
man, Scott Fraser, and Rusty Landsford 
of Caltech for NASA's J et Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, 
access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech .com 
under the Physical Sciences category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-
51 7, the contractor has eucted to retain 
title to this invention. Inquiries concern-
ing rights for its commercial use should be 
addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
jPL 
Mail Stop 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 911 09 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NP0-20533, volume and number 
of this ABA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
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Expand the Scope of Customer Service 
are mdu leaders every ue day 1 '00 a.m Eastern Time in a Live Webcast to learn 
more about using Algor, the leading technology software for mechanical engineers. Each hour-long Webcast con-
tains general news, frequently asked questions, a main topic presentation that shows Algor software in action and 
a general panel discussion focused around a topic, such as Mechanical Event Simulation, the use of Algor's pro-
prietary kinematic elements or Algor's interoperability with CAD solid modelers. Algor President and CEO Michael 
Bussler and other key technical experts frequently join Algor application engineers for the Webcasts. During the 
Webcast, engineers can phone or email questions to be answered live by the panel. After the broadcast, Webcasts 
are made available as Webcast replays for a personal, free screening any time. 
Watch the live Webcasts to interact durinQ the broadcast and 
have you questions answered liv . 
• Email your questions before or during the Webcast to 
webcast@algor.com 
• Call in during the Webcast at +1 (412) 967-2700 x3014 
• If there is a point of interest or subject matter that you would 
like added to the schedule, please send an email to 
webcast@algor.com 
Autodesk. Voyager 
Member 
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$- Special Coverage: ImagingNideo/Display Technology 
The SVB-IO digital video 
card from Sony Precision 
Technology America, 
Lake Forest, CA, enables 
the user to consolidate a 
video camcorder, VCR, 
and tape recorder into 
one integrated system. 
Up to eight hours of 
MPEG2 digital video, 
along with analog signals 
or digital data streams, can be recorded and stored in a single 
Advanced Intelligent Tape (AIT) cartridge, which uses data car-
tridges the size of 8-mm video cassettes. 
When installed in a Sony SIR-lOOO Serie data recorder, the video 
card allows users to record and reproduce analog measuremeDl data 
and video imagery simultaneously. Test data can be reviewed visually 
in normal, slow/fast, and still picture, while replaying recorded ana-
log or digital data. The card is designed for applications such as R&D, 
quality control, failure an.alysis, and vehicle simulation. 
For More Information Circle No. 715 
Varian Medical 
Systems, Palo Alto, 
CA, offers the 
PaxScan 4{)30 and 
PaxScan 2520 
amorphous silicon 
flat-panel imaging 
systems. The 4{)30 
is a 4{) x 3O-cm dig-
ital radiographic 
panel for applica-
tions requiring 
single-frame acquisition rates and a large field of view. Applications 
include non-destructive testing, quality control, and circuit board 
inspection. 
The 2520 is based on an amorphous silicon detector array, and is 
available in several configurations for interfacing with x-ray based 
imaging systems. A software rool kit is included with the 2520 for facil-
itating installation. The imaging systems come in a high-voltage con-
figuration for operating at energy ranges to 1000 kY. 
For More Information Circle No. 714 
The LQ-DlOO DV Med~ 
DVD-RAM digital still-
p icture r ecording/ 
playback device from 
Panasonic Industrial/ 
Medical Group, Secau-
cus, JI{J, is a digital disc 
recorder/player that 
provides recording and 
playback of high-<Juali-
ty, uncompressed still 
images. The printer-
size footprint and video input allow users to replace analog printers 
with a digital recorder. 
DVDs recorded on the device can be viewed and archived on virtu-
ally any PC with a DVD-RAM drive, when used in conjunction with 
image-viewing software. The device is designed for standalone opera-
tion or for assimilation into a variety of application-intensive imaging 
systems. Applications include medical, non-destructive testing, test 
and measurement, and inspection. 
For More Information Circle No. 718 
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RGB Spectrum, 
Alameda, CA, has 
in trod uced the 
Sync h ro Mas tere 
450 synchronous 
matr ix swi tcher 
with an internal 
video caler. The 
multimedia system 
allows users to 
switch seamJessly between multiple video and computer signals. It 
offers user-programmable output timing, and presents an unbroken 
sync ignalto a projector, regardless of the signal source. 
The switcher accepts any computer ignal up to 1280 x 1024 screen 
resolution, and video signals including NTSC, PAL, and CCIR 601 
digital serial video. The system also accepts up to four computer 
and/or video signals directly. It is an external, standalone system with 
control via a front panel or RS-232 port. It also can be run from an 
external computer using an application program that mimics the 
front paneL 
For More Information Circle No. 716 
MicroImage Video Systems, 
Boyertown, PA, offers the 
ENC400 RGlHo-NTSC video 
and S-Video encoder for 
industrial video applications 
such as recording the signal 
from a camera that does not 
produce NTSC video or S-
Video signals. The color sub-
carrier is locked to the hori-
zontal frequency using 
phase-locked loop tech.niques. High-signal bandwidth is maintained 
on both the Composite and S-Video outputs. 
The unit is compatible with video sources that generate 0.714Vpp 
analog RGB video and operate close to I5.734Khz horizontal fre-
quency. RGB inputs and NTSC video output are standard BNC con-
nectors; the S-Video output is a standard pin mini-DIN type. Power 
is supplied by a 12 VDC wall p lug transformer. An available rack-
mount version has a built-in power supply and includes a detach-
able power cable. 
For More Information Circle No. 719 
The 3ATI AMLCD ac-
tive matrix liquid crystal 
display from Planar 
Systems, Beaverton, OR, 
is designed for applica-
tions in commercial 
and military aircraft, 
including flight deck 
instruments such as 
engine information 
centers, attitude direc-
tion indicators, and 
horizontal situation 
indicators. The rug-
gedized, color display is standard instrument size. 
The display fealures an operating temperature of -30 to +850 C, and 
has a slorage temperature to +900 C. It features a 24{) x 24O-pixel 
matrix in a quad-pixel (red, green, white, and blue) format. The 
video-capable response rate displays information in real-time and in 
full color. 
For More Information Circle No. 717 
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Join us at The Congress on the Future 01 Engineering Software 
and let us know what you're thinking 
COFES2000 provides a venue for people of vision 
and influence to relax and think about, discuss, 
and create the future of engineering software. 
A NEW TYPE OF EVENT •.. 
The Congress on the Future 01 Engineering 
Software (COFES) is your opportunity to influ-
ence the direction of the engineering software 
business. 
COFES2000 IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO: 
• Make an impact on the direction taken by 
the engineering software industry 
• Meet the foremost thinkers and visionaries 
in engineering software 
• Step back and think about your strategic 
vision of your business 
• Get briefed on the latest engineering 
software technologies 
• Learn what you must do to profit and thrive 
on the accelerating pace of change 
MEET ••• 
the thinkers and visionaries with the power to 
affect your future. COFES2000 is the one place 
where influential representatives of major engi-
neering corporations, leading industry ana-
lysts, major value-added resellers, engineering 
software and hardware vendors, and distin-
guished members of the press, academic, and 
financial communities can get together in an 
unprecedented creative conclave. Why? To 
offer a framework for the dynamic engineering 
software industry. And ... 
CONTACT AND REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
www.nasatech.com/cofes 
info@cofes.com 
+1-301-365-4585/ +1 -301-365-4586 fax 
TO REVOLUTIONIZE THE ENGINEERING 
SOFTWARE INDUSTRY .•• 
How? We bring together people of vision and 
influence and give them an opportunity and 
framework to talk openly with their peers. 
COFES2000 is a catalyst for positive change 
and opportunity for cross-fertilization of ideas 
among disparate groups: AEC and manufactur-
ing; e-commerce and engineering; vendors and 
users. Attendees will leave with a greater clari-
ty of thought-and a host of new and exciting 
ideas~n the future of engineering software. 
IN A RELAXING RESORT ATMOSPHERE .•. 
meet with customers, resellers, analysts, con-
sultants, editors, vendors, and members of the 
finanCial community. You will develop new 
potential business-and walk away with signif-
icant new personal and business relationships. 
FOR TECHNOLOGY, STRATEGY, AND 
CAMARADERIE ... 
• Briefings by industry luminaries 
• Worldng groups on hot topics 
• Personal introtfuctionslindMdual appOintments 
• Dinner receptions and group activities 
• Break-out sessions on industry issues 
• Scheduled one-on-one meetings between matched 
vendors and attendees 
• Group meetings 
of vendors and attendees 
• And much more ... 
•• AND lEAVE WITH ..• 
• An expanded network of unprecedented 
power and influence 
• Knowledge of the technologies defining the 
future of engineering software 
• A sense of having made a contribution to the 
direction of the industry 
• COFES2000's commitment to send you 
e-mail reports on the Congress' findings, and 
• A new strategic vision. 
COME HELP US DESIGN THE FUTURE! 
COFES~(o)(o)(o) 
The Congress on the Future of Engineering Software 
8220 Stone Trail Drive· Bethesda, Maryland 20817-4556 USA May 11-20, 2000, Scottsdale, Arizona 
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• Electronic Components and Systems 
• Improved HRTF-Based Pseudo stereophony 
Monaural signals are filtered digitally to obtain pseudostereophonic output signals. 
Ames Research Center, MoffettField, California 
An improved pseudo tereophonic sys-
tem utilizes digital filtering and head-re-
lated transfer functions (HRTFs) to afford 
tailorability and sound quality not avail-
able from older pseudo tereophonic sy -
tems. Although the term "pseu-
dostereophony" may not be widely 
known. the underlying concept has been 
studied and applied for more than four 
decades. Pseudo tereopbony is a family of 
techniques for deriving right and left 
channels of sound from a single-channel 
(monaurally recorded) source to give the 
listener an impression of sound coming 
from more than one direction. 
The pinnae of human ears affect enter-
ing sound in a way that varies with the di-
rection of incidence and thus gives the 
brain cues to the location of the source. 
These cues are in addition to the direc-
tional cues provided by differences be-
tween the times of arrival of signals. The 
effects of the pinnae can be quantified by 
HlITFs. In the time domain. an HlITF is 
an impulse response, as a function of di-
rection of incidence, that is convolved 
with the incident acoustic signal. In the 
frequency domain, the HRI'F is a magni-
tude and phase response, as a function of 
frequency of sound and direction of inci-
dence, that multiplies the frequency-dc:r 
main complex-amplitude representation 
of the inciden t acoustic signal. 
The present pseudostereophonic sys-
tem utilizes HlITFs in the following way: 
First, the HRI'Fs of an average human lis-
tener are determined experimentally. 
Thereafter, the digital HlITFs are used, 
along with delays and optional fiJtering 
functions, to digitally synthesize right- and 
left-cllannel signals that make a listener 
perceive the sound as coming from multi-
ple sources in different directions. 
Figure 1 depicts an apparatus for mea-
suring HRI'Fs for five directions of inci-
dence. A human listener sits in an ane-
choic chamber, with a loudspeaker at ear 
height directly in front (azimuth 0°) and 
four other loudspeakers at ear height at 
azimuths of 90, 120, 240, and 270°. A 
source of sound is connected to the loud-
speaker at 0° and is connected to the 
other loudspeakers through an amplifier 
and delay devices. Small probe micrc:r 
Probe Microphones in 
Ustener's Ears 
Anechoic Chamber 
Figure 1. Sounds Arriving in a listener's Ears from various directions are measured. then used t o com-
pute head-related transfer functions. 
phones in the listener's ears measure the 
entering sound. In principle, as indicated 
by the dashed lines, the outputs of the 
right and left microphones could be im-
plistically fed to right and left loudspeak-
ers, respectively, to generate sounds with 
perceived directional characteristics. 
However, instead, the sounds measured 
by the microphones are used to compute 
the HlITFs, which are then used in the 
pseudostereophonic system depicted in 
Figure 2. 
A monaural input signal is fed to an 
analog-tc:rdigital converter (ADC). The 
digital signal is distributed on six lines. 
Lines 1 and 6 couple the signal directly to 
left and right digital summing devices, 
while each of lines 2 through 5 passes 
through an individual digital delay device 
that corresponds to one of the nonzero 
www.nasatech.com 
azimuth angles. The delays of these de-
vices differ and are set as described below. 
The outputs of aU the delay devices are 
multiplied by a common gain factor that 
can be adjusted by the user. Next, each 
delayed and multiplied signal is processed 
by a right and a left finite-impuJse-re-
sponse (FIR) filter that approximates the 
right and left HlITF, respectively, for the 
azimuth angle. The resulting left and 
right HRI'F outputs are summed in the 
left and right digital summing devices, re-
spectively. The summed outputs for the 
left and right channels are then passed 
through separate digital-to-analog con-
verters (DAG;) to the left and right loud-
speakers. respectively. 
The delays, gains, and FIR.filter param-
eters can be chosen to obtain desired 
psychoacoustic effects. For example, the 
NASA Tech Briefs. April 2000 
• Density (2-poleJ Up to 80 channels 
• Current range lOfA- 5A 
• Voltage range 30nV -1.3kV 
• Ohms range nn-Tn 
• Frequency range DC to 2GHz 
• Scanning speed Up to 225 chis 
• Card slots 2 
• Main display VFD 
• Memory locations 100 
The 80-channel Model 7001 High Density Switch System 
from Keithley helps you automate multipoint testing with 
minimum signal degradation and maximum reliability. 
You can also choose from over 40 switching cards to 
meet your pl'Oduction test needs. 
The Model 7001 is only one way Keithley 
can help you achieve higher efficiencies and 
greater yields while ensuring your system's 
integrity. With more specialized switching 
products than any other manufacturer, Keithley 
has the right system for you. Whether you 
are measuring femtoamps to amps, nanovolts 
to kilovolts, or DC to 18GHz, Keithley switches offer you 
solutions to meet any production test system situation. 
For complete product specifications, a free copy of our 
Switching Handbook, or to talk with an Application 
Engineer, contact Keithley today at 1-888-534-8453. 
For More lnfonnation Circle No. 516 
Up to 400 channels Up to 576 ch./matrix Up to 96 ch./matrix 
lOfA- 5A 10OfA- 2A 100fA - 2A 
30nV -1.3kV 5flV -l.3kV 5flV -1.3kV 
nn-Tn nO-TO nO-TO 
DC to 2GHz OCto 200MHz DC to 200MHz 
Up to 400 chis 200 setups/s 200 setups/s 
10 6 1 
VFD/LED LED LED 
500 100 100 
---. 
Monaural 
Input Signal 
Figure 2. A Monaural Signal Is Digitally Filtered to synthesize right and left signals for a pseudostereophonic effect. 
gain of the delayed ignals on lines 2 
through 5 can be set at 6 dB, in keeping 
with an empirical finding that this is the 
best gain for p eudostereophony with 
Criteria for setting delays are somewhat 
more complex. Parameters to be consid-
ered include (1) the interval between the 
undelayed sow1d and the fir t delay, (2) 
the intervals between succeeding delays, 
and (3) the time of the final delay, which 
depends on the previous delays. An im-
portant psychoacoustic consideration in 
choosing delays is that the ignals remain 
below the level of echo distmbance; in this 
ound of arious types, including 
speech and music. Alternatively, the user 
can set the gain at zero for monamal lis-
tening, or can set the gain at >6 dB to 
obtain an exaggerated pseudostereo-
phonic effect. 
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11'\; Feel like a combat soldier stepping through a fiber optic " K cables and connectors minefield? RIFOCS can light the tr'-
way to ensure connection of your critical fiber optic =:: 
RIFOCS ~ components. RIFOCS recently provided high-performance and 
reliable cables for the Enhanced Fiber Optic Guided Missile program 
for the Army. Whether the application is for land, sea, air or space, 
RIFOCS can deliver! We are a MIL-I-45208A certified full-service 
provider with a proven track record. Call now! 
See us at: 
COTScon East 2000; Washington, DC April 17-18 Booth #224 
NetWorld + Interop 2000; Las Vegas, NV May 9-11 Booth #2285 
RIFOCS Corp. INTt1-805-389-9800 • Fax. INT+1-805-389-9808 • sales@rifocs.com • www.rifocs.com 
For More Information Circle No. 420 
regard, the initial delay has been found to 
be the most important one. The intervals 
between succe ive delays should be within 
a range 0 that each delayed sound would 
not be heard as a separate sound. Typical 
acceptable value of initial delay are be-
tween 15 and 25 ms, and optimum inter-
vals between succe sive delays are between 
5 and 10 ms. In order for the u e ofHRTF 
to yield a sensation of increased auditory 
spaciou ne ,the final delay should be at 
least 30 ms; thi is consistent with findings 
from research into the effect of early re-
flections in concert halls. 
Although the system as described thus 
far includes four delay and HRTF chan-
nels, it could also be constructed with 
more or fewer delay and HRTF channel . 
Other possible variations include the use 
of larger or smaller numbers of coeffi-
cients used to approximate the HRTFs in 
the FIR filters. 
In compaIi on with older pseu-
do tereophonic systems, dill system gen-
erate ound that is less "colored"; that is, 
less altered in timbre. Thi system offers 
greater flexibility for synthesizing the 
sound at a wider range of listening posi-
tions. The two output channels of the pre-
ent system CaI1 also be mixed to monau-
ral output without disturbing coloration 
effects that result from phase CaI1cella-
tion. Moreover, the sound gives an in-
creased impre ion of spaciousne be-
cause the two output signal are 
decorrelated. Yet another advantage is 
that multiple inputs with differential fre-
quency response can be distinguished 
from each other more easily in thi system 
than in a monaural system. 
This UKJT"k was do'ru! by Durand R Begault 
of Ames Research Center. For fUrl/leT infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
ASA Tech Briefs, April 2000 
(TSP) free CJI1-line at www.nasatech.com under the Electronic Dwzjxr 
nents and Systems ca/J!grlry. 
This invention has been patented by ASA (U.S. Patent. o. 
5,173,944). Inquiries concerning rumexdusive or exclusive license for its 
com11lercial development should be addressed Ie the PatenL Counsel, Ames 
&searr1! Center; (650) 604-5104. Refer to ARC-11919. 
I Microwave Battery Charger 
Batteries would be kept charged without 
wire connections. 
Goddard pau Flight Center; Greenbelt, Maryland 
A imple microwave power-transmission system has been 
proposed for maintaining the charge on spacecraft batteries 
immediately prior to launch. The basic concept of thi ' ystem 
could also be applied to other ystems (e.g., emergency equip-
ment) that must be kept in a state of high readiness for rapid 
deploymenl, without need for cable connections that could im-
pede or slow deplo}ment. 
The umbilical cable that supplie power to a spacecraft on 
a launch pad mu t be disconnected at some prescribed time 
before launch. Once the disconnection is made, the pace-
Spacecraft 
-------
.... _ __1 
I ------- I ! yAntenna (:! 
I -=- ,I 
Balter{( : 
I Rectifier and I 
I Power Converter I 
,-
-------
_/ 
Microwave Power Would Be Rectified to de power, which would be used 
to charge batteries. 
craft operates on battery power. The pa ecraft mu t be 
launched before the battery di charge so much that the 
pacecraft could not be relied upon to function correctly. The 
launch must be canceled if the delay exceed the allowable 
di charge time. 
The propo ed ystem would make it unnece ary to cancel a 
launch on account of battery discharge. The }'stem (see fig-
ure) would function as follow: Immediately before the dis-
connection of the umbilical cable, a microwave ource would 
be turned on. The microwave beam from thi ource would be 
aimed at the spacecraft tluough a microwave-tranparent ",in-
dow on the fairing of the launch rocket. An antenna on the 
spacecraft would intercept the microwave beam. A rectifier-
and-power-convener circuit connected to the antenna would 
convert the received microwave power to dc power, which 
would be u ed to charge the spacecraft batterie . 
This work was done "y Richard Rolnicki of Goddard Space Flight 
Center. No further documentation is available. 
GSC-13784 
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VlSU ali zing 
Your Data 
Just Got Faster 
and Easier. 
Tecp/ot® 
Version B.D 
Tecplot Version 8.0 
quickly and easily 
transforms your 
data into easily 
understood plots, 
charts, and graphs! 
Communicate more 
effectively via the 
Internet with new 
options for 
publication and 
collaboration. 
Tecplot Version 
8.0 allows you to: 
• Access remote data 
via FTP and HTIP. 
• Create presentation-
quality plots. 
• Publish your research 
as HTML, TIFF, EPS, 
PNG, BMP and AVI. 
• Interface with industry 
standard data formats. 
Splendid graphics. 
Superb presentations. 
And so easy to use. 
Get Tecplot, and visualize 
yourself communicating 
results like never before. 
"One of the strong 
points ofTecplot for us 
is the high quality of 
graphic output." 
Lars Bomho/t, Integrated 
Systems Engineering, Inc. 
Visit our website at 1.800.763.7022 
www.amtec.com TEl 425.653.1200 • FAX 425.653.9200 
Download our free 
./"YY'l I -C· Teeplot demo. ~ I I I _ 
AMTEC ENGINEERING, INC 
ti Software Interface Between 
MATlAB and a PC RS-232 
Serial Port 
A computer program e tabli he an 
interface between the MATlAB oftware 
and the erial data port of a per onal 
computer (PC) that run either the Win-
dow 95 or the Wmdow NT operating 
tern. The program make it po ible 
to utilize the graphical u er interface 
(CUI) and the data-acqui ition, control, 
and data-analysis capabilities of MAT-
lAB while nding or receiving data via 
the RS-232 erial port. The data in que 
tion can be exchanged with external se-
rial-<:ommunicating electronic circuitry, 
which could include another per onal 
computer. 
From the MATlAB command line or 
CUI, the u er can initialize a erial-port 
e ion, cause the PC to write a byte to 
(or receive a byte from) the port, then 
terminate the e sion. The program pro-
vides a single command, "SerIO('x')," 
that acts in one of five different way , de-
pending upon which of four allowable 
value of the parameter x is specified: 
• uSerIOCi') n initialize a Windows 
95 or NT erial-port communication 
interface. 
• Once initialization has been accom-
pli hed, "byte=SerIO('r')" utilizes a 
Window 95 or NT kernel to read a in-
gle byte from the erial port and re-
turns the value of the byte in "byte." 
• "SeriO (,w',byte)" utilizes the kernel 
to write the byte parameters to the e-
rial port. 
• "SerIO ('d') "destroys the Window 95 
or T serial-port handle that wa cre-
ated by "SerIO('i')" and used for 
reading and/ or writing. 
• "SerIOC?')" can be used to ak 
whether initialization has been per-
formed. 
An important feature of this program 
that help to di tinguish it from pro-
gram developed previously for the same 
purpo e arise from the u e of the Win-
dow 95/ NT kernel call instead of di-
rect inputs to and outputs from the 
hardware addre of the erial port. Thi 
feature is advantageous in that it pro-
vide for a better behaved communica-
tion interface. 
The program utilize the Microsoft i-
sual C/ C++ compiler in conjunction 
with the external-file-development capa-
bilities of MAT lAB. The program imple-
44 
ments 4,096-byte tran mlltmg and re-
ceiving buffers that enable communica-
tion between I tern with varying trans-
ml lOn peed. The program can 
readily be modified to return a vector of 
data (in contradistinction to a ingle 
byte) to the MATlAB oftware environ-
ment in order to accelerate or off-load 
MATlAB proce ing. 
This work was done by Brandon Dewberry 
oJMarshall Space Flight Center. For fur-
ther inJonnati(m, contact Larry Gagliano, 
MSFC Software Release Authority, at (256) 
544-7175 or larry.gagliano@msJc.nasa.gov. 
MFS-31391 
• Program for Analysis 
of Spacecraft 
Telecommunication Systems 
A computer program facilitates the 
analy i and de ign of a radio-commu-
nication system for transmitting data 
from an orbiting spacecraft to ground 
stations. Input data provided by the 
user include primarily (1) parameters 
of the spacecraft orbit (including pa-
rameters that specify its position and 
orientation with respect to a coordi-
nate sy tern that tran lates with, but 
doe not rotate with, the Earth); (2) ei-
ther a specification of the gain pattern 
or else parameters needed to calculate 
the gain pattern of the antenna aboard 
the spacecraft; (3) type of spacecraft 
antenna aiming (nadir-pointed or ar-
ticulated); (4) location of the ground 
tations; (5) downlink bit rates and fre-
quencies; (6) spacecraft instrument 
data rates; and (7) the angle (relative 
to the horizon) below which the line of 
ight from the spacecraft to each 
ground tation is deemed to be 
blocked. The program calculates the 
spacecraft trajectory, the times when 
the spacecraft is vi ible from each 
ground tation, the times (as functions 
of visibility and the antenna gain pat-
tern) when radio communication is 
po ible, the number of bits that a 
ground tation can receive from the 
pacecraft during a given orbit, and the 
spacecraft data-storage capacity 
needed to hold data that are generated 
between communication interval. 
This work was done by Anil Knntak and 
Faiza Lansing oj Caltech Jor NASA's J et 
Propulsion Laboratory. For Jurther inJor-
mation, access the Technical Support Pack-
www.nasa[ech.com 
age (r. 'P) free on-line at www.nasatech. 
com under ihe oftware category. 
This software is available Jor commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart oJthe Cal-
ifornia Institute oJ Technology at (818) 393-
3425. ReJertoJVJP~20672 
ti Software for Spacecraft/ 
Ground Communication 
via the Internet 
The pace Communications Protocol 
Standard (CP) specify a develop-
mental ystem of international proto-
cols for data communications between 
pacecraft and points on Earth. CP 
protocol are intended to make a space-
craft appear, to a terrestrial computer 
u er, as just another node on the Inter-
net. The protocol are implemented to 
be as interoperable as pos ible to other 
system . The CP file protocol are 
based partly on the Internet File Tran -
fer Protocol (FTP), but include addi-
tional feature nece sary for smooth 
communication over channels that in-
clude interruptible Earth/ pacecraft 
links; unlike the Internet ITP, the CPS 
protocol provide for restart of inter-
rupted file tran fer and provide record 
read/ update ervices. The SCPS proto-
cols include (1) a file-handling proto-
col ba ed on the Internet ITP, with 
modifications to optimize performance 
for typical spacecraft data streams; (2) 
an underlying retransmission protocol 
based on the Internet Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) , with modifica-
tions to en ure reliability in the face of 
interruption; (3) a data-protection 
protocol derived from a number of e-
curity protocol ; and (4) a scalable net-
working protocol for routing of me -
ages, ba ed on the Internet Protocol 
(IP) , with modifications to support 
space routing and increase communica-
tion efficiency. 
This program was written by Eric Travis, 
!Wbert Durst, Patrick Feighery, and Mary 
Jo Zukoski oj Mitre Corp. and by Steven 
Sides oj SAlC Jor NASA's J et Propulsion 
Laboratory. For Jurther information, ac-
cess the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com under 
the Software category. 
This software is available Jor commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart oj the Cal-
ifornia Institute oJ Technology at (818) 393-
3425. ReJer to JVJP0-20282. 
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fer with flUid flow and stress 
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• Improved Fabrication of YBa2Cu307_x Superconductors 
These superconductors are made from pressed powders of Y20 3, CuO, and Ba(N03)2' 
Marshall ;pace Flight Center; Alabama 
An improved method of manufactur-
ing high-temperature superconductor of 
general compo ition YBa2Cu50 7_x and 
variou grain tructure has been devised. 
Thi method involve mixing, pre ing, 
and heating of Y20 5, CuO, and 
Ba( 0 5h powder. This method i easier 
than an older method that involved mix-
ing and intering of Y20 !, uO and 
BaCO! powder followed by repeated 
grinding and intering, follow d by press-
ing to final ize and hape. 
In the pre ent method, the first tep i 
to mix commercial grade powder of 
Y20 3, CuO, and Ba(N03h by percent by 
weight of the final mixture. Optionally, 
the powder mixture can be doped with a 
mall proportion of silver (such doping 
re ults in, among other thing, a higher-
den ity final product). The powder mix-
ture is placed in a die and pre ed at ei-
ther room temperature or an elevated 
temperature. Pre ing den me the pow-
der mixture and form a piece of approx-
imately final ize and shape. 
Both cold and hot pre ing yield im-
ilar results, though hot pre ing i ordi-
narily preferable becau e it re ults in a 
piece that i den er and Ie delicate 
and thu ea ier to handle. The den er 
hot pre sed ample also maintain 
clo er to the final desired hape . In the 
case of hot pre ing, care mu t be 
taken not to exceed the peritectic-
tran formation temperature-and-pre-
ure range of the powder becau e, if 
uch a transformation occur , then the 
powder react prematurely with each 
other and / or react with the die. 
The pressed piece is taken from the 
die and placed on a ub trate of den i-
fied aluminum oxide or other uitable 
material in a furnace. The tempera-
ture-v .-time chedule of the furnace 
can be altered to obtain de ired re u lt . 
The best re ults occur when the tem-
perature of the pre sed piece i heated 
lowly to 550 °C and held there for one 
hour before rai ing the tempel·ature 
lowly to 650 ° . Thereafter, to obtain 
the de ired grain tructure and qualit , 
the pre ed piece can be treated b al-
mo l any temperature-v .-time profile 
or po t- intering procedure (for exam-
ple, annealing in oxygen) cited in any 
of the numerous patents and re earch 
paper that addre the manufacture of 
YBa2 U30 7_x high-temperature uper-
conductor . 
A piece of bulk uperconductor 
made according to thi method can be 
u ed ai, provided that it has the de-
ired final ize and hape. Alternatively, 
it can be proces ed further; for exam-
ple , it could be ground into a 
YBa2Cu30 7_x that could be further 
pres d and intered to final ize and 
hape. 
This work was done I7y Glen A. Robertson 
of Marshall Space Flight Center. 
This invention is owned by J<tSA, and a 
patent application has been filed. For further 
information, contact ammy abors at 
(256) 544-5226 or sammy. nabors@mfs. 
nasa.gov. Refer to ME. -31284. 
Susceptor-Coating Materials for Growth of 4H-SiC 
Better coatings are needed to obtain precise C/ Si concentrations and minimize contamination. 
J ohn H. Glenn Research Center; Cleveland, Ohio 
everal materials have hown promi e 
for coating graphite su ceptor u ed in 
epitaxial growth of 4H-SiC. The devel-
opment of appropriate susceptor-coat-
ing material i an essential part of con-
tinuing efforts to produce high-quality, 
thick, un doped and lightly doped epi-
layer of 4H- i for u e as emiconduc-
tors in future electronic device that will 
operate at power levels and tempera-
ture beyond the limits of i- and GaAs-
based device . 
iC grow in many different cry -
talline tructure called "poly type ." 4H-
iC i one of the e polytype and i the 
preferred one for electronic device be-
cause in compari on with other i poly-
type , its charge-carrier mobility i 
greater and the anisotropy of its mobility 
is maIler. Epitaxial film of iC are 
46 
made by chemical vapor depo ition 
(CVD) from carbon- and ilicon-contain-
ing gas mixture onto radio-heated us-
ceptor . Heretofore, the mo t common 
usceptor material have been graphite 
and iC-coated graphite. 
The input flows of i- and C-contain-
ing gase into an iC CVD chamber are 
well controlled by u e of mass-flow con-
troller, but thi doe not alway uffice 
to achieve the needed preci e control of 
the proportion of to i: Both bare 
graphite and iC-coated graphite us-
ceptor are vulnerable to etching at the 
growth temperature (typically >1 ,350 
0c) in the pre ence of H 2, which i one 
of the gase in a typical CVD gas mix-
ture. Dep nding on the usceptor mate-
rial and the particular CVD proce , 
uch etching release uncontrolled 
www.nasalech.com 
amounts of C and/ or Si into the CVD 
gas mixture, thereby giving rise to unde-
ired change in the tructure, den ity of 
defects, and doping of the epilayer. 
Etching of a graphite su ceptor can al 0 
release B, Al, and other impllritie that 
can become incorporated into the epi-
layer as unde ired dopants. Moreover, a 
bare graphite u ceptor i porou and 
can trap a desired dopant during a CVD 
run, then release the dopant during a 
ub equent CVD run, in which the 
dopant could be unde ired. 
Thu , a graphite- u ceptor-coating 
material that i much Ie s vulnerable to 
etching i needed for growing high-
quality 4H- iC. A uitable material 
mu t have a coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion close to that of the underlying 
graphite, mu t adhere to the graphite 
ASA Tech Briefs, April 2000 
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without flaking or chipping off 
during CVD, mu t be uffi-
ciently thermally conductive to 
transfer heat from th u ceptor 
to the growing epilayer, must be 
amenable to depo ition in a 
layer thin enough not to ob-
struct coupling of radio-fre-
quency energy to the su ceptor, 
should have low poro ity to 
prevent trapping of impurities, 
and should be a chemically 
inert as po ible in the presence 
of hot H 2 • 
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Four materials that satisfy 
these criteria to various degrees 
were selected as candidate for 
experimental evaluation. One 
of these materials was SiC, 
which as reported above, was al-
ready known to be vulnerable to 
etching. The other materials 
A 4H-SiC Epilayer was grown by CVD, using a carbon-
based coating on a graphite susceptor. An 11.5-lJm thick 
epilayer showed a smooth surface morphology, and n-
type doping control via site competition epitaxy was 
demonstrated as shown. 
were carbon-based coatings, denoted 
as Cl, C2, and C3. The Cl coating was 
used to establish an epitaxial-growth 
baseline for comparisons. The films 
grown with SiC-coated graphite suscep-
tors were of poor quality in comparison 
with those grown on the Cl-coated sus-
ceptors, and the SiC-coated susceptors 
were severely degraded, leading to the 
conclusion that SiC shou ld be ex-
cluded from further consideration. O n 
the other hand, the SiC films produced 
with the C2- and C3-coated su ceptors 
were of high quality, and the doping 
control was demonstrated (see figure). 
The C2-coated susceptors exhibited no 
obvious degradation and appeared to 
have operational lifetimes longer than 
those of the baseline Cl-coated suscep-
tors. The C3-coated susceptors exhib-
ited some chipping. These results sug-
gest that these carbon-based coatings 
could be suitable for epitaxial growth 
of high-quality 4H-SiC. 
This work was done by Barbara Landini 
of Advanced Technology Materials, Inc., for 
Glenn Research Center. No further docu-
mentation is available. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Rnad, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-16699. 
. Priming Ceramic Materials 
for Better Waterproofing 
Pre coating with silica facilitates the application 
of a waterproofing {mal coat. 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 
An improved process for waterproof-
ing ceramic materials - especially 
lightweight ceramic insulation materi-
als in both rigid (tile) and flexible 
(blanket) form - has been invented. 
In this process, traditional waterproof-
ing agents are used, but before the wa-
terproofing agents are applied, the ce-
ramic ubstrates are first coated with 
thin layers of silica, as explained below. 
As used here, "waterproofing~ of ce-
ramics means rendering them wateT-re-
pellent, not making them impervious. 
In situations in which ceramks are ex-
posed to water, the need for water-
proofing arises as follows: These mate-
rials are very porous (void volumes 
www.nasatech.com 
exceed 90 percent in some cases). They 
are also hygroscopic - typically capa-
ble of absorbing three to five times 
their own weight of water. Water can 
thus add undesirably to the weight of 
these materials. These materials can 
also be damaged by explosive vaporiza-
tion of trapped water during rapid 
heating, and by the anomalous expan-
sion and contraction of trapped water 
during freezing and thawing. Thus, 
what is needed is a means to reduce the 
intrusion of water to minimize these 
deleterious effects. 
The traditional waterproofing agents 
preferred for this purpose are silanes, 
sub tituted silanes, silazanes, and mix-
ASA Tech Briefs, April 2000 
tures of these. These agents can be ap-
plied easily to silica ceramics, but can-
not be applied easily to other (e.g., alu-
mina) ceramics. The present invention 
is based on the discovery that even a 
difficult-to-coal ceramic can ea ily be 
coated with a traditional silicon-con-
taining waterproofing agent. provided 
that it is first coated with a thin layer of 
silica. ·Coated" as used here does not 
mean covered on the exterior macro-
scopic surface; it means covered on all 
micro copic exterior and interior pore 
surfaces and interstices. 
The silica coating is formed by first 
coating with a silica precursor and con-
verting the precursor to silica either in 
situ during the coating process or sub-
sequently by oxidative pyrolysis. Some 
of the traditional waterproofing agents 
mentioned above are also useful as sil-
ica precursors; other silica precursors 
include silicones and siloxanes. A silica 
precursor can be applied to a ceramic 
substrate by any of a number of tech-
niques; for example, solution coating, 
vapor deposition, low-pressure chemi-
cal deposition, immersion, or injec-
tion. The silica coating is typically thin 
enough (thickness of the order of 1 pm 
or less) to be flexible, so that it can be 
used on either a rigid or a flexible ce-
ramic substrate without risk of cracking 
and consequent exposure of the ce-
ramic to moi ture. 
In an experiment to demonstrate the 
invention, a piece of ceramic insula-
tion containing alumina batting was 
coated by contact with methyl-
trimethoxysilane vapor (the silica pre-
cursor), then further coated with di-
methylethoxysilane waterproofing 
agent. The piece was then heated in air 
at 1,000 °C for two hours, destroying 
the waterproofing and pyrolyzing the 
silica precur or to silica. The water-
proofing agent was then reapplied. 
The waterproofed piece was found to 
absorb less than 5 percent of its weight 
in water - an acceptably small amount 
of water in the application for which 
this particular piece of insulation was 
designed. 
This wllT'k was done by Domenick A. 
Cagliostro and Ming-ta S. Hsu of Ames 
Research Center. F()T further i nfoT1lUJtiol1, 
access the Technical SUPP()Tt Package (TSP) 
free oo-line at www.nasatech.ctnn under 
the Materials category. 
This inventioo has been patented by 
'ASA (U.S. Patent No. 5,814,397). Inqui-
ries C()11cerning 1W7UXclusive or exclusive li-
cense f()T its commercial development should 
be addressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames 
&search Centtr; (650) 604-5104. Refer to 
ARC-14029. 
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o Failure-Resistant Multiline Tethers 
Secondary lines take up the slack when primary lines are severed. 
Marshall SPace Flight Center, Alabama 
Hoytethers'" are failure-re istant mul-
tiline tethers named after their inventor, 
Robert Hoyt. They were originally in-
tended for u e in outer space to provide 
reliable tethering of satellite in the 
presence of orbital-debris and microme-
teorite impacts that can sever single-line 
tethers. Hoytethers'" may also be adapt-
able to terrestrial use as tensile struc-
tural members in situations in which 
high reliability is required, such as 
climbing ropes, suspension bridges, and 
towering cables. 
The basic failure-resistant multiline 
tether structure (see figure) is an open 
net comprising primary and secondary 
lines that, together, provide redundant 
linkage. Each primary line runs the full 
length of the tether and is anchored at 
both ends on a ring or bar that enforces 
the circumferential spacing (for a tubu-
lar tether) or lateral pacing (for a tape 
tether). The primary lines are con-
nected diagonally at regular spatial peri-
ods by the secondary lines, which are at-
tached firmly by braiding, twisting, 
clamps or other knotless interconnec-
tion methods, so as not to slip. 
The secondary lines remain slack as 
long as the tether is undamaged. When 
a primary line is severed, the secondary 
lines assume the tensile load and redis-
tribute the load in such a way that the 
effects of damage are localized to the 
vicinity of the cut. Although the sec-
ondary lines are diagonal, they lie 
nearly parallel to the primary lines. 
Therefore, the structure necks down 
only slightly when secondary lines take 
up the load from a damaged primary 
Line and, as a consequence, the struc-
ture remains an open net, even in the 
Secondary Lines 
(Initially Unstressed) 
First Level of 
Secondary Lines 
Redistributes 
Load to Adjacent 
Nodes 
-r 
0.2 to Tens 
of Meters 
_l 
vicinity of a cut. Thus, a small flying ob-
ject that could sever a single line in the 
tether i till unlikely to cause total fail-
ure of the tether, even if it strikes in the 
vicinity of a previous cut. 
umerical simulations and experi-
ments have confirmed the expectation 
of the inherent ability of these tethers to 
redistribute loads around severed pri-
mary lines and to maintain spacing be-
tween primary lines without need for 
rigid braces. The simulations and exper-
iments have shown that these multiline 
tethers can withstand multiple cuts while 
retaining structural in tegrity and sus-
taining only mild pinching, which is lim-
ited to the vicinities of the cuts. Thus, 
the lifetimes of these multiline tethers 
can be orders of magnitude longer than 
those of single-line tethers with compa-
rable masses. 
'I /'\ / ' \ /'\ /' 
' \ /'\/'\/ ' 1/' 
Severed 
Primary 
Line 
Second Level 
of Secondary 
Lines 
Redistributes 
Load Back to 
Undamaged 
Portion of 
Primary Line 
UNDAMAGED TUBULAR 
MULTILINE TETHER 
UNDAMAGED TAPE 
MULTILINE TETHER 
DAMAGED MULTILINE TETHER: 
SECONDARY LINES REDISTRIBUTING 
LOAD AROUND SEVERED PRIMARY LINE 
Secondary Unes Redistribute the load around a cut in a primary line. The angles of the secondary lines are exaggerated in these views for the sake of 
clarity; in reality. the secondary lines are more nearly parallel to the primary lines. 
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This wurk was done by Robert P. Hoyt 
and Robert L. Forward ofTetMrs Unlimited, 
Inc., for Marshall Space FIigbt Center. For 
further information, please contact the com-
pany via e-mail at TU@tetMrs.com or visit 
their web site at http://WWW.tetMrs.com. 
Hoy tether- is a trademark of Tether Un-
limited, Inc., for their interconnected multi-
line space tether design. MFS-31305 
o Program Simulates Flights of Advanced Aerospace Vehicles 
This modular software can be modified for analyzing different vehicles. 
Marshall Space Flight Center; Alabama 
Marshall Aerospace Vehicle Repre en-
tation in C (MAVERlC) is a C-language 
computer program developed for use in 
performing high-fidelity simulations of 
flights and analyses of the guidance and 
concrol performances of the X-33 aero-
space vehicle and the VentureStar 
reusable launch vehicle (RLV). A sec-
ondary purpose served by MAVERIC is 
determining indicators of vehicle param-
eters on realistic fligh t trajectories. 
MAVERlC is in a state of continuing de-
velopmenL It is modular and is designed 
to be readily modifiable for simulating 
flights of other conceptual advanced aero-
space vehicles; indeed, it has already been 
modified for use in simulating the flight 
of an orbital transfer vehicle. 
The C computing language was chosen 
for MAVERlC because the X-33 flight so[t-
ware will be in C. Previous available pro-
grams that could have been chosen for 
the present applications were written in 
Fortran. These programs were not modu-
lar and not easily modifiable for high-Ii-
delity computational modeling of the 
flight of the X-33. 
MAVERIC includes subsystem models 
for the X-33 and the RLV, plus algorithms 
for monitoring guidance and control per-
formance and tnYectory-reshaping algo-
rithms used to fly X-33 and RLV. A 
MAVERIC simulation can be started at a 
point other than liftoff. A simulation can 
include for all phases of flight from 
launch to the terminal-area energy-man-
agement interface [the interface between 
(1) re-entry into the atmosphere and (2) 
gliding flight through the atmosphere to-
ward a landing point). 
MAVERJC provides options for mathe-
matical modeling of effect~ of winds, at-
mospheres, and dispersion. The Global 
Reference Atmosphere Model and 
range reference atmospheres are in-
cluded. A Monte Carlo capability is pro-
vided for use in modeling dispersion. 
Dispersions that can be modeled in-
clude those of atmospheres, winds, 
propulsion, navigation, aerodynamics, 
and mass properties. Engine-oul termi-
nation of flight can also be modeled. 
MAVERlC is based on the Tframes 
modular software developed for the U.S. 
Army for use in simulating vehicles. De-
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tailed descriptions and documentation 
for MAVERIC do not yet exisL 
This warft was done byJames McCarter, Don 
Kropp, and Travis Dawson of Marshall 
Space Flight Center. For further inffJn1UV 
lion, contact Larry, Gaglianc, MSFC Scftware 
Release Authority, at (256) 544-7175 or 
larry.gaglianc@msfc.nasa.goo MFS-31338 
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uses. 3-12Sv, <.5 F·V, 20-100g, 5-15cc. 
The MegaCap- is a newly developed 
aqueous carbon electrochemical capacitor 
with capacitance up to 100 F, low resistance 
(RC=D.6) and currents over 500 amps. 
The Capatterye, a high reliability aqueous 
carbon electrochemical capacitor, has 10 
years field experience without a failure. Up 
to 1.5 F. -55°C to +85°C, and 5.5 or 11v. 
Custom ratings and shock-hardened 
Capatteries are available. 
www.evanscap.com 
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8 Determining Glucose Levels From NIR Raman 
Spectra of Eyes 
Spectra are processed by principal-component analysis, then artificial neural 
networks to obtain Bayesian probabilities. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A developmental noninvasive meth-
od of determining the concentration 
of glucose in blood is based on (1 ) 
the acquisition of a near-infrared 
(NIR) Raman spectrum from the 
aqueous humor of an eye, (2) analyz-
ing the spectrum by a combination of 
techniques described below, and (3) 
recognition that the glucose level in 
the aqueous humor of the eye is about 
80 percent of that in the blood 30 
minutes before the spectrum was ac-
quired. More specifically, what the 
analysis yields is a probabilistic indica-
tion that the glucose concentration 
represented by the Raman spectrum 
lies in one of three ranges of physio-
logical interest; hypoglycemic «3.9 mM) , 
normal (3.9 to 5.8 mM) , or hyper-
glycemic (>5.8 mM) . The method in-
volves less NIR laser power and 
shorter data-collection times than 
have been used in previous efforts to 
use Raman scattering to measure glu-
cose concentrations in blood. 
One reason for choosing the aque-
ous humor of the eye as the target for 
Raman spectroscopy is, of course, that 
the interior of the eye is optically ac-
cessible. Another reason is that whole 
blood contains numerous optically ac-
tive materials, the spectra of which ob-
scure the pectral signature of glu-
cose. In comparison with whole blood, 
the aqueous humor of the eye con-
tains many fewer Raman-active sub-
stances to complicate the overall 
Raman spectrum and the interpreta-
tion thereof. 
The Raman-active substances in the 
aqueous humor of the eye are glucose, 
ascorbate, lactate, urea, and small 
amounts of protein. The Raman spec-
trum (absorbance vs. wavelength) of 
each of these is affected by interac-
tions with all of the other substances 
present in the aqueous medium, re-
sulting in both linear and nonlinear 
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Actual Concentration. mM 
Concentrations of 24 Glucose Solutions as esti-
mated from Raman spectra by the method de-
scribed in the text agreed fairly well with the 
actual concentrations. In this case, the concen-
trations estimated by a neural network corre-
spond to a nonlinear least-squares fit to the 
actual concentrations, with a regression coeffi-
cient of 0.955. 
variations in Raman spectra with con-
centration . Thus, even though only 
four or five Raman-active constituents 
are pre ent in significant concentra-
tions, it is necessary to use both linear 
and nonlinear multifactor analytical 
techniques to obtain accurate esti-
mates of glucose concentrations from 
the total Raman pectrum. 
In the present method, sets of mea-
ured total Raman spectra are first 
subjected to the cia sical multivariate-
analy is technique known as principal-
component analysis. This technique 
yields a reconstruction of input spec-
tra as linear combinations of feature 
vector (eigenvector of a covariance 
matrix) that account for the maxi-
mum variance in the input spectra. 
This reconstruction is optimum in the 
least-squares ense and involves the 
fewest parameters. 
Each feature vector is fed as input to 
an artificial neural network that is con-
figured to generate either one output 
or three outputs indicative of the corre-
sponding gluco e concentration. Prior 
to u e in thi way, the neural network 
mu t be trained by u e of feature vec-
tors representing known concentra-
tions. Thereafter, if the neural network 
i configured for one output, then 
when it is presented with a feature vec-
tor from an unknown concentration, 
the output signal level hould repre em 
an e timate of the concentration; alter-
natively. if the neural network i config-
ured for three outputs, then the ignal 
level at each output terminal hould 
represent a Baye ian a pO'steriori proba-
bility that the glucose concentration 
ASA Tech BriefS. April 2000 
lies in one of the three range of phy i-
ological interest. 
In vitrO' experiments on aqueou 0-
lution of glucose at concentrations 
from 1.01 to 10.1 mM have demon-
strated the feasibility of the method. In 
these experiments, specimens were il-
luminated with 100 mW of power at a 
wavelength of 785 nm from a cavity-sta-
bilized laser diode. The Raman spec-
trum excited by this illumination was 
measured by u e of a holographic 
imaging spectrographic probe head 
containing a liquid-nitrogen-cooled 
charge-coupled device (CCD). The 
Less is more. 
Less parts, less assembly steps, less 
assembly time - all yield more productivity 
and more cost reductions. To achieve this, 
designing for assembly (OFA) is critical. 
PEM- products are made for OFA. Just 
punch or drill a hole and press a PEM 
fastener into place. PEM self-clinching 
fasteners install permanently into thin 
sheets. There are fewer parts and fewer 
total pieces to handle during assembly 
which translates into cost savings. We 
also offer threadless and multi-function 
fasteners to further meet your OFA needs. 
output of the CCD was digitized and 
processed as de cribed above, using 
commercial data-acquisition, multifac-
tor-analy is, and neural-network soft-
ware. The figure depicts some results 
obtained with a single-output neural 
network. 
This work was dO'ne by Michael Storrie-
Lombardi, James Lambert, and Mark 
Borchert O'J CalJech JO'r NASA's Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory. FO'r Jurther injUT'lTlO.tion, 
acass the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-li1le at www.nasatech.com under the 
Bio-Medical category'. 
NPQ-20414 
HERE'~ THE CLINCHER 
These include SNAP-
TOPS (shown in photo 
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quick alignment of mating 
parts. P.C. board fasten-
ers and many others. 
I 
For automated installation, our line of 
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Improved Electrical-Impedance Body-Fluids Monitor 
Measurements that yield a variety of data can be done quickly, frequently, and safely. 
Lyndon B. Johnson :pace Center: Hou lon, Te as 
The Johnson pace Center U C) 
body-fluid monitor advance the state 
of the art of measuring hydration levels 
in humans during paceflight. either 
bulky nor heavy, thi noninvasive in tru-
ment i built around a commercial in-
ductance-capacitance-re i tance meter, 
which is u ed to obtain electrical-imped-
ance-vs.-frequency data for equivalent-
circuit/ electrical-components analyse. 
The in trument i expected to prove in-
valuable not only in space-flight etting 
but aloin uch other settings as veter-
an ' hospitals, clinical facilitie , and 
medical research laboratories. 
The nearest commercial competitor 
is an instrument, based on a re i tance-
capacitance meter, that i u ed to per-
form bioelectrical response spec-
t/ Programmable Control 
plugs Into any PC with 
RS-232C Interface 
t/ Compact & Simple Design 
t/ Scanning and Feeding 
t/ Testing and Manufacturing 
t/ 747 different Models 
t/ Send for free catalog 
VELMEX INC. 
716657-6151 FAX 716657-6153 
See more: www.velmex.com 
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tro copy (BERS) for determining hydra-
tion levels. Going beyond the commer-
cial in trument, the J C body-fluid 
monitor al 0 rates cerebral and other 
regional blood flow and cardiac out-
puts by use of time-based asse ments of 
re i tance and/ or inductance, noninva-
sively gauge blood pressure by use of 
resi tance and inductance alone, and e -
timates the lean and mu cle rna of a 
ubject' upper and lower limb in 
term of the value of re istor , capaci-
tor, and/ or inductors of equivalent cir-
cuits derived from electrical-impedance 
mea urements of the human body. A 
major feature that distingui hes th J C 
body-fluids monitor from the commer-
cial instrument i the capability to ob-
tain and utilize data on inductances in 
addition to resistance and capaci-
tance . Moreover. unlike the commer-
cial in trument, the J C body-fluids 
monitor can di criminate between vas-
cular and extravascular water. 
Some other methods of measuring hy-
dration levels involve the dilution of 
tracer sub tances in the ubject' body: 
In the total-body-water (TBW) method, 
one use deuterium-labeled water; in the 
extracellular-fluid-volume (ECF) meth-
od, odium bromide; and the plasma-
volume (PV) method, radioactive iodine 
attached to albumin. In another 
method, total body volume is calculated 
from hematocrit and PV, and bioelec-
tric-impedance analy is (BIA) [which in-
volves measurement of impedance at a 
ingle frequency] i u ed to e timate 
TBW and ECF. Many of the e method 
are invasive, and mo t are time-consum-
ing (a typical measurement take be-
tween 1 and 6 hour ), and cannot be re-
peated until the diluted tracer 
ub tance leave the body. The e meth-
ods al 0 cannot provide information 
during on-orbit operations. Wor e, BIA 
produce measurement error greater 
than tho e of dilution technique. More-
over, the performance of the re i tance-
capacitance-meter-based BERS commer-
cial in trument mentioned above has 
been challenged because its de ign 
makes no provi ion for modeling induc-
tance ; thi i critical because inductor 
www.nasalech .com 
are ke to the modeling of total blood 
volume (TB and P . 
In 1928, K Cole originated the con-
cept of u ing alternaring-current mea-
surements to characterize dielectric di 
per ed in a conducting medium. In 1941 
K ole and R Cole refined thi concept 
into the Cole-Cole principle, which has 
been applied to biological problem 
ince the early 1960 . For the purpo of 
Cole-Cole analy i , the human body i 
treated as both a cylinder and an in ula-
tor (cell membranes) urrounding small 
conductor (the intracell ular fluid) em-
bedded in a larger conductor (extracel-
lular water). 
Therefore, the human body is treated 
as a parallel circuit, one limb of which is 
a pu rely re i tive element that repre ents 
extracellular flu id. The other limb, rep-
resentative of the intracellular compo-
nent, consi ts of are i tance and capaci-
tance in eries. The commercial 
instrument mentioned above, operating 
over the frequency spectrum from 5 Hz 
to 1 MHz, generates BERS data that are 
u ed to compute the re istances and the 
capacitance. 
TheJ C body-fluid monitor operates 
over the frequency spectrum from 5 to 
300 kHz. It functions similarly to the 
commercial instrument except that, as 
noted above, its de ign and method of 
operation account for inductance in ad-
dition to re i tance and capacitance. 
More pecifically, an inductor is added 
to the re i tance limb; thus, the equiva-
lent-circuit model u ed to analyze the 
BERS data is one limb (consi ring of a 
resistor in serie with a capacitor) in par-
allel with another limb (con i ting of a 
resistor in eries with an inductor). The 
inductor represents the inductance of 
the blood vasculature. 
The J C body-fluid monitor differen-
tiate between vascular and extravascu-
lar water even as it noninvasively pro-
vide data for an a ses ment of a 
ubject' TBW, ECF, TBV, PV, and 
change in TBV and PV (""TBV and 
MV). The ease ments can be per-
formed quickly and afely, and can be re-
peated frequen tly. The J C body-fluid 
monitor could also be u ed to e timate 
Tech Briefs. April 2000 
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the percentage of body fat, given the as-
sumption that the lean tis ues of the 
body are normall hydrated. 
For operation of the JSC body-fluids 
monitor, a ubject is in trumented with 
four standard electrocardiogram elec-
trodes. 1\'10 electrodes are placed on the 
hand (wrist and knuckle ), and two are 
placed on the foot (ankle and base of 
toes). A small electric current (below 
the human ability to feel) is introduced, 
and the magnitude and phase angle of 
impedance are recorded as the fre-
quency i varied fram 5 ta 300 kHz. Elec-
trical-component anal is of the mea-
surement data produce three values of 
re istance (repre enting TB , ECF, and 
intercellular water content) , elf and 
mutual inductance, and capacitance. 
These electrical-component values, 
along with the height and weight of the 
ubject, are in erted in computational 
model developed ta as e TBW, ECF, 
TBV, PV, ~TBV, and MY. Thus, theJSC 
body-fluids monitor and the associated 
data-analysis method yield a greater as-
sortment of data than doe any similar 
in trumentl method combination here-
Software for Testing Access List Integrity 
John F. Kennedy Space Center; Florida 
Many networks rely on firewalls or fil-
tering routers for frontline network se-
curity. Packet filtering firewalls or 
routers filter incoming or outgoing 
packets based on a set of access rules. 
The IP (Internet Protocol) Packet Gen-
erator computer program assists in veri-
fying that a packet filtering firewall is 
configured correctly, by detecting secu-
rity holes in the firewall's filtering 
rules.The IP Packet Generator enables 
the user to build TCP l IP (Transmis ion 
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) 
packets and transmit them via the net-
work, to detect errors in access list con-
figuration.The u er can specify the 
source IP address of a packet to simulate 
attempted access from a remote host. 
The user can also speci1)r the destination 
IP address, the type of packet, the desti-
nation port number, the size of the 
packet, the number of packets to send, 
SERIES 
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tofore used to measure a ubject' hy-
dration levels. 
This work was done by teven F Siconolfi 
oJJohnson Space Center. For furtherinfor-
1TUltion, access the Technical upport Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Test and Measurement category. 
This invention is owned by 'ASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive ar exclusive license 
for its commercial development shauld be ad-
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Johnson Space 
Center, (281) 483-0837. Refer to MSC-
22491. 
and the packet rate. Thus, the software 
helps the user perform an exhau tive 
test of the access list. 
This work was done by Becky Johnson, 
Mark T. Page, and Henry W. Yu formerly of 
I-NET for Kennedy Space Center . 
Inquiries concerning rights for the com1ner-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to the Technology Programs and Commercial-
ization Office, Kennedy Space Center, (407) 
867-6373. Refer to KSC-11878. 
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~ Program for Parallel Distributed Processing 
This software package automatically distributes mutually independent tasks to networked 
workstations. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center; Houston, Texas 
A software system has been devised to 
manage automatically (1) the distribu-
tion of mutually independent comput-
ing tasks to computer workstations in 
ASA's Flight Design and Analysis Sys-
tem (FADS) network and (2) the execu-
tion of those tasks on those workstations. 
This program parallelizes serial tasks, 
making it possible to execute them con-
currently. This program is a substantial 
improvement over previously developed 
special-purpose parallel-processing soft-
ware systems used by NASA. 
Parallel execution of tasks takes less 
time than traditional serial execution 
does. In the original FADS application, 
in which the tasks are principally simula-
tions of spacecraft trajectories, this pro-
gram significantly decreases the run time 
for simulating spacecraft missions. In a 
representative case of simulating 6 trajec-
tories in the FADS, this software system 
can reduce the run time by 80 percent 
below the serial-processing run time. 
This program can be modified to run 
on industry-standard workstation net-
works and is enhanced to handle many 
modes of operation. As workstation net-
works increasingly supplanllarge central 
computers, thi program could become 
u eful in increasing numbers of indus-
trial applications. 
Previously developed paral1el-process-
ing software concentrates primarily on 
how busy the computing re ources (in 
thi case, workstation) are when 
queried. The present oftware limits the 
distribution of tasks to workstations thal 
are deemed to be idle in the sense that 
no users are logged into them and they 
are not executing other di tributed 
work. Thi approach makes it possible 
for botl} di tributed execution of tasks 
and logged-in user to coexist on the 
network platform without adversel af-
fecting the user' performance. 
This program include three compo-
nents: a nix daemon program, a task-
distribution executive, and a workstation 
executive. The daemon is a background 
program that is started during initializa-
tion of operation of each workstation in 
the network and i used by the distribu-
ASA Tech Briefs, April 2000 
tive informs tlle distribution executive. tion executive to determine the state 
(idle or busy) of each such workstation. 
The di u;bution executive reads a list of 
tasks to distribute, finds operational, idle 
workstation on the network, and uses 
the workstation executive to manage the 
execution of tasks on the available work-
stations. The distribution executive, 
keeping track of the status of each task, 
monitors the network for messages from 
the workstation executive. The worksta-
tion executive starts a task on an idle 
workstation and monitors both the task 
and the workstation. When a user logs 
into the workstation from its keyboard, 
the workstation executive removes the 
task from that workstation and notifies 
the di tribution executive to resubmit the 
task to another idle workstation. When a 
task is completed. the workstation execu-
To maxinlize adaptability, implify the 
development of algorithms, and reduce 
the cOSt of maintenance, the distribu-
tion and workstation-executive ubpro-
grams are written in Practical Extraction 
and Reporting Language (PERL), which 
is a very-high-Ievel language (VHLL). In 
the original FADS application, this pro-
gram works with the previously devel-
oped trajectory-simulating software, 
without need for any special modifica-
tions. However, for other applications, 
modifications can be made to make this 
program compatible with industry-stan-
dard workstation networks. 
This work was done Uy Mark C. Allman oj 
Rockwell SPace Operations Company for 
Johnson Space Center. 
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tj Subpixel Map Registration and Estimation of Uncertainty 
A normal distribution is fitted to the p eak of a likelihood function in a pose space. 
f,4 :A '5 jet Propulsion Laborat&ry, Pasadena, California 
A method of determining the location 
and the uncertainty in the location of a 
mobile robot to ubpixel re olution on a 
map grid has been devi ed. The method 
i applicable to a robot equipped \vith 
tereo copic vi ion equipment for map-
ping the local terrain and with en ors 
for determining its orientation. The 
method involve fitting a parameterized 
urface (usually a normal di tribution) 
to the peak of a likelihood function in 
the pace of pos ible po ition . 
Thi method i built upon the method 
de cribed in "Localization by Maximum-
Likelihood Matching of Range Maps" 
(PO-20392) j<tSA Tech Briefs, Vol. 22, 
0.10 (October 1998) , page 86. The lo-
calization problem i formulated as one 
of seeking a maximum-likelihood match 
of two maps: (1) a local range map gen-
erated by processing of images of the 
terrain in the immediate vicinity ac-
quired by stereo copic video cameras 
mounted on the platform and (2) a pre-
viously generated map of a larger sur-
rounding terrain area (a "global" map) . 
The global map could have been gener-
ated either by use of panoramic imagery 
from the robot or by combining the in-
formation from previou 1 generated 
local map. The points on the local 
range map are binned in a three-dimen-
ional occupancy-grid repre entation of 
the urrounding, at a known orienta-
tion with re pect to the global-map coor-
dinates. In a ubproce that amounts to 
high-pass filtering of vertical-po ition 
data, the local average of the heights in 
each bin is subtracted from each cell. 
This subproce reduces the computa-
tion time needed for localization by 
eliminating the need to search over ver-
tical tran lations; in other word , as a re-
sult of thi ubprocess, it uffices to 
earch over horizontal coordinate only. 
The degree of matching between the 
global map and the local occupancy 
map is quantified by use of a likelihood 
function defined by the equation 
n 
L(X) = ITp(D:) 
i=l 
where Di is the distance from the ith oc-
cupied cell in the local map to the closest 
occupied cell in the global map, X is the 
trial position of the robot (expres ed as 
the trial po ition of the local map) relative 
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to the global map, P(D,x) is a probability 
di tribution function (PDF), and n i the 
number of occupied cell. The mo t likely 
position of the local map relative to the 
global map [that i , the position, X, that 
maximizes L(X)] is taken to be the po i-
tion of the robot. The search for thi po i-
tion is tarted on a relatively coarse grid, 
from a po ition that has been e timated, 
for example, by deductive reckoning. The 
estimate of po ition is then refined in a 
subproce that involves recur ive divi ion 
of the earch space into smaller cells and 
pruning of cells that cannot pas the 
maximum-likelihood test. 
As described thu far, this method is 
nearly identical to the method de cribed 
in the noted prior article. The distinct 
aspect of thi method lie in the provi-
sion for both subpixel localization and 
characterization of uncertainty in the lo-
calization. Inasmuch as the likelihood 
function expres e the probability that 
each position in the po e space (the 
space of pos ible po itions) is the actual 
robot position, the uncertainty in the lo-
calization is quantified by the magnitude 
of the decrease of the likelihood func-
tion with distance from the peak. Sub-
pixel localization in the discretized pose 
space can be performed by fitting a pa-
rameterized surface to the peak that oc-
curs at the most likely robot position. 
For the purpose of this fitting, it is as-
sumed that in the vicinity of its peak, the 
likelihood function can be approxi-
mated and parameterized as a normal 
distribution. The fitting then yields both 
the subpixel estimate of position 
(namely, the center of the normal distri-
bution) and an estimate of uncertainty 
(namely, the standard deviation of the 
normal distribution) centered at the 
nominal peak location. 
The uncertainty is further character-
ized by a probability that a qualitative fail-
ure has occurred. Such a failure could 
occur, for example, in an environment in 
which recognizable landmarks are spar e 
and consequendy many locations appear 
very similar to the robot. The probability 
of qualitative failure is estimated by com-
paring the likelihood scores under the 
tallest peak with the likelihood score in 
the rest of the pose space. 
This work was done by Clark F. Olson of 
Galtech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab<r 
ratory. For further infarmation, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.CQm under the Infarmation 
Sciences category. 
NP0-20657 
NASA Tech Briefs, April 2000 
o Spacecraft Solar-Wind Trim 
Panels for Pointing 
A report proposes that spacecraft as-
signed to orbits distant from the Earth 
be equipped with trim panels that 
would intercept the solar wind to gen-
erate small torques to correct for dis-
turbance torques and thereby help to 
maintain the spacecraft pointed in the 
required directions. Paired panels 
would be placed on the ends of oppos-
ing moment arms equidistant from the 
center of mass of a spacecraft. The an-
gles of the panels would be adjusted by 
use of servoactuators to control the 
solar-wind forces on the panels and 
thereby control the solar-wind-gener-
ated torques. 
This work was done by Richard K 
Barry,Jr., of Goddard Space Fligh t Cen-
ter. To obtain a copy of the report, "space-
craft Solar Wind Trim Panels for Pointing 
and Disturbance Torque Abatement" access 
the Technical Support Package (TSP) free 
on-line at www.nasatech. cQm under the 
Mechanics category. 
GSC-14247 
• Reaction-Forming Method 
for J oining SiC-Based Parts 
Two reports present additional details 
about the method described in "Reac-
tion-Forming Method for Joining SiC-
Based Ceramic Parts" (LEW-16661), 
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 23, No. 3 (March 
1999), page 50. To recapitulate: A car-
bonaceous mixture (typically a paste) is 
applied to a joint between parts. The 
parts are clamped together and heated 
to a temperature of 1l5±5 °C for 10 to 
20 minutes; this action partly cures the 
mixture, gluing the parts together wiLh 
just enough strength that one need not 
clamp the parts during ub equent pro-
ce ing. ilicon or a silicon al loy in tape, 
paste, or slurry form is applied to the 
joint region. The parts are heated to a 
temperature between 1,250 and 1,425 
·C for 5 to 10 rn.inutes, causing the sili-
con or silicon alloy to melt, infiltrate the 
joint, and react with carbon. The fin-
ished join t, which is typically as strong as 
the parent material, contains silicon car-
bide with silicon and other phases. The 
amounts of the phases can be adjusted, 
by choice of the compositions of the re-
actants, to obtain joints with tailorable 
ASA Tech Briefs, April 2000 
momechanical properties. 
This work was dane by Mrityunjay Singh 
of NYMA, Inc., for Glenn Research Cen-
ter. To obtain copies of the reports, "A New 
Approach to Joining of Silicon Carbide-
Based Materials for High Temperature Ap-
plications" and "Affordable, Robust Ce-
ramic Joining Technology (ARCJoinT) , " 
access the Technical Support Package (To 'P) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com under the 
Materials category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to ASA Glenn Research Center; Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Stelle Fedm; Mail 
Stqp 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-16827. 
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-$ Special Coverage: Automotive Technology 
Model-Based Tools for 
Automotive System Design 
To gain competitive advantage, auto makers are relying on engineers and systems designers, using mode/-
based design tools, to create the systems that satisfy customer demand and meet government requirements. 
It i a basic tenet of the automotive in-dustry: ' ith each new model year, au-tomobil become more complex. Be-
cau e con umers demand higher quality 
vehicle that al 0 enhance their driving 
comfort and enjoyment, auto makers are 
creating advanced automotive stems 
that incorporate the late t material, in-
tegrated electronic, environmental con-
ideration ,and afety enhancements 
w1der extreme time-to-market pre -
ure. To gain competitive advan-
tage, automobile manufacturer 
rely on their engineer and y tern 
de igner - who u e model-based 
de ign tool - to create the con-
trol and electronic systems that at-
i fy con umer demand and meet 
government regulation . 
-
mands, particularly when complex ys-
tern were involved. ince then, engi-
neers at top automotive manufacturer 
have changed their de ign methodology 
to utilize a paradigm that focuse on 
modeling an automotive sy tern at a 
higher level, including the modeling of 
the vehicle' environment. Thi model-
based design paradigm for embedded 
sy tern use computer-modeling tech-
Closed-Loop EnKfno Speed Control 
-
model the component and its vehicle as 
one dynamic tern. As the initial high-
level models are completed, engineers 
add the nece ary hierarchical level of 
detail until the de ired tern i com-
pletely implemented lvithin the model 
of the vehicle's environment. 
The next tep involve the generation 
of algorithm that define how the em-
bedded } tern will run in a real vehicle, 
based on operating condition and 
de ired output re ponses. For ex-
ample, an engine controller mu t 
provide control ignals to engine 
In mo t cases, control and elec-
tronic y tern uch a anti-lock 
brake, powertrain controllers, and 
engine control units, are imple-
mented using embedded )' tern . 
Embedded tems are hardware 
and oftware built around a central 
This engine speed controller model contains blocks for multiple 
subsystems, including throttle and manifold settings, intake, 
compression, combustion, and vehicle dynamics. The hierarchy 
of models is represented in the throttle and manifold portion 
of the model. 
ub y tern to maximize perfor-
mance acro a given range of en-
gine peed, while meeting emi -
sions regulation and fuel economy 
goals. Vehicle sen or data, de ired 
performance goals, and environ-
mental condition also need to be 
integrated to achieve optimal out-
put, and delivered continuously in 
real time. They also must remain in-
vi ible to the driver. The re ult is a 
proce or or control logic that performs 
ets of functions or tasks. As the e embed-
ded system become increasingly ignifi-
cant components of the overall makeup 
of an automobile's systems, de igners face 
added pre ure on a number of fronts: 
• Creating embedded ystem that per-
form complex, demanding tasks. 
• Developing y tern that work as peci-
fied and are completely reliable in mis-
ion-critical application - a malfunc-
tioning anti-lock braking y tern is not 
an option. 
• Reducing the co t to develop embed-
ded tern for new products. Today, 
embedded s tern and related elec-
tronics can repre ent as much as 30 
percen t of the overall cost of de igning 
a new vehicle. 
• ccelerating product development cy-
cle . Manufacturers hope to lash in 
half the time it take to de ign and de-
velop new car . 
The de ign proce mo t commonly 
used for previous generations of vehicles 
was not ufficient to meet the e de-
60 
nique throughout the de ign process, 
not just in the re earch phase, which i 
the traditional venue for the e tool . As 
a result., engineers achieve ignificant re-
ductions in de ign cycles while increas-
ing the quality and performance of the 
automotive system. 
The Embedded 
System Design Process 
The de ign proce for automotive y-
tern , particularly complex sub ystems 
like c10 ed-loop control tern (uch as 
engine control units), typically con i ts 
of multiple phases. In the first phase, a 
re earch and development team's con-
ceptual de ign for a sub tern or com-
ponent is optimized and moved into the 
main tream engineering proce flow. 
ing graphical de ign and imulation 
tool, uch as ~1ATLAB® and imulink® 
from The MathWorks, automotive 
tern de igners build a mathematical 
model of the ub tern or component 
from the pecification. Then, engineer 
lise a graphical block diagram editor to 
www.nasalech.com 
graphical chematic model of a 
clo ed-loop control s tern that can then 
be imulated, corrected, and refined by 
manipu lating the mathematical algo-
rithms inherent in the design . 
Additional steps document the con-
trol algorithms, then convert them into 
software code that can be targeted to a 
proce or that will hip with the vehicle. 
For large proj cts, the process may re-
quire the work of everal engineering 
group, beginning with re earch engi-
neers who develop the engineering so-
lution. Production control engineer 
and y tern engineer then handle the 
system de ign and analy is, and oftlvare 
engineer are re pon ible for coding. 
Finally, te t engineer, y tern engi-
neer , and calibrator perform the te t-
ing and validation. 
In each tage of the de ign proce , a 
partiall completed model can be imu-
lated, verified again t the initial perfor-
mance pecification, and ultimately ap-
proved. Returning to the engine 
controller example, the unit can be eval-
uated u ing tored data from previous 
NASA Tech Briefs, April 2000 
vehicle tests as input for the 
completed model. This data 
provides imulation flexibility 
and system optimization with-
out the high costs of creating 
multiple physical prototypes. 
In addition, multiple engine 
models can be utilized to eval-
uate various options and con-
figurations. In the final stage, 
the model fully conforms to 
its original specifications and 
has been validated through-
out the de ign proce via pre- .. 
cise imulation. l.:Th=e:O'-e-ft-i-m-a-ge-re-p-re-s-=e=nts=--th-e=--th-ro""";tt-'e-a-n-d":m=a:::n~if-o-'d-m-o-de..:..ll" and the right image;s a graphical representation of 
This model-ba ed design the model, which determines throttle flow based on angle, manifold pressure, and atmospheric pressure. 
paradigm i ignificantly dif-
ferent from the traditional design 
methodology used in the development of 
automotive systems. Rather than structur-
ing and writing software code, designers 
define functional characteristics using 
continuous-time and discrete-time build-
ing blocks. Code is then generated auto-
matically from the diagrams and incorpo-
rated on a processor. Modeling and 
simulation also lead to rapid proto typing, 
software testing. and verification. ot 
only i the testing and verification process 
enhanced. but also in some cases. hard-
ware-in-the-Ioop simulation can be used 
with the new de ign paradigm to develop 
tests more quickly and efficiently. 
Working wi th advanced software tools, 
engineers employ real-world data to 
mathematically model the vehicle and 
peripheral components where the em-
bedded system is to operate. Modeling 
creates natural, high-level graphical de-
scriptions such as block diagrams and 
state diagram to represent the system, 
and captures knowledge and implemen-
tation details about the system. This ap-
proach supports both lOp-dOwn and bot-
tom-up design and can be used to 
support the entire design cycle. Engi-
neer develop models for components 
(the transmission. exhau t system, cool-
ing system, fuel system, and gearbox, for 
example), then utilize tho e models in 
multiple applications and undervariable 
operating conditions. With the engine 
control unit. the model imulate many 
vehicle platform and quickly integrates 
with various engine models. a practice 
that is very difficulL to implement with 
real hard"''are. 
Along with creating a model of the ve-
hicle' operational environment, engi-
neers develop a data flow model of the 
de ired control sy tern. This model 
clearly pecifies de ired system opera-
tion and form a et of ~executable 
specifications" that can replace or up-
plement written pecifications with a 
graphical model. The executable specifi-
cation become the means of communi-
ASA Tech BriefS, April 2000 
cation for different engineering groups 
or between automotive manufacturers 
and automotive component suppliers. 
Since a dynamic control system is mod-
eled and simulated, it identifies defects in 
the design early in the development 
process, allowing automotive engineers to 
correct flawed specifications. The changes 
are captured in successive iterations of the 
graphical model that provides the exe-
cutable specification. In later tages of de-
velopment, the perfected model becomes 
the foundation for code generation and 
the automatic generation of test cases. In 
fact, the executable specification can 
demonstrate the desired operations of the 
system to customers, suppliers, and other 
stakeholders. Its succe ful simulation as-
sures the interested parties that the design 
meets usability requirements and is de-
signed correctly. 
Consequently, the executable pecifi-
cation al 0 can be u ed to define and val-
idate software and hardware that is de-
igned eparately in the de ign proce • 
and to accelerate the rapid proto typing 
proce s. In the case of the engine con-
troller. rapid prototyping demonstrates 
that the oftware code generated for the 
unit runs correctly in real time when it is 
connected to a real engine. The code is 
instrumented to allow for tuning and 
the calibration of parameter . The re-
sults can then be used to refine the 
model to ensure that it will work prop-
erly in the vehicle. 
More Reliable Systems 
The design process for automotive em-
bedded systems i characterized by a e-
rie of phase tarring with specification. 
mo~ing through de ign to verification, 
and concluding with system integration 
and calibration. The model-based de ign 
paradigm integrates these multiple 
phases and provides a common frame-
work for communication throughout the 
entire de ign process. The first tep is the 
high-level modeling of the vehicle' oper-
ational environment. followed by the 
.... "'w.nasalecb .com 
modeling, simulation, and prototyping of 
the embedded system. These stages lead 
to an executable software specification 
from which code can be generated auto-
matically and incorporated into an em-
bedded microprocessor. The high-level 
model also can be used in the verification 
process, both for rapid prototyping and 
hardware-in-the-Ioop system-level testing. 
The model-based design methodology 
promotes faster design iterations. better 
designs. and enhanced reliability of au-
tomotive components and systems. The 
software tools, hardware capacity, and 
know-how needed to effectively imple-
ment the model-based design paradigm 
are available, and automotive manufac-
turers are deploying them. Because it is 
critical to be able to demon trate that 
the simulated environment is an appro-
priate repre entation of reality, model-
ing and simulation tools will continue to 
improve to provide more accurate rep-
resentations of automotive systems. 
In ome cases. collaboration between 
software vendors and their customers 
are already leading to significant ad-
vances in modeling and simulation tech-
niques. For example, The MathWorks 
has worked with top automotive compa-
nies for a number of years to understand 
their needs for powertrain control sys-
tem de ign tools. Thi interaction has 
led to breakthrough olution for stale 
machine and flow diagramming, imula-
tion, automatic documentation. rapid 
protot},phlg, and code generation. 
With modeling and imulation software 
tools being continually enhanced, the 
model-based design paradigm for embed-
ded system i becoming increasingly com-
monplace. Many companies already are 
finding that it leads to better, more reli-
able S}' tems that are developed more co t 
effectively in horter amounts of time. 
This article was wriUtm b)' David Ht!linek. 
Automotive Industry Managra; at The Malh-
Works, alic/(, MA. For more informaiWn, 
contact the author at 508-647-7000, qr visit 
UIWW. TTUlthworks.co11l. 
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o Control Methodology To Alter Automobile Rollover Tendencies 
Dynamics would be altered to effect safer distribution of loads to wheels. 
'ASA '5 Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A methodology of active control has 
been developed in an effort to alter 
(preferably to reduce) the tendency of a 
four-wheel land vehicle to roll over dur-
ing tight turns and imilar maneuver . At 
the time of reporting the information for 
thi article, hardware and oftware to im-
plement the methodology were under-
going development and te ting for incor-
poration into a variable-dynamics testbed 
vehicle (VD1V) - an experimental au-
tomobile that will be capable of exhibit-
ing a broad range of dynamic character-
istics for research on crash avoidance 
and driving-related human factor . 
The VD1V will have four-wheel steer-
ing, front and rear active antiroll-bar sys-
tems, four adjustable dampers, and other 
active control devices that will be con-
trolled by a computer running algo-
rithm based on mathematical models of 
the dynamics of the vehicle. These de-
vices will be used to alter several rollover-
related characteristics of the dynamics of 
the vehicle, including notably its under-
steer coefficient, front/ rear load-transfer 
distribution in lateral maneuvers that in-
volve high accelerations, and the fre-
quency and damping coefficient of the 
vehicle roll mode. Load-transfer distribu-
tions are particularly significant because 
to prevent rollover, 
one mu t ensure that 
the load on any tire 
never approaches zero 
during a evere ma-
neuver. 
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A study has been 
performed to investi-
gate how changes in 
the algorithms that 
control the active de-
vice could effect sig-
nificant changes in 
the e characteristic . In 
particular, the study fo-
cused on how (1) an 
increase in the tiffne s 
of the front antiroll 
bar, in conjunction 
with an increase in the 
The load on the left Rear Tire of the vorv was simulated by com-
puter for a two-Iane-change maneuver. By use of active control to in-
crease the stiffness of the front anti roll bar, the minimum load at an 
extreme point of the maneuver was increased, thereby increasing the 
margin against rollover. 
front damper rate and with out-of-phase 
rear steering, could increase resistance to 
rollover in high-acceleration lateral ma-
neuvers without changing the vehicle un-
dersteer coefficient (see figure) ; and (2) 
conversely, an increase in the stiffness of 
the rear antiroll bar, in conjunction with 
decrease in the rear damper rate and 
with in-phase rear steering, could de-
crease resi tance to rollover. The results 
of the study indicate that the design of 
the VD1V provides for the right combi-
nation of active device that will make the 
VD1V an effective testbed for re earch 
on rollover-related human factors. 
This work was done by Allan Y. Lee of Cal-
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com under the Mechanics 
category. 
NP0-20545 
o Program for Computing Dynamics of Multiple Bodies 
Relative to other programs used previously for the same purpose, 
computation times are reduced. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houstm, Texas 
ymbolic Generator-Based Efficient 
Multibody Dynamics Algorithm (SOM-
BAT) is a program that enable peedy 
and accurate computations that solve 
equations of motion of multiple bodie . 
Originally intended for space-based appli-
cations (Le., solving equations for the dy-
namics of a cluster of flexible bodies in 
orbit in real time), SOMBAT can also be 
applied in designing drug, enhancing 
and otherwise proce ing images, the au-
tomotive industry, and robotics. It can 
also be used by the Department of De-
62 
fense. Its greatest strength is its ability to 
reduce computation time without sacrific-
ing accuracy. Unlike programs modeled 
on n' algorithms, SOMBAT accrue time 
savings overruns while satisfying hort-
turnaround requirements. Moreover, and 
vitally for the .S. Space Program, the 
open and expandable format of OMBAT 
will enable the tailoring of this program to 
upgrade add-on systems for new Interna-
tional pace Station (ISS) module . 
OMBAT satisfies the pecific need of 
NASA's International pace Station Pro-
www.nasatech.com 
gram (ISSP) for a software tool to imu-
late the dynamjcs of multiple bodies with 
large articulating angles in orbit Before 
the advent of SOMBAT, simulation soft-
ware tools followed an order-of-n' ap-
proach. One pre-SOMBAT software tool, 
TREETOPS (a generic configuration-in-
dependent program with an n' algo-
rithm) assemble equations of motion for 
all bodies in a configuration before solv-
ing for the dynamics at each time step. Be-
cause the size of the mass matrix (which 
size is an indicator of efficiency of com-
ASA Tech Briefs, April 2000 
putation) in TREETOPS is equal to the 
sum of all active degrees of freedom. 
TREETOPS becomes prohibitively slow 
when the number of active coordinates in-
creases. Clearly, TREETOPS cannot be 
used to perform real-time simuJations for 
ISS applications. Once it was determined 
that the generic nature of such simulation 
software as TREETOPS was not suited to 
the ISSP, another solution was sought 
SOMBAT is that solution. SOMBAT 
uses the ISS configuration to develop a 
more efficient algorithm that acts as a 
"smart" program to optimize generated 
code for the configuration. Savings are 
realized through two innovations: (1) 
improved mathematics for solving equa-
tions and (2) software that implements 
the improved mathematics to optimize 
the simuJation and avoid redundant cal-
culations. The first innovation involves 
an order-of-n algorithm capable of ex-
ploiting the core-body/branch-body 
configuration to reduce all equations in 
terms of core-body degrees of freedom. 
Inasmuch as the inverted mass matrix 
generated by mis algorimm is much 
smaller, the algorithm affords a substan-
tial reduction in computation time. 
The second innovation is a code-gen-
erator software tool - Codegen - mat 
is able to develop a simulation based on 
active degrees offreedom. I t doe this by 
selecting equations of motion for a con-
figuration wimout generating equations 
associated with degrees of freedom. Mul-
tiplication by zero is eliminated at the 
code-generation stage and the gener-
ated simulation is configuration-specific. 
As long as the configuration does not 
change, the same code can be used over 
and over again - a significant advance-
ment. Codegen also simplifies equations 
by use of established mathematical rela-
tions, dot products, cross products, and 
linear algebraic relations; and it can take 
input from the user to optimize gener-
ated code. Together, these innovations 
ensure that SOMBAT achieves efficien-
cies unmatched by n3 algorithms. 
The major advantage of using SOM-
BAT is the recurring savings in compu-
tation time it delivers. In some ISS tests, 
SOMBATwas found to be 80 times faster 
than such older programs as TREE-
TOPS. Although the generated code is 
configuration-specific (if the configura-
tion changes, the code must be regener-
ated), this is not a major problem for 
SOMBAT, because SOMBAT easily re-
generates code within minutes. Inas-
much as it accrues a saving of time over 
each run, SOMBAT is ideally suited to 
test run . Moreover, its open and ex-
pandable format makes SOMBAT tai-
lorable for future updates to the space-
shuttle or Russian control systems on the 
ISS - systems that may be added to the 
ISS in the form of new module . Finally, 
OMBAT meets or exceeds industrial 
standards when it is applied in the other 
technological disciplines mentioned 
above. When speed and accuracy are 
needed to simulate the dynamics of mul-
tiple bodies, SOMBAT is faster and more 
accurate than any other algorithm cur-
rently available. 
This work was done by Ramen Singh of 
Dynacs Engineering Company, Inc., for 
Johnson Space Center. 
MSC-22782 
= Ultracapacitors Store Energy in a Hybrid Electric Vehicle 
Capacitors are superior to batteries with respect to energy density, longevity, and performance. 
John H. Glenn Research Center; Cleveland, Ohio 
A government/industry/academic co- tric vehicle, energy is constantly being teries for hybrid electric vehicles. The ul-
operative has developed a hybrid elec- stored and used; the repeated charging tracapacitors used in the HETB are elec-
tric transit bus (HETB). The goals of the and discharging puts a tremendous trochemical capacitors, which have ex-
development program, which continues, strain on the batteries. This type of use tremely high volumetric capacitances 
include doubling the fuel economy of reduces the lifetimes of presently avail- because oflarge electrode surface areas 
city transit buses currendy in service. able batteries. and very small electrode separations. 
and reducing emissions to one-tenth of Ultracapacitors that are now available The cycle lives of capacitors can be ex-
the levels allowed by Environmental Pro- eliminate many of the problems of bat- tremely long relative to those of batter-
tection Agency (EPA) stan- ..---------------------------, ies. Thus, it may never be 
dards. A unique aspect of EJ necessary to replace the 
the power system of the =: .-......... L....,...6.,..,nt_~~_c:_I~;___' Tr~~~':tor energy-sto.rage medium in 
HETB is me use of capaci- the HETB; consequently, 
tors in its the energy-stor- i ; the reliability of the BETB 
age subsystem. At a gross l l §] energy y tern is greater 
weight of more than 17,000 r ........ ···~::::::::::::::::::::::~j ~: than it would be ifbatteries 
kg, this is the largest known ! 1 ,.." were used, the life-of-sys-
vehicle to use capacitors to i ! tern cost is reduced, and 
store energy. !:'::. . adverse environmental ef-
Energy storage has al- fects are diminished. 
ways been a problem for Capacitors can also func-
electric vehicles, and even !.... tion at power densities 
a greater problem for hy- Ene<gyFlow greater than those of batter-
brid electric vehicles. In a I.. ---+ ies. Therefore, very high 
purely electric vehicle, en- power levels can be pro-
ergy is stored, usually in ! AlOOJlary ~ vided during acceleration 
batteries, and then used to L.. .. _ ...... __ . __ ._ .... __ .... Motor .=~ and can be absorbed during 
power the vehicle until the Controller charging. Capacitors have 
energy is depleted. At that excellent low-temperature 
time energy is stored once characteristics, do not re-
Figure 1. The HETB Power System indudes a dedicated power-management can-
more by recharging the troller and an energy-storage subsystem that utilizes capacitors instead of bat- quire maintenance, and 
batteries. In a hybrid elec- teries. provide consistent perf or-
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Figure 2. Charging and Discharging Currents were measured in two tests, in each of which the HETB 
was driven through two cycles at speeds between 0 and 15 milh (0 and 24 kmlh). In one test, capaci-
tors were used to store energy; in the other test, batteries were used. 
mance over time. In addition, capacitors 
promote safety in electric vehicle be-
cause of their relative ease of discharge. 
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the 
HETB power sy tern. A dedicated power-
management controller has been devel-
oped to coordinate the operation of all of 
the variou vehicle components. The aux-
iliary power unit (AP ) i set to provide 
[he normal average power level required 
by the vehicle. Power surges uch as tho e 
needed for acceleration and climbing 
hills are provided by a combination of the 
AP and the ultracapacitor . 
Regenerative braking is also provided 
on the vehicle. Regenerative braking take 
advanrage of energy available from the 
traction drive tern during braking to 
charge the energy-5torage tern. Because 
of their higher power-<tensity limits and 
their greater efficiency in capturing en-
www.nasalech.com 
ergy, capacitors can take much greater ad-
vanrage of regenerative braking than do 
batteries. The plots in Figure 2 show the 
uperiority of capacitors over batterie as 
source of current [or the traction motor 
during acceleration and as acceptors of 
braking current during deceleration. 
This work was done !Jy Jeffrey c. Brown, 
Dennis J Eichenberg, William K Thompson, 
and Larry A. Vilerna of Glenn Research 
Center and Richard F. Soltis of Curtez III. 
For further information, access the Technical 
upporl Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com under the Electronic 
Components and 'Ystems category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to I\SA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: leve Fedor, Mail 
top 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-16876. 
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Software that Keeps 
the Grass Green 
The Cleveland Browns' stadium turf grows and grows thanks to an 
advanced piping network designed w ith the aid of Algor software. 
Rising twelve stories above Lake Erie, the state-of-the-art Cleveland Browns stadium boasts some impressive sta-
tistics: 72,500 seats, 148 luxury boxes, 
103 permanent and portable concession 
stands, 948 toilets, and 11.65 miles of 
plumbing pipe. Also at the top of the 
notable Ii t is a turf conditioning system 
consisting of more than 40 miles of PEX 
pipe installed beneath a playing field of 
natural, fully irrigated turf 75 yards by 
115 yards. De igned and installed by 
Virginia-based Rehau Inc. North 
America, the turf conditioning system 
enables healthy green turf to grow long 
after the normal growing season, which 
is important to playing year-round out-
door football in Cleveland. 
Rehau's turf conditioning system dis-
tributes heated fluid from a series of boil-
ers through an underground piping net-
work. The heat radiate through the soil 
to keep the grass root zone at a con tant 
temperature, preventing the field from 
freezing even in chilly lake-effect weather. 
Without the system, the field would dead-
en late in the football season, resulting in 
severe damage, ince the turf would be 
unable to repair itself after the wear and 
tear of a unday aftemoon game. 
Rehau engineers used heat transfer 
anal is software from Pittsburgh-based 
Algor Inc. to determine the amount of 
energy required to run the system and 
optimize overall sy tem performance 
under varying environmental condition. 
In addition, replay of Algor' transient 
heat transfer analysis results provided sta-
dium developers with a visualization of 
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The new develand Browns stadium. the site of an advanced turf conditioning system designed with 
Algor software. with the piping network exposed on its bed of gravel. 
how the existing turf conditioning tech-
nology would work at the new tadium. 
Drawing on Proven Technology 
While Algor was new to tIle de ign of 
the conditioning system, the technology 
used to build the system was tried and 
tested for more than 25 year, according 
to product manager Patrick auer. 
"The Cleveland turf conditioning sys-
tem use Raupex- piping, which is made 
of high-density cross-linked polyethyl-
ene," Sauer explained. "lndi\idual poly-
ethylene molecular chain are linked 
into a 3D network under high tempera-
w\\"w.nasalech.com 
ture and pressure to provide superior 
strength and flexibility." Rehau's cross-
linking proce s, developed by German 
scientist Thomas Engel and licensed by 
Rehau in 1967, ignificandy enhance 
the temperature resistance, long-term 
strength, impact strength, creep resis-
tance, and elastic behavior of the poly-
ethylene. The Cleveland turf condition-
ing system i a do ed-circuit system that 
u es Raupex piping with a 3/4-inch 
diameter arranged in rows beneath the 
surface of the playing field, end zones, 
and sidelines. The piping segments are 
connected at approximately 2000 circuit 
Ib 
location using Rehau 's patented 
Everloc™ fitting tern. fluid circu-
late from the boilers, it flow through 
everal large header , which then 
branch off into mailer circuits to uni-
formly heat about 96,000 quare feet of 
urface area. The y tern i divided into 
four rectangular ection that can be 
independendy controlled 0 that if part 
of the field i haded, for example, it can 
be heated without overheating the other 
areas of the field . 
y tern de igner used Algor' tead-
state heat transfer analy i software to 
optimize the piping pacing to in ure 
uniform heating. If pipe are placed too 
far apart, brown trip of gras may 
appear on the field 's surface where the 
gras root zone is not heated adequately. 
The flow of fluid through Raupex 
pipe causes it to expand. Its molecular 
tructure enables it to com pre s to its 
original shape after expansion, but thi 
cau e ignificant loading on fitting that 
connect individual piping egments. 
According to auer, the Everloc fitting 
system take advantage of the pipe ' 
compre ive propertie . 
"The pipe is expanded over an 
Everloc insert to provide maximum 
decrease in field temperature. On the 
other hand, drier oil release Ie heat 
from the field , but require longer peri-
od of time to heat the root zone. 
According to auer, the herringbone 
con truction of the gravel drainage s-
tem beneath the pipe network help to 
prevent downward heat 10 , optimizing 
the amount of heat that reache the root 
zone above. Rehau engineer al 0 need-
ed to con ider external variable , includ-
ing weather conditions and the length of 
the grass, in the Algor heat tran fer 
analy e . The wind peed, which help to 
determine the heat transfer coefficient 
in the analysi calculation , and the 
ambient temperature will affect the rate 
of heat 10 from the urface. In addi-
tion, longer gras will retain more ener-
gy than will horter gra . According to 
project analyst cott Po ey, the e varying 
factors required new con ide rations 
when performing the heat tran fer 
analysi. 
"This application was different from 
other heat tran fer analy es I've per-
formed. In thi case, the heat is trans-
ferred to another substance entirely, not 
just across a uniform surface having one 
material type," Posey aid. "The heat 
transfer analyses al 0 
helped u to better under-
stand how external envi-
ronmental conditions can 
affect thermal conductivi-
ty." Based on the steady-
state re ults, Po ey also 
developed tran ient heat-
transfer analy es to deter-
mine how the ystem 
would respond to changes 
in external environmental 
conditions over time. 
Tracking the Variables 
Workers insta ll cross-linked polyethylene pipe, more than 40 
miles of it, through which fluid flows to heat the t urf's root 
To be awarded the 
Cleveland turf condition-
ing sy tern contract, Rehau zone. 
trength, without reducing the inside 
diameter of the pipe," Sauer aid. "Then 
a leeve i pres ed into the fitting to 
insure the integrity of the connection. 
Thi fitting sy tern enabled us to de ign 
the conditioning system without worry-
ing about the acce ibility of the joints 
after in tallation." 
The pipe network lies on a bed of 
gravel beneath a andy oil mixture. The 
compo ition and moisture level of the 
soil can affect the conductivity of heat 
from the pipes through the soil to the 
root zone inche above. andy loam 
release fluid at a faster rate than den e 
clay soil , while wet oil release more 
energy in the form of heat into the air 
than dry oil does, causing faster 
needed to demon trate 
both installation and operational co ts, 
including the quantities of pipe needed, 
energy required to operate the sy tern 
(which determines the number of boil-
er needed) and the temperature at 
which a tarp would be required to pro-
tect the field. The required fluid tem-
perature within the system was the key to 
determining all of the e factor . 
Po ey started with a teady- tate heat 
tran fer anal i to find the optimal fluid 
temperature needed to keep the root 
zone at 72 'F when the ambient temper-
ature i 5 ' F, the criteria pecified by the 
tadium developer. He created a 2D 
isotropic model of a typical cro s section, 
which con isted of two parallel pipes 
within layers of gravel, oil, and turf, 
using uperdra, III , Algor' ingle u er 
interface for FEA and preci ion finite 
element model-building tool. Po e 
used hand-me hing technique to make 
a uniform me h acro the model and 
then refined the me h around the pipe. 
Once he had built the model, Pose 
u ed individual group with repre enta-
tive color (Le., group 8, identified as 
gray, was u ed for gravel) to specify the 
different material propertie for gravel, 
turf, oil, and pol ethylene. The 1993 
Ashrae Fundamental Handbook pro-
vided material propertie for gravel and 
turf, including convection coefficients 
for turf under varying wind peed and 
at no wind peed, which Po ey u ed in 
thi case. In addition, Po e used the 
Ashrae handbook to find the appropri-
ate material propertie for the soil. 
"We con tilted with the field contrac-
tor to determine the approximate oil 
compo ition and moi ture level to use in 
the analysi and then ourced the hand-
book to get the properties," Po ey aid. 
"We a umed a conservative moisture 
level of 42 percent to in ure the ystem 
would be effective through highly con-
ductive oil." 
The material properties for polyethyl-
ene were taken from Rehau' past exten-
sive materials research and te ting. 
Using Algor' Material Library Manager, 
Posey added the material propertie to a 
customized library 0 that they will be 
available for future analyses. 
Finally, Po ey added a temperature 
boundary of 58 ' F, the ground tempera-
ture at that depth, to the bottom edge of 
the model and a temperature boundary 
of 128 'F at the internal circumference 
of the pipes. According to Posey, he 
chose a temperature of 128 ' F 
based on Sauer's extensive de ign expe-
rience with previous conditioning pip-
ing systems. In addition, the maximum 
allowable temperature for Raupex pip-
ing is 140 ' F. 
With auer's knowledge of such sys-
tems as a guide, Po ey conducted about 
five analysi iterations, in which he var-
ied the fluid temperature and pipe pac-
ing, to verify the optimal conditions to 
properly heat the field urface area. 
Posey found Algor's total flow option, 
which automatically calculates heat flow 
over a urface, to be especially useful in 
determining the conditioning sy tern ' 
beating requirements. "In the past I 
have manually calculated the total heat 
flow by averaging heat flux values at indi-
vidual node. Thi is a linear approach 
to an often nonlinear problem," Po ey 
said. "With the .total flow calculation, the 
oftware save me time by automatically 
calculating these values, and it provide 
a more accurate result. " 

Po e examined the temperature di 
tribution and heat flux re ulting, u ing 
Algor' built-in vi ualization capabilitie , 
and determined that a fluid tempera-
ture of 12 OF would u tain the mini-
mum root zone temperature. Factoring 
in thi temperature value, auer and 
Po e calculated the energy required to 
operate the tern in BTU per hour per 
quare foot. The calculation indicated 
that the leveland turf conditioning 
tern would require a maximum of nine 
boilers under evere condition; howev-
er, the engineer e timated thatju t half 
that number would be needed under 
normal condition. 
When the Thermometer Drops 
The need to regulate the number of 
boilers in u e and to adju t the fluid tem-
perature to accommodate environmen-
tal change led Po ey to explore how 
quickly the y tern could respond to 
falling air temperature . He was able to 
do thi u ing Algor' tran ient heat 
tran fer analy is software. 
ing the ame model geometry and 
material properties, Posey set up the 
tran ient heat tran fer analysis to imu-
late a drop in ambient temperature im-
ilar to what would occur over the course 
of a un et, and a corre ponding rise in 
fluid temperature to keep the root zone 
at a con tant 72 OF. He adjusted the tem-
perature boundary conditions, defined 
load curve , and specified the duration 
of the event for the transient analysis. 
Pf)( lUlING 
capture rate of one, 0 that he could 
review the re ults for each time tep. 
Po ey also redefined the applied tem-
perature boundarie at the in ide pipe 
ircumference to corre pond with the 
fir t load curve, which de cribed 
change in the tem fluid temperature. 
Then he placed tempera-
ture boundarie at the top 
of the model (at the turf 
urface) to corre pond 
with the econd load 
curve, which de cribed 
the change in ambient 
temperature. 
The first load curve 
caused the ystem fluid 
temperature to ramp up to 
the previou Iy analyzed 
temperature of 105 OF and 
then e tablish a teady-
"Algor' bitmap-to- VI converter 
enabled me to add in te t at important 
points throughout the event. Thi 
helped to explain what happen in the 
anal i to other who rna not be famil-
iar with our turf conditioning stem or 
finite element anal i ," Po ey said. 
tate situation. T hen Po ey 
increa ed the temperature 
again to 128 OF to corre-
pond with the econd 
load curve, which imu-
Algor's transient heat transfer analysis software was used to 
simulate a method of keeping the turf's root zone at a constant 
temperature. 
lates a drop in ambient 
temperature from 35 OF to 5 OF over a 
period of about three hours. Po ey ran 
several analysis iteration to determine 
when and how much to increa e the 
fluid temperatu re as the ambient tem-
perature drops. 
"The load curve p lots displayed in 
Superdraw's data entry screens let me 
visualize load curve data and ensure 
that it was correct before running the 
analysis," Po ey said. 
"Conducting the tran-
sient analyses 
required a lot of trial 
and error on my part," 
continued Po ey, who 
had had no prior expe-
rience with this analy-
sis type. "I wa able to 
successfully perform 
the analy es with the 
help of the docu-
men tation provided 
through Algor' Docu-
Tech ystem." 
The Rehau engi-
neer u ed Algor ' 
Monitor utility to super-
Algor' tran ient heat tran fer analy-
sis oftware ilJu trated ystem perfor-
mance under falling environmental 
temperatures, howing that the system 
i capable of adjusting to changing con-
dition without dramatic temperature 
. changes at the root zone. The transient 
heat tran fer analy i al 0 verified the 
performance capabilities for an auto-
matically controlled heating system. In 
addition, replays of the tran ient re ults 
provided an invaluable visual tool that 
aided Rehau in earning the Cleveland 
turf conditioning system contract, 
according to Sauer. 
"While the technology used in the 
Cleveland system i not new for Rehau, 
the u e of Algor heat transfer analysis 
oftware was new," Sauer said. "Being 
able to illustrate how the sy tem work 
using analy i replays was an important 
factor in the contract di cussions for 
the Cleveland project. The analysis 
replay also have been an integral part 
in ecuring additional contracts with 
other FL tadium ." 
Rehau i already planning future tran-
ient heat analy e u ing Algor software. 
The pipe network lies on a bed of gravel, as shown in this cross 
section. 
impose temperature 
change v . time plots for 
The engineers plan to tudy how the turf 
conditioning sy tems can be u ed as 
cooling mechani ms to keep turf from 
Po ey fir t ran a teady- tate heat 
transfer analysi to determine the fluid 
temperature needed (105 OF) to main-
tain the root zone temperature with an 
ambient temperature of 35 oF. Then for 
the tran ient heat transfer analy i , he 
et the duration of the event. Po ey pec-
ified 384 time tep (for every 15 min-
ute for four days) and then defmed a 
4b 
the fluid, soil, root zone, 
and turf. Having all of the data on one 
screen, Posey was able to conclude that 
the tern fluid temperature hould be 
increased lightly before the anticipated 
drop in ambient temperature to keep the 
root zone temperature con tant. Posey 
also generated anal i replays in AVI for-
mat to animate the change in tempera-
ture distribution over time. 
www.nasatech.com 
corching during the humid ummer 
month or in year-round hot climate . 
Rehau i currently developing turf con-
ditioning tem for other NFL team . 
For more information, contact Julie 
Halapchuk at Algor, Inc., 150 Beta Drive, 
Pittslnirgh, PA 15238; (412) 967-2700; e-
mail: jhalapch@algor.com; fax: (412) 967-
2781; www.algor.com. 
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Neural Networks Monitor the Health 
of Space Shuttle Valve 
Passive system learns nuances of a valve and 
evaluates performance in real time. 
Oklahoma State University, StiUwater, Oklahoma 
The gaseous hydrogen flow control 
vale (GH2FCV; see Figure I) is a critical 
space shuttle component that controls 
the pressure of the hydrogen external 
tank during launch and ascent to orbit. 
The valve is one of the components that 
are to be monitored by the Integrated 
Vehicle Health Monitoring (IVHM) sys-
tem. The GH2FCV is a two-position valve 
that is actuated by electromagnetic force 
acting against a return spring. In the de-
energized position, the gaseous hydro-
gen flow is high; when the valve is ener-
gized, flow is reduced. There are three 
such valves on the shuttle, one connect-
Poppet 
... Outlet 
Figure 1. Gaseous hydrogen flow 
c.ontrol valve (GH2FCV). 
ed to each of the three main 
of the valve as well as many other vari-
ables. It is precisely these subtle changes 
in the curve signature that yield infor-
mation about the status of the valve. 
Thus knowledge of the specific valve and 
its history are needed to make a good 
assessment. 
This fact makes it necessary to have 
experts interpret and evaluate the wave-
forms. If any anomalies are detected, or 
even suspected, the valve is replaced for 
safety reasons. Testing, therefore, is sub-
jective, expensive, and tim<xonsuming. 
Automating this procedure, especially 
having the ability to monitor the valve 
in flight, would reduce maintenance 
time, extend the operating life of the 
External 
Tank Orbiter 
valve, and im-
prove knowledge 
of the valve's over-
all health. 
engines and manifolded Figure 2. Locat ion of GH2FCV. 
To address this 
problem, Oklaho-
ma State Univer-
sity utilized neural 
networks (NN) 
trained to recog-
nize the unique 
characteristics of 
the individual 
valve and its fault 
conditions. Once 
properly trained, 
the NN automati-
cally evaluates and 
reports on the 
health of the valve 
together to return hydrogen 
gas to the external tank (see Figure 2). 
The valves are precision manufac-
tured but, in spite of this, each exhibits 
slightly different operating characteris-
tic from the others. Each valve is rou-
tinely tested prior to flight and upon 
return, but cannot at pre ent· be tested 
during flight. 
Testing is performed by actuating the 
valve, recordiing the data, and having 
experts evaluate the current signature. 
The latter is the current-vs.-time wave-
form exhibited by the valve as it is ener-
gized and de-energized (Figure 3). The 
characteristic waveform is similar for all 
GH2FCVs, but small tolerance changes 
in manufacture and other variables 
make each valve unique and the corre-
sponding waveforms different. The 
exact curve signature is a function of 
electrical and mechanical characteristics 
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each time it is 
operated. A prototype system was 
designed and built hy Oklahoma State 
University and demonstrated to NASA 
per onnel. The prototype consists of a 
personal computer (PC). a smart box, 
and a current sensor (see Figure 4). The 
current sensor signal is amplified and 
digitized. The data is collected, with S-
hit resolution at 10,000 samples per sec-
ond. When the valve is energized or de-
energized, the waveform is analyzed and 
the results of the particular activation 
are di played on a 2-line by 16-cl!aracter 
display that is an integral part of the 
smart box. The PC i used only for user 
interface and initial NN design and 
training. Once training is complete, the 
smart box operates standalone and may 
be disconnected from the Pc. 
To operate the system the user i 
prompted by a graphical user interface 
www.nasatech.com 
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Figure 3. Typical current signature. 
(CUI) to select a suitable NN structure. 
The tructure may have multiple 
inputs, outputs, and layers, and any 
number of neurons. The smart box is 
witched to "training" mode, and train-
ing is done on the valve in que tion. 
Training is achieved by activating the 
valve and collecting current data versus 
time. With each activation, the data is 
ent to the PC, where the user ees a plot 
of the current ignature. The user i 
prompted to accept or reject this plot. If 
it i accepted, the user then provide the 
corresponding target values. All desired 
fault condition must also be applied. 
The e may be real or simulated. The raw 
data is proce sed to extract critical fea-
tures. Once the desired amount of train-
ing data has been collected and 
proces ed, the results are u ed for defin-
ing the weights and biases of the NN. 
Thi i accomplished with Matlab from 
The MathWorks and the eural 
YR 2000 catalog includes full specs 
on Galil 's programmable motion 
controllers available in 1SA. PCI, 
PC/ 104, VME, RS-232/ 422, USB and Ethernel for-
mats. Conligurable for steppers and servos. 
Feature program memory, uncommitled I/O and 
all modes of motion. Software tools for auto tuning 
and interface to Vtsual Basic. Catalog includes 20-
page technical reference aboul motion control sys-
lem . Vi it www.gaJilmc.com to download free cata-
log or receive by mail. Marketing contact: Lisa 
Wade. GallI Motion Control , 203 Ravendale Drive, 
Mountain View, CA 94043; (650) 967-1700; (800) 
37Hi329; fax; (650) 967-1751; www.galilmc.com. 
Galil Motion Control 
For More Informlltlon Circle No. 602 
PC with 
Matlab 
Smart Box with 
8 bit AID 
Passive Current 
~----l Sensor with 
amplifier euraJ et Toolbox 
Custom Software 
RS 232 serial inl 
Custom Software 
Figure 4. System block diagram. 
etworks Toolbox (both commercially 
available oftware packages can be 
obtained from MathWorks). 
Once an acceptable network has been 
defined, the tructure with weights and 
bias information is sent to the smart box. 
At this point the box may be disconnect-
ed from the PC and switched to the 
"monitor" mode. In thi mode the box 
automatically detects activation of the 
valve, collects data, preproce ses it, feed 
thi information to the , and displays 
the re ults. 
The prototype system was de igned 
for laboratory testing, but with the in tal-
lation of a pas ive current sen or on the 
valve, it can adap ted for flight as well. 
The flight data could then be used by 
the IVHM system for better under tand-
ing of the health history of the CH2FCV 
and to help predict future failures. The 
type of problem that the system can 
learn to detect include sluggish poppet, 
upply voltage problem, coil resistance 
variance, etc. Although de igned pecif-
ically for the CH2FCV, the concept can 
be u ed to test imilar valve that are 
u ed in the space huttle and in other 
nbn-space critical ystem. Having real-
time information regarding the health 
of the CH2FCV reduce maintenance 
time and cost and extend the usable life 
of the valve. 
This system was designed by Dr. Carl D. 
Latino, Oklahoma State University, for 
NASA Kennedy Space Center's Advanced De-
velopments and Shuttle Upgrades. The hard-
ware was constructed and software written by 
students at the OSU ystems Prototyping 
Laboratory. The system was installed, refined, 
and demonstrated at NA 11 KSC with the 
help of Mario Bassignani and other KSC 
employees. For more information please 
contact Dr. Latino at (405) 744-5151; fax: 
(405) 744-9198; e-mail: latino@okway. 
okstate. edu. 
Controller for Bistable Brakes 
This circuit generates pulses for switching brakes on and off. 
J ohn H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
The circuit shown in the figure i a 
controller for bistable brakes. The use of 
bistable brakes reduces energy con-
umption and spurious heating, as 
explained below. 
A bistable brake i one that can stay in 
the "on" or "off' po ition without con-
uming energy from an outside source. 
To witch a bistable brake from "on" to 
"off' or vice versa, all that is needed is a 
pul e of direct current with a duration of 
the order of 100 milliseconds. Because 
no power is consumed except during 
switching pulses, the energy consumed 
and the heat di sipated are much less 
than in the case of an ordinary electro-
magnetic brake. 
In one application, the brakes are parts 
of a robot to be used in the assembly of 
the International Space Station. The 
robot contains 34joints, each containing 
and actuated by a small motor/ brake 
unit. Bistable brake were cho en for 
the e joints because 34 ordinary electro-
magnetic brakes would consume too 
much energy. In another application, a 
bistable brake is part of a droplet-deploy-
ment servo system in a dropleH:ombus-
tion flight experiment; the use of the 
bistable brake in this system minimize 
heat gain by fuel droplets. 
The present circuit was developed to 
make the best use of bistable brakes. This 
circuit can exen simultaneous control 
over two bistable brakes, each rated at a 
potential of 24 V and current of 2 A The 
heart of the circuit is Ul - the L298 
full-bridge driver. This is a high-voltage, 
high-current driver de igned to accept 
standard tran istor/ transistor-logic (TTL) 
potentials and drive inductive loads. 1 is 
configured to provide either a positive or 
a negative pulse of 500-millisecond dura-
tion when activated. Switch S2 is used to 
set the desired polarity 
through hex inverter 2, 
which generates the corre-
sponding required inputs for 
U 1. Diodes D 1 through D8 
serve as damps to protect 1 
against voltage spikes. 
Timer U3 is configured as a 
monostable multivibrator to 
generate a clean 500-millisec-
ond input pulse for U1 when-
ever switch S3 is closed. Even if 
switch S3 is closed for a longer 
time, the pulse is still no more 
than 500 milliseconds long; 
this feature helps to minimize 
consumption of energy. 
Voltage regulator U4 gener-
ates the 5-V logic potential 
from the 24-V power-supply 
potential. The connection to 
the power supply is controlled 
by switch Sl. 
SI (Power) 
..-'-. 
o Off .24 V 
, 24 V Slq>Iy o---/": .... On---..-.:o 
R4 
.1010 
RI 
2.2110 
+5V 
+5V 
~4V 
01 05 07 03 
B/1IJIet 
B_2 
D2 D6 D8 DC 
01 TIwo<Jgb 08 MlJR420 
.5V 
In operation under manual 
control, switch Sl is turned on 
first. Then switch S2 is set to 
obtain the polarity for turning 
This Bistable-Brake Controller sends pulses of current to brakes 1 and 2 when switch 53 is closed. The polarity of the 
pulses is selected by closing or opening 52. 
the brakes on or off as desired. Finally, at 
the desired moment, switch S3 is closed 
to command the generation of the puls-
es to switch the brakes on or off. The 
circuit can also be adapted to operation 
under control by a microprocessor. 
This wom was done by Dennis Eichenberg 
andJohn KoLacz. of Glenn Research Center. 
No further documentation is availahle. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
Time is precious. 
Time is scarce. 
Time is money. 
Newport understands this fundamental 
Busine s oncept and has designed and engi-
neered its motion control products and serv-
ery concept in mind . Whether 
you need r duel to shorten your R&D 
nme. or turn-key solutions to mmimize your 
manufacturmg cycle lime, look to ewporl 
to reduce your lime. to market. Don't 
cial use of this invention should be addressed to 
NASA Glenn Researr:h Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fedm, Mail Stop 
4-8, 21000 Brookpam Road, Cleveland, Ohio 
44135. &fer to LEW-16818. 
• Broad Selection of Standard 
CONTROLLERS, DRIVERS,and 
STAGES 
• Rapid Customization to Fit 
Your Specifications 
• Design and Build Complete 
Systems to Bring Your Design 
Project to Completion Rapidly 
and Efficiently 
Brushless DC Motors 
New from Thorn on Airpax 
Mechatronics, Che hire, CT, i a 
9 mm serie of brush Ie DC 
motors that feature a three-
phase MO FET pulse width 
modulation drive and surface-
mounted components that 
eliminate the need for external controllers. Available 
in 2&.W and 3!>-W outputs, the motors have peak-
power capacity of up to 100 W, 50 encoder pulses per 
revolution, and operating speed of 100 revolution 
per minute (RPM) up to 3000 RPM without dynam-
ic balancing or up to 10,000 RPM "ith dynamic bal-
ancing. Thomson sa the design features result in 
20 percent lower overall power usage. 
For More Information Circle No. 735 
Temperature 
Controller 
Danaher Controls, Gur-
nee, 1L, announces the 
MLC9000, a buWased 
temperature controller 
that interfaces with 
PLCs or Human Machine In terfaces (HMIs) to 
integrate temperature control and motion control. 
Danaher says that the unit eliminates the need for 
integrated PID blocks that degrade PLC perfor-
mance a nd multiple single-loop panel-mount 
controllers that waste panel space and prevent cen-
tralized control. The MLC9000 communicates 
directly to the PLC via open buses, including 
DeviceNetN , PROF[BUS" , and Modbus", or 
through a serial port. 
For More Information Circle No. 738 
Metric Air 
Cylinders 
Mead Fhtid Dyna-
mics, Chicago, IL, 
offers its C4 series 
of metric air cylin-
ders in bore sizes 
from 32 mm to 
100 mm and with 
strokes to 500 mm. A dovetail slot running the full 
length of the barrel allows mounting of low-profile 
reed or Hall-effect switches. Reed switches can be 
used as noncontact electric switches, providing an 
electric ignal when it senses the cylinder's mag-
netic position. The cylinders conform to most 
worldwide standards, including [SO 6431 , VDMA 
24562, and AFNOR NFE 49-003. 
For More Information Circle No. 741 
Low-Friction 
Load Cell 
The new Cleveland-Kid-
der" Slim Cell from 
Cleveland Motion Con-
trols, Qeveland, OH, mea-
sures and monitors ten-
sion on web process or 
wire machinery that utilizes rotating shafts or dead 
shaft rollers. The company says the cell is especially 
beneficial in load cell applications where pace is 
tight, web tensions are typically low, and the envi-
ronment is demanding. It is available in two izes, 
arid has force ratings from I {}'2ooo lb. (4)9000 , ') . 
Cle\'eland says the cell's low-profile desIgn reduces 
the side-frame-t<Hide-frame width requirements of 
the machine. 
For More Information Circle No. 744 
8b 
Open-Loop Vector 
Drive 
Control Technique Amer-
icas, Eden Prairie, MN, 
introduce the Comman-
der E, an AC open-loop 
vector drive that the compan sa is easy LO in tall 
and use. The ten initial default parameters meet the 
needs of 0 percent of typical drive applications, 
according to Control Techniques. The Level I para-
meters can save one motor map; Le\el 2 and 3 para-
meters add flexibility and can save a second motor 
map, permitting the drive to sequence-switch 
between motors with different operating characteris-
tics. Two models are currentl available, the 230V 
(0.33-5 HP) and the 460V (1-5 HP) . 
For More Information Circle No. 736 
Five-Phase 
Geared Step 
Motor/Driver 
Oriental Motor USA 
Corp., Torrance, CA, 
says it has combined 
the PK-W series of five-phase step motor/ drivers 
with two new low-backlash gearhead . The company 
cites new technology that reduce backlash to 3 
arcmin (0.05") or les . With six gear ratios ranging 
from 5: I to 50:1, the planetary gearhead is available 
in combination with PK-W 2.3&.in. sq. motor mod-
els, producing maximum holding torque ranging 
from 30.3 lb. in. with a 5:1 gear ratio to 52.0 lb.-in. 
with a 50:1 ratio. The UPK-W series is available with 
single-phase 10(}'1l5 VAC and 20(}'230 VAC 50/ 60 
Hz inputs. 
For More Information Circle No. 739 
Bru5hless DC 
Motor Driver 
Composite Mo-
dules [nc., Attle-
boro, MA, intro-
duces the CMI-
5015-48 motor 
control module 
that it says was specifically de igned for operating 
fractional and integral horsepower motors. The plug 
and play module requires a single +22.{}.t0-+48.{}.V 
power upply to operate a three-phase DC brush less 
motor. Three I!>-V CMOS<ompatible open<ollector 
Hall devices are required for commutation. The 
internal +15.{}.V reference is able to supply up LO 100 
rnA, more than capable, the company says, for the 
Hall devices and additional driver circuitry. 
For More Information Circle No. 742 
Brushless Servo 
Motors 
Rockwell Automa-
tion, Milwaukee, WI, 
is offering the AIlen-
Bradley MP series of 
brushl ervo mo-
tors , which it say 
combine high efficiency and high torque in a com-
pact high-density package. The series offer a variety 
of motor winding configuration "ithin a gi\'en 
frame ize to potentially reduce the output require-
ments of the sy tern's sef\'O amplifier. The MP series 
offers multiple feedback options, including absolute 
po itioning and high-re olution encoders, which 
have the ability to po ition the servo system to "ithin 
l / l-milliomh ofa re\·olution. 
For More Information Circle No. 745 
www.nasatech.com 
Dedicated Field 
Controller 
imPro Controls, iilford,. 'H, 
make a\oailable its SimLink 
control S) tern that the compa-
ny says dramatically simplifies 
and reduce the co t of ingle-
level ingle-loop process con-
trol. It pro,ides a single dedicated field controller 
per process that can be controlled from a PC or run 
autonomously. Each controller can control either an 
electric or a pneumatic acruator and can accept a 
variety of analog and digital inputs. No program-
ming or graphical hierarch)' of any kind is required. 
The controllers use a modular communications sys-
tem thaI can be hardwired or wireless. 
For More Information Circle No. 737 
1S0-W Moving 
Coil Motor 
Maxon Precision Mo-
LOrs, Burlingame, CA, 
sa) its new RE series 
of motors use power-
ful rare-earth magnets 
and graphite brushes 10 ma.ximize the torque that 
can be gotten from a 4{}.mm-diameter package. 
The patented rhombic moving<oil design provides 
for long life, low electrical noise, fast acceleration, 
and high efficiency, according to the company, and 
the ironless rotor enables zero cogging and simple, 
accurate comrol. The motor has three different 
windings available to match desired speed with 
available voltage. Maximum speed is 8200 RPM, 
and maximum efficiency is 91 percent. 
For More Information Circle No. 740 
Stepper/Servo 
Motor Brakes 
Electroid Co., Spring-
field, l'{J, says that its 
new family of from-
end tepper/ servo 
motor brakes, the 
SB, was designed LO offer 
users a choice in the sizes and features needed for 
specific applications. All brakes are power-off fail~afe 
units that mount easily to the from end of a stepper 
or servo motor. Electroid notes the brakes' fast 
response and low backlash (zero backlash on the 
SSB). They are available in two standard sizes to fit 
standard NEMA-23 and NEMA-34 motor frame . The 
S B model is also available in NEMA-42. Twenty-four 
and 90 VDC are standard. 
For More Information Circle No. 743 
Locking-Style Safety 
Switches 
Banner Engineering Corp., 
Minneapolis, MN, announces its [-
LS42 eries of locking~tyle safety 
switches that can be wired to 
machine safety control circuitry to keep a mechani-
cal guard locked at up to 1000 of force until haz-
ardous motion has come LO a top. Bartner says they 
are uitable for use with two-channel emergency top 
and gate monitor safety modules. Features include a 
choice of two locking mechanisms (spring lock with 
energized solenoid release or energized solenoid 
lock "ith spring unlock); two tainle teel actuator 
types (rigid in-line or flexible in-line) ; and a choice 
of solenoid voltages (24 \' AC/ D or universal volt-
age 24-4 V A / D or 24-230 V A ). 
For More Information Circ.le No. 746 
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lew! An infonnative 
brochure from fIN-
ALE , leader in 
close tolerance 
hapes to 3 1/ 2", 
illustrates typi cal 
applications and de-
scribes capabilities 
including shorl 
run . MI ALEX, 
quality leader, delivers on time, every time. 
MI ALE ,PO Box 247, Whitehouse tation, NJ 
o 9; Tel: 908-5344044; Fax: 908-534-67 
Minalex 
For More Information Circle No. 610 
CONTRACT 
DEVELOPMENT 
MEDCO coats, lami-
nates, and lits a wide 
variety of film, paper, 
foam, foil , cloth, and 
nonwoven webs for 
CUSlOm medical and industrial applications. MEDCO 
also provides contract R&D and process-<levelopmem 
se,,"ces, along with sophisticated high ... 'Olume manu-
facturing. MEDCO offers low minimums, quick 
turnaround, and flexible scheduling, putting cu -
tomer needs fLrSt. MEDCO Coated Products, Div. 
MEDCO Labs, 5156 Richmond Rd., Bedford Hts., OH 
44146. Tel : 216-292-7546; Fax: 216-292-5900; 
e-mail: info@medcolabs.com;.."ww.medcolabs.com 
MEDCO Coated Products 
For More Information Circle No. 613 
SMALL PARTS 
CATALOG NO. 20 
QUALITY 
COMPONENTS, 
MATERIALS, AND 
TOOLS 
This catalog is packed with prod-
UCts for engineering design , 
research and developmen t, prototypes and model-
ing, and industrial assembly. Thousands of items are 
in slOck, including miniature fasteners, specialty 
components, fluid and motion control devices, 
select materials, and precision tools . SMALL 
PARTS, INC., 13980 NW 58th Court, Miami Lakes, 
FL, 33014, Attn: Free Catalog - Dept. 200F; Tel: 800-
220-4242; Fax: 800-423-9009; www. mallparts.com 
SMALL PARTS, INC. 
For More Information Circle No. 616 
INTEGRATE CAD 
AND ALGOR MES 
FOR BETTER 
DESIGNS 
Algor's InCAD products cap-
ture exact part or as embly 
geometry, like this housing 
component , for d ynamic 
stre s analysi with Mechan-
ical Evem imuJation for linear or nonlinear mate-
rial models. InCAD products work with CADKEY, 
Mechanical De ktop, Pro/ ENGINEER, Solid Edge, 
and SolidWorks. Addr : 150 Beta Dr., Pittsburgh, 
PA 15238; Phone : +1 (412) 967-2700; E-mail : 
info@algor.com ; or Fax : +1 (412 ) 967-2781 ; 
www.algor.com, www.feaincad.com 
Algor, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 619 
66 
AUTOMATED TEST 
AND MEASUREMENT 
SOLUTIONS 
BROCHURE 
Automated Test and Mea-
surement olutions, a free 
brochure from ational In-
struments, describe how scien-
tists and engineers can increase productivity and 
lower co ts by using the latest PC technologie with 
National Instruments oftware and hardware to cre-
ate high-performance, computer-based measure-
mem and automation tems. Call today for a free 
brochure. ational Instruments; Tel : 00-894-0 5 
( .. and Canada) , 512-794-0100; Fax: 512-6 3-
9300; e-mail: info@ni.com; www.ni.com/ info/ test 
National Instruments 
For More Information Circle No. 611 
FIRESTONE 
MARSH MELLO~ 
SPRINGS 
The fabric-reinforced rubber 
pring from Fire tone 
Industrial Products Co. pro-
vide constant vibration isola-
tion with changing loads, ha,.., 
a high loackarrying capacity, 
and do not bottom out. 
They are low noise, low cost, and low maintenance. 
Call Firestone at 1-800-798-5005 for a free Mar h 
MeU~ design manual. FIrestone Industrial Products 
Co., 12650 Hamilton Cro ing Blvd., Carmel, I , 
46032; Tel: 800-888-0650; e-mail : suppon@ 
fire toneindustrial.com; www.firelOneindustrial .com 
Firestone Industrial Products Co. 
For More Information Circle No. 614 
Keithley's 2000/ 2001 cata-
log of computer-based mea-
uremem products provides 
pecification , selection 
guides, and background on 
measurement techniques. 
Products include voltage, currem, and resistance 
meter; sources. wilCht5J software, real·time con· 
trol hardware, signal conditioning hardware; acqui-
sition, digital I/O, and motion control boards; and 
emiconductor products. Keithley Instruments, 
Inc., 28775 Aurora Rd., Cleveland, OH 44139; 
Tel: 1-888-KEITHLEY; www.keithley.com 
Keithley Instruments, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 617 
TUESDAYS AT 
TEN: ALGOR LIVE 
WEBCASTS 
Join Algor every Tuesday 
at 10:00 a.m. Eastern Time 
for a live Webcast to learn 
more about Algor's soft-
ware from the most basic 
to full Mechanical Event 
imulation. Engineers can 
phone or email questions 
to be answered by Algor engineers during the 
Webca t. Address: 150 Beta Dr. , Pittsburgh , PA 
1523 ; Phone: +1 (412) 967-2700; Email : 
webcast@algor.com; or Fax: +1 (412) 967-2781 ; 
www.a1gor.com/ webcast 
Algor, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 620 
WW\\.nasalech.com 
FREE DAQ 
DESIGNERTM 2000 CD 
Create 'our per onal mea· 
surement solution interacti,,,," 
Iy: DAQ De igner 2000 now 
recommend real-time data 
acquisition (DAQ) and mo-
olutions. se this free CD to interac-
tively configure 'our measurement tem. Just pro-
,ide DAQ De igner with pecific application details, 
and it chooses from hundreds of PCbased hardware 
and software products to select the right ones for 
your application . DAQ De igner 2000 also recom-
mends data acquisition , signal conditioning, 
image acquisition , and in trument product . 
National Instruments; Tel: 00-327-9 94 (U .. and 
Canada) , 512-794-0100; Fax: 512-683-9300; e-mail: 
info@ni.com; ,,"ww.rti .com/ info/ daq 
National Instruments 
For More Information Circle No. 612 
' , " ". ~ ''' \ '1 . it I GOODFELLOW WEB SITE FOR METALS & MATERIALS ' 'fiI ) ':, ... . .. 0 ') ~ By accessing www. goodfellow.com, re-
searchers and de ign engineers ,ViU find an extraor-
dinary election of pure metal, alloys, polymers, 
ceramics, compo ites, and honeycombs, available in 
smaU quantitie and ready for immediate hipment. 
More than 40,000 item are included. Print and 
CD-ROM catalog are also available. Goodfellow 
Corp., 800 Lancaster Ave., Berwyn, PA 19312-1780; 
Tel: 00-821-2 70 
Goodfellow Corp. 
POROUS 
CERAMIC 
VACUUM 
CHUCK 
PhotoMachining of-
fers a porous ceramic 
vacuum chuck for use 
with thin films and other nat samples. Pore sizes 
under 25 microns assure uniform suction and holding 
power for even the smaUest pans. PhotoMachining 
also provides contract laser-manufacturing services, 
and de igns and builds custom laser-based manufac-
turing equipmenL PholOMachining, Inc., 4 Industrial 
Dr., Unit 40, Pelham, NH 03076; Tel: 603-882-9944; 
Fax: 603-886-8844; rschaeffer@photomachining.com; 
www.photomachining.com 
PhotoMachining, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 618 
ALGOR SOFTWARE 
ELIMINATES TIME 
& COST OF 
PERFORMING 
PHYSICAL TESTS 
se Algor's Mechanical E,..,nt 
imulation (MES) and kine-
matic element technology to imultaneously replicate 
motion and flexing for linear and nonlinear ",..,nlS on 
CAD solid models. MES eliminates the need 10 deter-
mine forces by external calculation because it does not 
require intemal dynamic loading inPUL Use InCAD-
10 impon designs from popular CAD solid modelers 
into Algor' MES. 150 Beta Drive, Pittsburgh. PA 15238-
2932; Phone: + I (412) 967-2700; F3JC +1 (412) 967-
2781; Email;info@algor.com; .. bsite:w .. w.algor.com 
Algor, Inc. 
For More Information Ci rcle No. 621 
miniature and sub-
miniature terminals 
including: insulated 
leSt jacks, assembled 
standoffs and pres ... 
Iype terminals. All 
standard catalog 
items are available 
for immediate pricing and delivery. Call today for 
yOUT free 27-page catalog: 8()().{;342356. 
Hiram Jones Electronics, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 622 
VACUUM 
PUMP 
VIBRATION 
~=il""LIPIi"'·1 ~?~T~~~on 
L-_ _______ ---J isolatOrs effectively 
remove turbo-molecular and cryo-pump vibration •. 
Two models are a,'3ilable in elastomer and air-iso-
lated versions. They are UHV compatible, have 
short insertion lengths. and high conductance. A 
wide variet), of flange. are available. National 
Electrostatics Corp., 754{) Graber Rd., Box 620310, 
Middleton, WI 53562-0310; Tel : 608-831·7600; 
Fax : 608-256-4103 ; http://www. 
pelletron.com; e-mail : nec@peJletron.com 
National Electrostatics Corp. 
For More Information Circle No. 625 
DEVICE DATA 
INTO WINDOWS 
APPLICATIONS 
Win Wedge instantly inputs 
serial (RS232-RS485) or 
TCP/ IP data into any 
Windows application: Excel, 
Access, MMIs, etc . Collect 
data from and control 
gauges. micrometers, bal-
anc~, meteB, bar<ode scan· 
ners, measuring instruments 
... any device. Easily perform graphing and analysis of 
your ins=nt data in any program. ThITecb, 2027 
Wallace SL, Philadelphia, PA 19130; Tel: 800-722-6004, 
215-763-7900; Fax: 215-763-9711; www.taltech.com 
TalTech 
For More Information Circle No. 628 
30 MHZ FUNCTION 
AND ARBITRARY 
WAVEFORM 
GENERATOR 
The DS345 c.reates S}llthesized (DO ) sine, square, 
triangle. and ramp waveforms with 1}1Hz frequency 
resolution. Arbitrary waveforms of up to 16k points 
with l2·bit resolution can also be generated. 
Capabilities include AM, I'M, PM, and bum mode 
as weU as linear and logarithmic frequellCY sweeps. 
The GPIB and RS-232 interface option pTm~des 
easy communicatioll wilh computers and 
includes software for creating arbitrary wa,'e-
forms. U . li5t price: $1,595. Stanford Research 
S~ terns; Tel: 408-744-9040; Fax: 408-7449049; e-mail: 
info@thlnkSRS.com; www.thinkSRS.com 
Stanford Research Systems 
For More Information Circle No. 631 
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THE SOURCE 
FOR 
ELECTRONIC & 
MECHANICAL 
HARDWARE 
Seastrom lake. pride 
in offering one of the 
widest selections of 
standard electronic 
and assembly hard· 
ware available from 
stock. Seastrom's 66-A 
Catalog provide a complete source for 0 er 
45,000 products. For a free 550-page catalog. call 
800-6342356. 
Seastrom Mfg Co. Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 623 
!] NEW 21ST CENTURY'"M OMEGA DATA ACQUISmON SYSTEMS HANDBOOK AND ENCYCLOPEDIA® 
- OMEGA's new Data Acquisition 
S}'SteIDS Handbook and Encyclopeclia® features more 
than 1200 full<olor pages with complele specifica' 
tions and pricing for the latest dam acquisition prod· 
UCts. The handbook also contains hundreds of pages 
of valuable tecbnica.i information and articles related 
to data acquisition. Use our OMEGAJax on-line pub-
lishing service 10 obtain a request form by fax. Call I· 
800-848-4271 from any Touch-Tone phone and 
requesl Document #2000. OMEGA Engineering, 
One Omega Drive, P.O. Box 4047, Stamford, CT 
06907-4047; Tel : 203-S59-1660; Fax; 203-359·7700; 
e-mail: das@omega.com; www.dasieee.com 
OMEGA Engineering 
For More Information Circle No. 626 
DC/DC 
CONVERTERS 
The Ilew Model FE·280A 
Series of DC/ DC Con· 
verters offers up to 20 
watts of power in a small 
aluminum case. Units are 
available in single , dual , 
or triple outputs. All units 
include input and OUtput 
filtering to meet stringent 
EMI requirements. The convener can offer regula· 
tion of better than 1 % at end of life, typica.i 12-year 
mission. Frequency Electronics, Inc., 55 Charles 
Lindbergh Blvd .. Mitchel Field, NY 11553; Tel: 51~ 
79445oo; Fax: 51~7944S40 
Frequency Electronics, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 629 
STORAGE 
ENCLOSURES 
Kingston ' storage 
enclosu~ are specifi. 
ca.ily designed to meet 
)'our long-term stor-
age needs. We offer 
an unparalleled \'lIri-
ety of hig~uality, mix-and-match enclosur~. which 
provide compatibilit)'-teSt.ed housing for full· and half:. 
height6:xed or remO\'llble drives. All products are su» 
ported "ith an indus~eading warranty and superior 
customer sen;ce. Contact Kingston today to request a 
free 3Q.day evaluation. Tel: 714-438-1850; e-mail: 
torage@kingston.com; ",·ww.kingston.com/ storage 
Kingston 
For More Information Cirde No. 632 
WWK nasatech .com 
FREE 2000 
QUATECH 
PRODUCT 
CATALOG &CD 
Quatech's 2000 catalog 
decails OUT extensive line of 
quality communication, data 
acquisition, and signal condi-
tioning products for USB, 
PCMCIA, PCI , and lSA. New for 2000 are the 
Freedom USB Seri~ of multi-pon USB serial adapters 
and U B hubs. Available in prinL or as an interacm-e 
CD linked 10 OUT secuR online ordering system, the 
catalog provides produCt overviews, photos, and com· 
plete tecbnica.i .<pedfications. Call 1-800-553-1170 for 
your free copy or visit WWUJ.quLlUCh.rom. 
Quatech, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 624 
ELECTROMAGNETIC 
DESIGN 
& ANALYSIS 
SOFTWARE 
OPERA Software provides 
user·friendly design and 
analysis tools for electrostat· 
ic, magne[ostatic, and time~ 
varying electromagnetic devices and systems. A 
wide frequency range (including resonant cavity 
calculations) and transient effects may be modeled. 
Particle beam modeling (including space charge 
effects) may be analyzed. Comprehensive user sup-
port is always provided. Veclor Fields, Inc.; Tel: 
630·851-1734; Fax: 630-851-2106; e-mail : info@ 
vectorfields.com; www.veclOrfields.com 
Vector Fields, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 627 
MAGNADIZE 
--
---
.. ----
• 
t 
--
COATING PROTECTS 
MAGNESIUM PARTS 
MAG AOIZE® uTface·en-
hancemem coatings increase 
surface hardness and provide 
permanent dry lubricity to pro-
tect magnesium parts against 
abrasion , wear, and corrosion 
from chemicals and/ or moi ... 
ture . Magnaplate·applied MAGNADIZE eliminates 
oxiclizing and galling, two critical problems for mag· 
nesium. Available in four thicknesses, the coating 
also exhibits high clielectric strength and excellent 
release propertie . General Magnaplate, Unden, NJ 
07036; Tel : 800-852·3301 ; Fax: 908-862.fjllO; e-mail : 
info@magnaplate.com; www.magnaplate.com 
General Magnaplate 
For More Informa1:ion Circle No. 630 
HYBRIDTM 
THUMBSCREWS 
(BULLETIN PFT) 
These ne" Type PFT'" 
metal/ plastic thumbscrew 
fearure stainless<ilecl threads 
with a !Hobe recess, o,'er-
molded with a black. ABS 
- ... cap. The cap lIaS external 
".: .1:- ~ lobes that can be grasped 
easily for finger operation 
and fearures a generous slot for use with a lool. 
Optionai colors are available. Penn Engineering 
and Mfg. Corp.; Tel: 800-237-4736; Fax: 215-76~ 
0143; www.pemneLcom 
Penn Engineering and Mfg. Corp. 
For More Information Circle No. 633 
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NEW POnlNG 
COMPOUND OFFERS 
SUPERIOR HUT 
DISSIPATION 
MASTER BOND EP30AN 
• Thermal conductivity as high as 25 BtU/hr/~/inrF 
• Outstanding electrical insulation properties 
• Fast ambient temperature cure . Passes NASA 
outgassing specifications . High physical strength 
• Resists moisture & many chemicals • Superior 
long term dimensional stability . Minimal shrinkage 
68 
www.masterbond.com 
Master Bond Inc. 
Adhesives, Sealants & Coatings 
154 Hobart St., Hackensack, NJ 07601 
TEL: 201-343-8983 FAX: 201 -343-'2132 
For More Information Circle No. 435 
~jI\~ •• ~. itil'l. ~~~ ~ ~ ~ • , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 
Flex-Circuits 
hi-rei, high-density inter'connection 
A 3-dimensional approach to 
electronics packaging 
Single layer to multilayer . MIL-P-50884C certified, all 
types . Optional connectors & pins for simplified 
assembly . Integral wire-wound inductive coils 
• SMT-ready design . 0.003' lines/spaces 
Replace hard wiring, connector systems & circuit boards 
to create smaller, more reliable electronic packages 
• Avionics . Medical devices . Telecommunications 
• Military radios . Panelized flex for pick & place 
MIN CO PRODUCTS, INC. 
7300 Commerce Lane . Minneapolis, MN 55432-3177 U.S.A. 
Telephone: (612) 571-3121 . FAX: (612) 571-0927 
For More Information Ci rcle No. 436 
New on the 
MARKET. 
Data Acquisition and Control 
ationa! In trumems. Au tin, TX, 
has intl"oduced a data acquisition 
and control system based on PXI/ 
Compact PCI and the LabVIEW RT 
graphical programming environ-
ment for developmem and deploy-
ment of embedded, real-time appli-
cations. LabVIEW RT enable users to develop high-speed data acqui-
ition, control, te t, and di crete and proce control application on a 
standard Window PC. A pull-down menu command will download the 
applications acros an Ethernet network to run deterministically on a 
PXl/ Compact PC! embedded controller. Once embedded. LabVIEW 
RT applications acquire analog and digital I/O via ational 
Instruments data acquisition and signal conditioning modules 
plugged into the PXl system chassis. Circle No. 727 
CompactPCI Controller 
The 3U CompactPCI SCSI-3 con-
troller with rear I/O from One Stop 
Systems, Escondido, CA, provides trans-
fer rates up to 133 MB/ econd with syn-
chronous transfer rates to SCSI periph-
erals up to 40 MB/ second. The con-
troller includes two 16-bit Ultra SCSI-3 
connectors, one channel (Channel A) routed through the front panel, 
and the second channel (Channel B) routed through the rear J2 con-
nector. The controller utilize a PCI-to-SCSI bridge equipped with an 
embedded RISC engine, which reduces CPU overhead associated with 
CPU-to-SCSI transfers. Circle No. 729 
Pressure-Sensitive 
Tapes 
CS Hyde. U!ke Villa, IL, 
offers Teflon® and Kapton® 
tapes designed specifically 
for longer life and higher 
output The tapes are used 
wherever a non~tick. heat- and chemical-resistant surface is required. 
Their release qualities and surface consistency withstand extremely high 
temperatures and operating speeds. Kapton® is used in electrical applica-
tions for insulation, conformability, and high dielectric strength. UHMW 
pressure-sensitive tape has a high slip surface with a low friction coefficient 
It can be used to reduce abrasion, noise, and friction. Circle No. 732 
Recorder-Workstation 
The Everest telemetry recorder-workstation 
from Te t and Measurement Systems, Astro-
Med, West Warwick, RI, is designed for aero-
space applications such as flight testing and 
satellite telemetry. Features include an 18" 
color display for real-time data viewing; in tu-
itive touch-screen interface; 32 anal<Jg or digi-
tal input channels; high-resolution chart; and 
Virtual Chart™ for saving large amounts of 
data to an on-board hard drive. Waveforms 
can be viewed from any angle on the cus-
tomizable display; differen t colors can be used 
for waveforms, grids, timing marks, and text An alarm feature can 
change the waveform color or sound a tone when signals exceed speci-
fied limits. Circle No. 733 
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Newon 
DISK 
Inertial Load Transfer 
The Inertial Load Transfer Extender 
from ALGOR, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, is part 
of lIle Mechanical Event Simulation 
(MES) line of products lIlat provide 
faster, more accurate stre results from 
the inertial loading created during a 
dynamic event. It allows users to simulate dynamic behavior, calculate 
inertial loa.ds at each node, and perform a linear or nonlinear static 
stress analysis using one finite elemem model to detennine stresses. 
The software automatically creates a static stress analysis model, main-
taining the orientation of the geometry for the selected time-step, and 
then LranSfers the ioertialloads at each node. Engineers can filler the 
forces and moments to be Lransferred by magnitude to eliminate 
inconsequential loads from the new analysis. Circle No. 104 
Data Analysis and Visualization 
Research Systems, Boulder, CO, has released IDL (Interactive Data 
Language) Version 5.3 data analysis, visualization, and cross-platform 
application developmem software. The upgrade expands features in 
the language, including visualization and analysis, file I/O, the IDL 
GUIBuilder, and IDL ActiveX Contro\. Image-processing improve-
ments are designed LO increase capabilities in quantitative image analy-
ses. The more than 30 new analysis routines include a set of polygon 
mesh routines and mesh utilities for use with large 3D data sets. IDL 5.3 
also supports GZlP file compression/decompression. Circle No. 100 
Motion Control Programming 
MotionPro™ software from 
Industrial Indexing Systems, Victor, 
NY, is designed to program Delta-
PrOTM single-axis positioning systems. 
Programs are built in a block step for-
mat; Lhere are 127 blocks plus an 
additional live special blocks to per-
mit automatic execution of code 
during Lransitions between modes. 
Thirty-two different commands are represented by icons in a toolbox. 
When a command is selected, a default screen prompts the programmer 
to enter parameters for that command. Files can be created to save/store 
programs, which can then be downloaded to and uploaded from the 
positioning system. Circle No. 101 
Project Communication 
Framework Technologies, Burlington, MA, has introduced 
ActiveProject™ v2000/E project communication software that enables 
organizations to set up project exLranets for treamlining communication 
and project delivery with an extended team of internal constituents and 
external partners. It combines secure, centralized access to project data 
with an integrated seL of collaborative applications. Features include 
optional back-end support for Oracle and SQL Server Databases; publish-
ing of SolidWor~ CAD assemblies as smart, navigable Web pages; and the 
ability to access multiple projects from a singl.e Web page. Circle No. 102 
Data Acquisition 
Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, offers version 2.0 of DAC 
Express data acquisition/recorder software that provides simultaneous 
digital and counter totalize measurements for testing of devices such as 
pumps and motors. DAC Expre setup/data ,iewer software allows 
users to review recorded data files and create new lest setup at a 
remote PC. Because no programming is necessary, Lhe software stream-
lines the process of system development, data collection/validation, 
arclliving, analysis, and report generation. The programs can export 
data files in MATLAB and Microsoft Excel formats. Circle No. 105 
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OUf Servers & Workstations 
J8 Going Places 
I 
Desktop workstation and ~erver power n er been so portable or so 
rugged with industrial portables from BS!. With a combination of multi-
slot, multi-drive bay design, a large flat panel display and dual Pentium 
rrr processor perfonnance, our ponables provide you with full-featured 
servers and workstations wherever your application takes you. asI 
Broadax Systems, Inc:. 
1-800 · 872· 4547 
For More Information Circle No. 431 
Providing sealing solutions 
before others identify 
the problems! 
Since 1953,our people have 
been helping solve difficult 
sealing problems. We offer 
innovative custom-built seals 
in a wide range of sizes and 
configurations. They can be used anywhere a positive 
seal is needed. Call or write for design assistance. 
Illustrated literature available. 
JJ..SE~F~T~!~~~H~~!!~~~~N 
368 MARTlNEl DRIVE · KENT. OH 44240-4368 USA 
(330) 673·8410 . FAX (330) 673-8242 
E-Mail: info@sealmaster.com • www.sealmaster.com 
For More Information Circle No. 438 69 
New 
LITERATURE 
Microelectronics Guide 
Master Bond. Hacken ack. NJ. offer a four-page application selec-
tor guide on adhe ive • sealants. coating . and encap ulants pecially 
formulated for microelectronics. The guide covers both one- and two-
component systems. including epoxies. silicone . acrylics. and latex. 
Visco ity. set-up times. cure schedules. service operating temperarure 
ranges, and application recommendation are listed for 70 different 
grade . Circle No. 707 
Industrial PC Systems 
A 4~page catalog from I-Bus, San Diego, CA., 
de cribe industrial computer olution , including 
CPU boards, systems enclosures, pas ive back-
planes, CompactPCFM boards and enclo ures, 
rack-mount products. peripheral options, and rack-
mount power conditioners. Specialty products 
include CD-ROM shares, floppy shares, and 
embedded enclosures. Circle No. 708 
Metal Powders 
Hoeganae Corp., Cinnaminson, IT, offers 
a brochure that illustrates production of 
sponge and atomized ferrous-metal powders 
and outlines their properties and typical 
uses. Applications include pharmaceuticals, 
food, welding, plastic, chemicals, metallur-
gy, friction, reprographics, and printing. 
Circle No. 709 
DC Power Supplies 
Xantrex Technology, Burnaby, BC, Canada, 
has released a catalog of programmable DC 
power upplies. A white-paper technical report 
on soft switching is included. along with appli-
cation notes, technical ordering information on 
customization. te ting. and standard and 
optional control interfaces. Applications 
include automotive. aero pace, semiconductor, 
medical electronics, semiconductor. military electronics, and telecom-
munications. Circle No. 710 
True Position Locators 
A selection guide from LaVezzi Precision, 
Glendale Heights, IL, describes Tru-PosTM True 
Position Locators. de igned for determining 
the true position of tapped holes for CMM 
inspection applications. The locators reference 
the pitch diameter, thereby offering an accurate 
reading. They are available in straight-thread 
de ign for seating on a flat surface and a 
tapered tyle for irregular or cast urfaces. 
Circle No. 711 
Self-locking Patch 
ylok Fastener Corp.. Macomb. MI. has pub-
lished a brochure on NYfEMP® patented orange 
polymer self-locking patche . They are designed to 
maintain torque and clamp load at temperarures 
up to 450 OF. and meet or exceed most govern-
ment, military. and indu try pecifications. They 
can be used in small engines. appliances. and 
automated assembly operations. Circle No. 712 
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This Month in 
Rapid PrDduct · 
DevtiIDpment-----··online 
Tools & Techniques To Create Better Products Faster 
Sponsors: 
The web publication for NASA Tech Briefs readers 
I1SA Tech Briefs' totally digital publication, Rapid Product 
Development Online (www.rapidproducts.net), helps 
engineers develop better products faster by giving them 
immediate, 24-hour acce to the latest information on 
CAD, FEA, modeling, reverse engineering, and rapid pro-
totyping tools and techniques. 
RPD Online include feature tories, industry and prod-
uct news, product reviews, how coverage, demos, links, 
and a keyword- earchable upplier guide. 
This month's RPD Online includes: 
• Cross-Platform CAD Program Helps Air Force Engi-
neers Cut Detailing Time - Engineers at the Air Force 
Research Lab are able to produce more accurate, detailed 
manufacturing drawings using CAD software. 
'----. Desktop Parts "Printer" a Major Component in De-
sign of Surgical Laser - Severe cost and time require-
ments were met in the design of a surgical laser tool using 
a compact system that creates 3D models . 
• Show Update - A profile of the latest RPD innova-
tions displayed at National Manufacturing Week' Rapid 
Prototyping Pavilion. 
'------------. New Products - CAM and data conversion software, 
a coordinate measuring machine , rubber mold materials, 
and product development services are among the new 
products featured this month. 
Solid Edge is 
Unigraphics 
So lutions' 
mid-range 
CAD software 
package. 
Be sure to visit www.rapidproducts.net for the lat-
est information on the rapid product development 
industry. For advertising and sponsorship informa-
tion, contact Joe Pramberger at joe@abptuf.org; 
Tel: 212-490-3999. 
www.rapidproducts.net 
Spatial 
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The Power 
Searching for powerful data 
analysis and advanced graphics? 
With IDL, the Interactive Data Language, you can build applications 
that manipulate complex or large datasets from various sources to 
detect and display patterns, trends, and anomalies. IDL also 
handles unique data such as DICOM, DXF, HDF, and HDF-EOS. IDL 
provides a rich set of analysis capabilities to help you explore your 
data and visualize results using hardware accelerated OpenGL 
graphics. IDL is the complete development environment for 
building high quality cross-platform applications. 
f;~ ENVI., the Environment for Visualizing Images, provides 
comprehensive functionality if you need a solution for remote 
sensing. ENVI supports all types of satellite and aircraft sensors, 
OEM's, GIS layers, and real-time GPS inputs. ENVI may be the most 
scientifically based spectral analysis tool available, but it also 
provides vector editing and query capabilities. And since it's 
"Powered by IDL", you can expand ENVI's features and create your 
own routines. 
POWERED .v 
iii IDL Download IDL and ENVI today at www.researchsystems.comlglobe 
